
Medan, 17 July, 19j7.

Mr. 'f. M.Mann

c/o. U.S.Consul

M e d a n ...

Dear Sir,

In reply to your enquiry of yesterday m have pleasure in

quoting you as follows;
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longstring beans ( kadj ang pandjang)

white sweet potatoes (obie china)
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reen conn on the cob
shelled Indian corn, dried
papaj a
coarse aalt
dried peas (kadjang idjoe)

dozen hen' s eggs
Kg, peanuts
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onions large
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Total ± f. 244. 20

e trust to be favoured .v ith your esteemed orders, which

shall receive our very best attention.

Yours faithf
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January 12, 19?7

Lest night I thought that all t !

:e packing was done, except

for putting our toothbrushes in a suitcase at the last moment.

But as I went around the house gathering up all the little odds

and ends that I could not bear to leave behind, the contents of

the suitcase swelled and swelled. when I finally had everything

packed to the stage where not another ounce could be squeezed in

Bill came home with three volumes of Indo-fustralian Reptiles

and they h* d to go in, too.

The telephone and the door bell rang incessantly. Margaret

Gellespie dropped in for a monent, and went out on a moneypchanging
errand. Fay came, and took me to the bank to store silver, went
over to Sid's to get me a hot dog, and fixed a c-rrage and a

ros : rv with equal efficiency. Pep and Deb called for us at

qua ter to three and drove us to the Geographic, where we said

good-bye to McFnew and Gilbert Brosvenor, and then to the train,

where we arrived at least an hour ahead of time.

Just as the train was about to pull out, newspapaer photo-
graphers arrived, and took flashlight pictures of us standing on

train steps, with me trying to show off the corsage of brown
orchids which the Clarks had sent me.

January 1?.

Arrived in Chicago at 8.15. Had a second breakfast in

the station, where we were joined by Fran, went to the Field
Museum, and saw Gerhard, Stanley Field, and Dr. Sims. Ned Clark
took us to the Stevens for lunch. Then over the Shedd Aquarium,
where we spent some hours, partly to see the fish and Chute,
partlv to keep out of the sleet and r^in that was blowing over

the town. Dinner with Carl Schmitt and Charles at the Union
Station, and departed on the Northern Pacific at 11 P. M.

January 14

Woke up in Minnesota. All afternoon crossing the plains

of North Dakota, where the snow had beer: blown in ridges that

looked exactly like ocean waves, white-caps and all. The illusion

was heightened toward dusk, when the shadows were blue, and the

snow looked more like sea water than ever, stretching inimitably
toward the horizon.

January 15 ' f^:r r ' r r^'flrr^ y
,

woke uo in Montana. Fen Reeves, Jane and Roy Spencer met us at the

train in Livingston about 8.70. Mr. Peeves got on the train and

rode with us a c far as Lo, n an hour or so later. Pt Butte Jay

Smith got on, and had lunch with us, leaving us at Deer Lodge.

As we crossed the Continental Divide, and saw the spectacular
stretches of snow-covered mountains, I wondered why Bill had ever

left his native state. The train went through Garrison, and I

was thrilled to see the country in which Bill ranched as a boy.

January 16

TP,

CInd
. .

roke up in Washington. Heavy snow covered the Cascades,
loaded, the great pine. trees with armfuls of white. We reached
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Seattle about nine, and found the day cold and crisp, with a light fall
of snow under foot. Telephoned Frida and Helen Croonquist, but were
unrble to find either of them. went out to the Zoo, and spent all
day with the Knudsens, mostly in his office, as it was cold and slushy
and we were afraid of aggravating the colds we had started out with.
My principle view of Seattle was of a row of veterinary instruments in
a case, but we had a nice time, and caught a train at five for Van-
couver.

The train was a jerkwater contraption, especially irksome after
the marvelous service given by the Northern Pacific, and was nearly
two hours late reaching Vancouver, where we got a room at the
Vancouver Hotel (*8) and sank gratefully into a bed that did not
jiggle us through the night.

Januarv 17.

£ clear, sparkling cold day. Walked down to he dock to make
sure the Empress of Psi? was there. Lunched at the Georgia Hotel and.
especially enjoyed the Ontario cheese. Spent the afternoon loafing in
our room, playing two-handed bridge, playing tag to work up electric
shocks off the deep carpet, and drinking contraband liquor.

Janu-ry 18.

Walked down to dock to make sure Empress still there. Lunch
with Mr. Sigmore (a native) at the Vancouver Hotel, and then a drive
around Stanley P-rk with Mr. Footten, Park Commissioner. The Park
was glorious, surrounded by the ocean, backed by the mountains, and
full of snow-covered pines and cedars. Tea with Mr. and Mrs. Wootten
at theiT home. Pinner with M.0.7\ at V. Hotel.

Janu-ry 19.

Up before daylight, packed, breakfasted, and reached the
steamer at 8.?0. .£11 morning was spent loading, the cargo being
unusually heavy on account of the strike, quantities of tJ. S. Mail
taken aboard. Although we w re supposed to s^il at 11, it was 1
before we pulled out. £ record of Fuzy, the orang-outang, bleating
for araate, was handed us just before we left. It had come by air mail,
labeled with instructions to handle carefully !\Sex is the Issue**, and
we were photographed on the forward deck accepting this ridiculous
bit of publicity. *

January 20 - 2& * -
.

- .\ ^t^'.-;'

Calm days, smmoth seas, moderate weather. Played a little
ping-pong, a little shuffleborrd and less deck tennis. * Met the Proctors
of Santa Rosa, the Fishers of Hong-Fong,sr&it the Youngs of Shanghai
and the Cullings of Bangkok. ft our table are ¥.O 0W. and ^m. Todd,
horsetrainer of Honolulu.

January 25

Cane past Diamond Head into Honolulu just at daybreak, and
docked about eight o ? clock. The Royal Hawaiian Band was there to play



to us, and our friends met us, each with leis of carnations,

_

candlewick flowers, and a lovely lavender legume. F. 7. Williams tooK

us uptown to the bank, the oculist's and the milLiner, then we all,

and Mr. Fullaway, went out to the Bishop Museum, where Mr. Bryan, the

curator, showed us around until nearly noon. The Museum is devoted

to Polynesian exhibits exclusively, and there were wonderful relics

of earlv days in the South Seas. King I
Throne and crown

made one wonderful exhibit, and the feather cloak and helmet of

were another. x*k Two of the three birds most exten-

sively used for this feather work are now extinct, the oo and the

It has been estimated that 80,000 birds were needed for one big yeelow

cape that we saw-.

We lunched r-t the ^Ta.ikiki Tavern, and I had pineapple and Ulue,

a local fish. Then to the ^auerium, which is small but tremendously

interesting. One wing is given over to food fishes, but for the most

part the fish seem to be collected and exhibited for their gorgeous

color. One brilliant tank was a collection of Samoan reef fishes,

bright blue, darker blue, yellow dorsals, - Indescribable colors.

Spiny lobsters, spineless lobsters, sea urchins, starfishes, hermit

crabs with anemones living on them, and octopi were interesting ^ sights

.

Four octopi in one tank put on an amazing show, fighting, swimming,
_

changing color, from almost white to dark brown, and all their tentacles

and suckers working like mad, until I literally got goosefiesh all

over my arms just watching them.

After a look at the Agricultural Experiment Station, &the Sugar

Planters Association Mrs. Fullaway drove us up to the Pali, with

probabiv the most gorgeous view of any mountain pass in the world.

At 1200" feet it looks out over mountains, sea and sky, with constantly

changing cloud and color effect, - simply too beautiful. On our wey^

back we stopped at the Hildebrand Gardens, and admired all the botani-

cal specimens, liking especially the old banyan trees and the orchid

collection. One yellow, fringe-petatled orchid was called the Butter-

flv. We ate a small red fruit called Surinam cherry, and saw cup of

gold, ginger, and so many other tropical plants new to me that I gave

up trying to learn their names.

Mr. Fullaway, M.0.w . and I went swimming from the Outrigger

Canoe Club at ?Taikiki Beach. The air was cool, but the water warm.

Hunks of coral underfoot, beach shallow, breakers a quarter of a

mile out on the reef. While we swam, Bill went to the 7oo, which he

savs is small, unusually clean and nice, with very l?:rge cages, grass

growing in mo^t of them. It is to be enlarged and turned into an

aviary. The present bird collection contains four species of hornbill,

two of Paradise birds, tantile stork, Java fruit pigeons, Leadbeeter's

cockatoo, breeding Hawaiian geese, crowed pigeons and Java jungle

fowl. The Philippine hornbill put food in the keeper »

s
^ mouth, flew

up and down at command. Nice collection monkeys, two lions.

Sukiyaki dinner at beech Club. All the Hawaiian entomologists

and their wives had been gathered together, and it was a lovely party,

eating outdoors, watching the full moon over the water. Came back to

the ste- iter a little after nine, and sailed at ten-thirty, to the

accompaniment of Moha from the Royal Hawaiians, pink, green and purple

serpentines, lights twinkling from the town behind. As we left the

harbor, we threw out leis overboard, so they would float back to Hono-

lulu, as we hope to do someday ourselves.
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Behind all the gaity of welcoming and speeding the Empress end
her passengers, was the strain of the three—months ' shipping strike.
At the wharf we saw the President Pierce, the President Hays, and
the Lurline, all of which have been tied tip for months. On the
Dollar boats the Chinese crew are not allowed any shore leave, and
on one of the President boats the poor Chinese have not set foot
ashore since last September, why murder and mutiny have not broken
out I can*t imagine.

Among the women in Honolulu whom we met, the chief topic of
conversation was the high price of oranges and lemons. Oranges are
$1.50 a dozen, lemons $1.00. Nqther of these fruits can be raised
in the Islands on account of the Mediterranean fruit fly, and with
shipping practically at a standstill, there are none in the market
even at these high prices.

Janizary 26-27

Quantities of albatross are following the ship, and give a
fascinating display of gliding over the waves and through the spray

January 28.

No albatross

January 29 - No such date: We cross the International Date Line
and have no Friday in this week.

Janttary ?0.

The albatross are back, a few terns with them. Williams got some
movies of them. Bill and I went up to the bridge to see what was
the closest island, and found that we were between Midway and Fake,
a little nearer to Midway, and probably the birds have come some
three hundred miles over the ocean from there.

Weather still fine. The masquerade ball was held on the
after deck, under a. full moon. Just as it was about to begin,
the ship was p^^^^cwiiy stopped, for afcgnafc half an hour, while an
appendectomy was performed on one of the Chinese crew.

hiUa IrM^ hS
w Tl™ 5 F5

f
nlng s **ovt the difficulties we wouldnave in Japan, We had been toxd thrt the climate was bad, the coffeefoux, the photographic limitations irksome, the convevances and

rZ^tfniT 8 aH^\ N°ne °f theSe prOVed to be true - The customs™w n? S
Restrict, and we hod to list on our declarations thenumber of books we were bringing in, titles, etc., and "if unboundedthe number of pr-ges;" also the number of rhinoceros horns and ^?

l"neS
'

Xt was flso s little disturbing to learn about the Japanese

?ll
g
df?pS^f!S'

which promised to collect baggage and" send it in

the tnJ niA £l*4 I t
±Q 61 8

l
lttle dinident about stepping off

I kh£ °l
0llfritish Empress, mo facing an Oriental people of whomx Knew so littxe, but we never had one moment in which to feel



sirfrige or ill at ease.

To begin with, Fujiyama welcomed us
. J^f^^^^f^1"

u«s that only very occasionally was it possible to see juji irom

Vrbo? but we awakened to hear enthusiastic voices in the

5SSr?dor crving <

f H8ve you seen Fuji?" - end dressing as hastily

a^poss^ deck in the clear, crisp dawn to see

the S?2it snow-crowned cone rising out of the clouds across tJ?zne gi^u oiiv/« th i;ter the sun shon-one gr^t duvp-^v» .v. ~,
. ~» ^ orwa x hpn i . ter the sun snone

bay. Mi st oDSCureu xu xu± a. -^^^ * h-Hpf r lirnose
once more on the perlect mounwxn,
of it.

Before we .ere .snore, Dr. Roga, Director of the Totg Zoo,

on hand to welcome us. He brought us a letter from Dj
- wpc sorrY not to be there, too, but hoped to see u.

IK- « tall almost Indian-looking Japanese, lea us out through
Dr» Roga, 8 tall, arm

°^
ux

^' * rove u «: ont of Yokohama to Tokyo

,

the customs, end into 8 c«r, and >.roye u. owl
imaginable,

about fifteen miles, through tne most ^^tetr^i V %ed ettrians

,

Bicycles by the thousands were weaving ax ng the roo.., pece.tiicn .

,

men pulling carts, oxen, trucks and motor cars of.^^^y
I m4e that no American driver could neve worked througn wi™ ^a B^e tnai no ^ nitv I held mv breath almost all the
remaining vestiges Ox sanity. ± lLKt ******* tb-t self-suffocation

+n tL Trrn^ripl Hotel, hut fmaliy aeciaea tn^t stxx
way to tne licp.rici nouex,

_ cr .~ sh th t never seemed to
would eventually be as f t. 1 as tne ci

. ffi
materialize, and let the chauffeur worry about the traffic.

We had a short look at the famous, earthquake^|roor h?^
1*^^iico. c. . rirst we went into his oiiice

then went with Dr. hoga t° ^ - £ e? and unaer stood why the Japan-
ma *****

t - IT vou trice in enough cool air with the hot liquid
~ .L i.

1 4- rr^A- -ivnr-'v>+ t Thpn we wrlxeu arouna une i
<
1^ >

iUUi

MergJlnd^d^e? thL we bed ejected In tuition to b

lovely MttlM, .1th little;^^^n^H"
terraces, there was e really goad mllection^of^-ni

^
s

na 4 r of giraffes, a performing elepiic.nx ^wi^ii
-i: c ...i. .rpciir ox gxic.j..,^, a i -

nre^erit from the Boy Scouts of

Siam to the Bo^.r facouts o. j p. u.
d the bQoks more than

is 15 sen for adults, 10 sen ioi cnaiaren, *
holiday, and the

K„ lrT,„6 D+ thp end of the year. februarj «n i- c-
iwx*ucjr

,

balance at tne ena ux
^ lovelv in their kimonos, and most

Zoo was crowded. The women were xuve-i.^ _i

of them had babies on their backs. ';>>"•" t t ^
#e h"d a Eurorern li-inch at Seiyoken, a fine rertaur nt_in
,,e n-o c ijuxu^c ^

trrt„0 1 c nffirp and ^ere .lomed by
Ueno Park. Then we went ba ck to Koga' s office

,
ana j

rpetoio-
Dr. Yetsu, of the Imperial University, .nd ir. ^<>

n we went to
Ki^t At each arrival we had another cup of te< then we went xo

tS University, which is composed of big, modern buildings, s .w
^tne Uaxvei.x^, v-.x ' auditorium, and then drove to tne

some ol tne laboratories c,no ,i.e du
^ through the most

Meiii Shrine , where we walked about n«ii s mixe ^ & . . *iLCJ-<i x >— ^ xi-v-
, +. f hp pnormous torn, c.na

v„, „+ -i
+~n~: "i T7 n- rpf' i or DrPF, Went Ullufcx uxic ciiui

- « >
bea.utixUx.xy c< i eu j ux h c- xxv

> .

i + qelf. ^e bowed
bed our hands before

f
jpror M

,

*'*
r;-,^

e
s^"^ drove V<*. to

and writed while our Jo.pc nese xu^u: ^-l'. >

the town.

We were taken to Mimatsu, which on ^ien^JltSrl! wherfthe
European tea-room. After we had had tea, we went upstairs, wnei

second floor has been made to look like a Je PB?e^*V?,? individualZZ„ It . ,. c r-thpr damu.Dlants, and innumerable little inqivicuai
stoxiex Ac iKS, r^tnej uduiyj^xoiivi.,

. , . orr ^oe^ (ana of
„ nrir.e into one of these went, first taking Oxi our sauws v«
rooms, into out ux ui.c .^,,

.
T , 0 , tne ^ fre floor was covered -itn

course I had a hole in my stocking toe;, me xxu^.x
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strew rnr.ts (tr.tr mi) and ime mils (fusomr) vere sliding panels

.

Cushions were brought Tpr us to sit on, end the first course #&s

steaming hot towels, served in little straw baskets, for us to

wipe our hands on. A Japanese girl, who refused to be amused at
, ,

»

our awkward attempts to^feelp Ou^cIvod to a:yfektk4y, prepared tneA^AtH^
weei, which was cooked on the table in front of us - thinly sliced

beef, mushrooms, greens, bamboo SEHiat? shoots, bean curd, leeks, and

other ungues sable ingredients, lath it we drsnh warm saki from little

bowls.
Although we hid had & full dry we still had zest for a wall

through the Ginza at night, when this thoroughly metropolitan

Main Street is lined with little stalls like a county fair, each

man selling his own wares - toys, shoelaces, photograph albums,

collapsible rubber pillows, crrved bone, curious pieces of dnft-
wcod, ana medicines that included dried, ground snake.

February 5. Tokyo.

Dr. Koge c lied for us early in the morning and we were t?ken

to the estate of Prince Taka Tsucesa, and shown his aviary. He had

many species of paroquets, pigeons, and pheasants, all nicely

housed and many of them nesting. Then the Prince took us to

Ko Ho Kwan (The Maple Club) a perfectly exquisite Japanese house,

so delicate end fragile, with its lovely polished woodwork , its
e n o j i and fusoma and tatami, that 1 felt like an ox as I scuffed

along in felt bedroom slippers. Beyond was a garden, with rocks'

and pines, and below us a view of "

"
:. e citv ol Tokyo.

The lunch was the formal J- p- .:ese meal, with innumerable courses

each one consisting of small portions of some hitherto-untested

food. We had tea, first and la$t, soft-shell turtle soup (With a

turtle egg in it), raw bream, raw cuttlefish, raw tune, seaweed with

herring roe, leeks, two more kinds of seaweed, a chicken stew witn

bamboo, mushroom, and beencurd, broiled cod with Vegetables, tempura

(shrimps fried in batter), a stew of shrimps bamboo, peas, ana

rooms, soup made of angier lish and eel, rice, pickled radish and

cabbage, and finally enormous strawberries end chestnut paste.

iSij.3?

Afte X this, we were still able to make our wry baci to
Mrthe Zoo, where we ran into two American women, a

Mrs. Tillman Johnson, who strangely enough used to be Lueiia
llolbrocl: and

Stephen f s room-mate

.

ie' nor e p ^rc sm?.;' jlx p ce

r" fter jL «

Back to the Hotel, just in time to be picked up by Lillian

Grosvenor Coviile, who took us out to her charming house for tea.

Later we had a small dinner at the Hotel, we e met by

Muriyame, and went for a walk in the Ginza.

February 6. Tokyo.

i I r « i

£: C , Mrs. Holbrook -ad Mrs. Johnson c lied for us at the

took us shppping. We went first to the Obi Market,
anc

hotel and tool: us snpppmg. • e went urtb wuj.

where I bought a gorgeous bi as ceremonial kimona for 15 yen,

an obi, four yards of sill* brocade, for 10 yen. i-rom there w

went to Mltsukoshi, the big department store, the most luxurious

store I have ever seen. Se.ks-Fifth Avenue can't hole; a cardie to

its m; rbie-peneleed walls or beautiful displays. We had lunch

on the 7th floor in the French Restaurant, end walked through the



bird department , where there was" a great collection of finches,

lovebirds, end paroquets, and the flower department, where dwarfed

cherry and plum trees were just coming into bloom, and orchids wer

selling for a wen or so apiece.

In the afternoon we drove to Eemakure with Okada, Koga, Ken

Murayama , rnd r small girl called Junco (?) .

,;

*e went bad over the

long road to Yokohama, crowded city streets, and pretty junky-look-

ing, then turned and drove through real countryside ana little

villages to Kemakure . First we went to Hachiman Shrine, Shinto,

_

where the God of War is revered. It seemed a strange place to pick

to be married in, but we saw a wedding party, and the much beaecked

bri

Then we went to the shrine o:
r the D; ibutsu, the enormous bronze

figure of the seated Buddha, eh tremendously impressive in its

setting of bent tine trees. Bill and little Junco both burned joss

sticks before the image. Then Okada said that s friend of his had

a villa behind the shrine, and we went around to admire a little

jem of s Japanese house, and to drint tea and eat chestmut paste.

In the evening we went to a dinner given for us by the Japanese

scientists at Orion, where we had a European meal. I was a little

dismayed when I went in to find that I was the only woman with about

twentv men, but pleased when Mrs. Fogs showed up. She sat next to me

at dinner, but as she knew not one word, of English, we simply smiled

at each other occasionally, and I admired her delicate prettiness.

Dr. Yfctsu was there, also Okada, Furoda , and a host of other, in-

cluding some entomological students from the University. After

dinner we were shown movies of wild birds in Japan, and a bear

hunt in Hokkaido.

When we came back to Hotel, Okada sat around with us, intro-

duced some photographers to Williams, and about eleven-thirty we

started out on a other party, this time to see some geisha. We

didn't realize when we went that it meant another sukiyaki party,

as we were so well-fed the very thought of food was distasteful,
but after we had made a pretense of dipping our chopsticks into

the centra 1 cooling pan, and swallowing a few morsels of beef

dipped in raw egg, the geisha appeared, and were really very
charming. We were encoura ged to examine and admire their elabor-

ate costumes and hairdress. They wore stunning jeweled buckles on

the little belt that ties the obi, and had various silver charms

dangling from the obi itself, as well as in their hair. One seemed

a mere child, and Bill, full of enthusiasm and saki, christened her

"little almond eyes" - and everybody was very friendly end very

happy. They danced and sang for us, sat with us, lighting our

cigarettes ana Douring our drinks, until after two. One curious

thing about the geisha is the make-up - ghastly white rice powder

all over the face end upper lip, with the lower lip thick with

r©d xj_psl~i.c]ri#

To our great surprise, the sweet little things came home with

us, but as it turned out, it was simply a hospitable gesture, and

they six got in a car and went home eg? in with venturing into the

hotel - where of course they are not a flowed.
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Feb-ruary $

Had difficulty getting Bill up in time for the train - passed

him the aspirin and celled him "little almond-eye's" - which he

certainly was. However, we managed to get to the station by nine,

after being up most of the night, end caught the very comfortable

train to Kyoto.

All day long we sat with our noses plastered sgsinst the

rain-spl; shed window-pane. Part of the time the train ran along the

coast, where we had the sea with its fishing boats on one side of

us, and the misty mountains on the other. It was too cloudy to

see Fuji, though' we were at one time very near it. We did see plum-

blossoms in the rain, and oranges, rice fields for mile after mile,

gay paper umbrellas (what a feat it must be to ride a bicycle with

get as on one's feet and an parasol in one hand! ) , and fields of

tea bushes, shaped and trimmed as neatly as so many box hedges.

At four in the afternoon we reached Kyoto, and made for the

Mivsko Hotel. We were mildly surprised that evening to find the

dining-room on the fourth floor, but simply amazed to look out of

the window and find a lovely Japanese garden, water falls ana all.

The hotel is built smacl up against the mountain side, and the

garden is xiEwsstrfrssm the fourth floor.
on a level with

In the evening we tool a taxi down to Shinmozen, the tourist

shopping street, lined with fascinating little shops selling silk,

Damascene, lacauer, porcelain, prints, cloisonne, - all the wares

and crafts of Japan. Bill went in heavily for sill shirts, and

blew himself to a stunning kimono of ribbed navy blue silk.

February 8 -'--Kyoto.
.

;• "'

1

Dr. Komai, zoologist of the Imperial University, called on

us at ten?thirty. To my great delight he brought his wife with

him, and she spoke beautiful English, and we became great friends.

She is the only Japanese woman I met who knew any English at ail,

end it was lots of fun to have a little feminine conversation, after

all the stag pities I had been to. We went to the Zoo, then to

the University. The Zoo is not as attractive es Tokyo, but very

good, with many interesting things, such as black swans nesting,

breeding hippos, a record of fifty lion cubs born, a cage with

three Japanese bears end one lion, all very tame. Trie Director,

Mr. Nagato, spoke practically no English, but was very affable.

The Komai* tool; us to their home (foreign style) for lunch,

and we had a delicious meal. Meat and various vegetables were

artistically arranged in a Korean charcoal burner which was set on

the table, end we ate Quantities of good "stew" with separate bowls

of rice. Mrs. Komai had a pretty garden, with oranges on a tree,

red camellias in bloom, and tulips and other spring bulbs coming

up.

After lunch Mrs. K. took us to see some of Kyoto's famous

temples. We sew the Buddhist temple of Gingaku.ji, the Silver
Pavilion, where a number of old paintings ere on exhibition, a

smell shrine contianing an image of the Emperor whose estate it

once was, and saw the original ceremonial tea room, four and a



half tatamis, with a square hole sunk in the middle of the floor
for the charcoal to heat the water for tea. T

."e saw Heian temple,
with its beautiful garden, where every stone and tree has a name
of its own, and where one crosses the pools on curious round

stepping stones. Then we went to Chionin Temple, which is surround

ed by a wide wodden verandah, every board of which sqifaks. "If you

walk" quietIv,* our Buddhist gride told us, "you will hear the

nightingales singing underneath." and as a matter of fact, the

chirping of the boards was not HHiikExxs un-bird-like.

That evening the mayor of Kyoto gave a dinner for us at

Okinatei (The Old Men). He himself was not present, but his

secretary was, also the Minister of Education, / representative of

the Tourist Bureau, and Mr. Nags to. We had sukiyaki, end saki,

and geisha, and a very pleasant and dignified evening.

Februsrv 9. Kyoto.

Went for a walk, and did some more shopping in Shinmozen.

lent into Nomura's silk store, more to see his famous old brocades
and beautiful screens the.- to buy, but picked up a pair of brocade

sandals and a few furoshiki, and Bill bought two Fuji silk shirts.

After lunch we hired a car, and drove to Nara, about thirty

miles through lovely country, and little villages where the road

wound between tiny nouses and shops that were so close together

you could, almost touch then on both sides.

Nara itself needs a week or more, instead of a couple of

hours. We had a clear, sunny afternoon, and the feeling of peace

and auiet that pervades the old, old forests was simply indescriba-

ble.
" We did see the Todaiiji Temple, where the big Daibutsu sits,

bigger even than Kamakura but less impressive beeuase it is indoors

and surrounded with a little too much in the way of gilt lotus

plants and dangling decorations.

Then we went in search of the tame deer, and found them

in a park leading to a shrine where there are literally thousands

of stone lanterns. What an effect there must be when the lanterns

are all lighted, as they are once or twice a year! The deer were

embarassinglv tame, almost knocking one down in their eagerness to

eft the little rice cakes that we bought to give. They would stand

up and put their front legs on your chest, push their noses into

your pocket, or give your belt a firm tug with their teeth. Very

pretty, and in an entrancing setting.

In the evening, back at the Miyeko Hotel, Dr. Kewamura
came to call. We had been hoping to see him ever since we had

been in Japan, and enjoyed having a brief visit with him,

February 10. Kyoto.

Accompanied bv Dr. Kewamura and his assistant, Mr. Hazama,

we caught an early morning train for Osaka, a forty-minutes ride

from Kvoto.

With Bill's usual luck, the first thing we saw when we came
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out of the station into the streets of Osaka was e circus tent.

We wanted to dash right in, but it seemed that we were expected at

the Zoo, so we went there first, and submitted to the usual photo-

graphs and interviews. Bill was ashed, for the nth tire, how

Japanese Zoos compared with American Zoos, and I was asked what I

thought of Japanese girls. Our doings are chronicled daily in

the newspapers, and every opinion we express is aired, usually with

some inaccuracy, over the radio. We have posed with the Tokyo

elephant, the Kvoto hippopotamus, the Osaka stilt-walking chimpanzee

and incidentally with a* Kyoto geisha girl, but Mrs. Komai tells us

that it was not a good newspaper but a sort of tabloid that pub-

lished the picture taken in the geisha house.

The Osaka Zoo was, like the others, interesting. It has

recently been enlarged, and an underground passage connects the new
part with the old. This subway has been turned into a small, under-

ground aquarium. The Zoo has one giraffe, and a fine sea-lion pool

with eight sea lions, which the public is allowed to feed with fish

thoughtfully provided and sold for a sen or two each. This honor

svstem for feeding the animals is used in every Zoo. The public,

the animals and the administration all enjoy the benefit. There were

two elephants in a bar-less pit, a good monkey island, a row of

big cat cages covered with a wistaria trellis, seven sacred cranes,

a trained, chimp and three others, a ouakari, an albino king snake -

1500 specimens of 280 species. And the usual charge, 15 sen for

adults, 10 sen for children. (100 sen equals 29 American cents..

From Osaka we were driven to Koshien, a place we had never

heard of, where a most amusing Zoo is maintained by the Osaka-Kobe

Electric Railway Co. in a Coney Island sort of amusement park.

Here w s a monkey island with windmill and rowboats for the Japanese

monkeys. A pair" of wart hogs proudly displayed their three babies.

The chimpanzee had a glass-fronted house, with fireplace, benches,

and other domestic furniture. Thirteen sealions - one big bull -

disported in an enormous pool. The great sight was the penguin

pool, where there are about thirty penguins (jackass) in all stages

from egg to adult. Thirty have been born here. We photographed
the flock, and then a three-weeks' old baby was brought out to

have his picture taken. I petted him, and he was as soft as silk.

Below the pool is a glass, front, so that the birds can be seen

through the water, swimming and diving for fish. There ware 25

species of monkey, including douroucoulis and woolly ana gibbon,

a trained chimp, a circus wagon cage for performing lions, a Chosen
leopard. The greatest thrill of all was a pool about a hundred

feet in diameter, which contained a live whale, an 11-foot Glo-

biocephalus scammoni, which feeds on dead squid and spends all

day swimming counter clockwise, and coming up to blow three times

in each circuit of the pool.

Koshien also has an acuarium, where the tanks are nicely
arranged, some of them projecting, rsther than having them ail

in a straight line, and sparklingly clean, with coral set in cement

for backgrounds. One of the nicest exhibits was a flock of

Hypodytes rubripinnis, the Sargassum fish.
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On our way back to Oseka, we stopped to call on Mr ~ Okada ,.who

has a collection of birds. There were numerous species oi lovebirds

and parrakeets, including a new chocolate-brown budgerigar, which ne

had just succeeded in breeding. He had finshes ma pheasants, including

the Mikado pheasant, and one of his tinamous had just laid an egg-

He were told that the first cobalt budgerigar soxa in Japan lor 6,0LU

yen, and the first white for 10,000 yen

Okads is the largest saki brevrer in Japan, and we saw the brewery,

where saki was in all stages, from freshly-boiled rice t0> kegs oi the

finished drink. It is stored, incidentally, in cryptomeria barrels,

the wood of which gives it that distinctive flavor.

Okada had a Japanese house and a foreign house, with a little

rock garden between the two. We were invited into the foreign house,

where we had tea with chestnut prste cakes, and then coffee. His ten-

year old son was introduced to us as an entomo ogist, and Bill protista

to exchange beetles with him. We saw some of the lad's collection,

well mounted and well labelled.

Finally we got back to Osaka, and had a brief visit with the

circus. The* frrme work was of bamboo poles tied together, and covered

with a high-pitched brown canvas. The stsge was in the middle of the

tent; one half was for the audience, the other for the performers'

dressing rooms. The stage had various curtains and back drops, like a

vaudeville stage, and indeed the performance, what we saw ot it, was

like a slow vaudeville show. We saw a double trap act, a dance, and

a man who stood on his head, on a trapeze 35 feet in the air. We met

Mr. .Ariti, who would be taken for a circus manager anywhere, clad in

a heavy black: brocaded silk kimono, with a gold watch chain ana a

couple* of hunks of jade across his bosom. We were served coffee, and

the inescapable photographer turned up to make a picture of us.

T - e audience was more interesting than the show. They sat on

mats, shoeless, on a high wooden platform that sloped up toward the

back of the tent, and gasped ana applauded at the proper spots.

We got bach to the hotel about seven, and had quite a dinner

party, having invited the Komais, Nagato, Ka?/amura, and Mrs. Osorio

to have dinner with us.

Feb3i*lil^'vll - Kyoto, -g-: -> ::V
;

•' ". Illt^S

lie had planned to go back to the Zoo this morning, but as it

was raining we wrote letters until 11.30, Then Dr. Kawaamra called

for us, and was joined by his son and wife (who brought me a box of

Japanese chocolates) . Wflm: 1 ^V'''-
;-^l^ hM

To-day is Foundation Day, a national holiday celebrating the

2597 years since the birth of the Empire. It is also New Year's Day

by the old calendar, and hen-e quite a day. The Kawamuras took us

to Hyotam, a charming little tea house, for lunch, where we sat and

admired the garden just outside the shoji, and ate nine courses, in-

cluding shoots of Eauisetum, sagittaria , tai or bream, turtle soup,

crab, tiny trout no bigger than your little finger, fried crisp,

big trout' baked on a bed of salt and pine needles, quail, duck,

lily bulbs, crestnut, radish leaves, bamboo and melon pickle, white

bait, fish ovaries, and rice.

After lunch, the .ostess showed us how the ceremonial tea





is made. Rather large crockery bowls ere used. They are clerned with
a sort of bamboo whisk, and wiped with a green silk furoshiki, held
and folded in a certain specified way. A bit of powdered green tea
is put in the bowl with a long-handled wooden spoon, then water added
from the steaming kettle in the middle of the floor, with a long-
handled wooden dipper. The cup is passed to the guest of honor,
who first takes a bite of cake, then drinks the tec in three end a

half sups, turns the bowl a qurrter of the w?-y arouna, and passes it

back.

We tnen went to see a Noh play, the story of a young prince
escaping from his kingdom, and the disguise he undergoes in order to

pass the frontier. The theatre consisted of boxes that held four
cushions, with a brazier in the center, where one may make tea or
smoke cigarettes as trie play goes on. There was also a gallery, where
chairs he d been placed for us. The stage is in the front, right-hand
corner of the theatre, and so highly polished it reflected the stiff
brocaded costumes of the actors. The orchestra and chorus sat on the
stage, the orchestra consisting of three drums and a flute. The words
which are old Japanese, as incomprehensible to the rest of the audience
as to us, are sung in a rather impressive chant, and ail the gestures
are stiff and conventionalized. It was a most interesting after-
noon, making a picture of coior that I mall never forget.

Then Dr. Kawamura said he wanted us to see one more temple, and
we climbed a long hixl, and many flights of stairs, to Kiyomyzu, which
was beautiful in the sunset. Lanterns were lighted, priests praying
silently in the dim interior, and the old buildings, with their ancient
cedar-b^rk roofs, rounded at the eaves, end moss-grown, indescribably
lovely. Neayby was the pagoda of Easy Birth, where women pray, and
far below us the city with mountains beyond.

February 12 - Kobe.

We caught a train at nine o 1 clock, that brought us to Kobe ebout
ten-thirty. We were met by Nakato, the animal dealer, who took us
first to his little shop in* town, and then out to his house and farm.
His father was the first dealer to import foreign animals into Japan,
and dealt with the Hagenbecks forty years ago. Most of his stock just
now is birds, and he is raising Manchuria n cranes from one pair that he
has had for 29 ye*rs. He feeds them Japanese snails ?, to make the
babies' 1

. He also raises red, yellow and blue macaws, turquoise parra-
keets, and all sorts of other parrakeets. The Nakato sons took us
to Kikusui for sukiyaki that noon. It is* a famous tea house, with
each room different*, xome representing fisher huts, one a geisha
room, one decorated with cherry, another with bamboo, and so on. They
have a huge collection of old Japanese armor. And there was a nice
garden, with a little stream and stone bridges across it. Because we
were going away, we ate in the room that represented a boat. A
huge sail covered one end of the room, and a little porch the

t

projected out into the garden from our room was shaped like the prow
of a ship.

In the afternoon we saw the Kobe Zoo, which is small, and chief-
ly interesting for the way in which it is built on a mountain side.
It is really a three-story Zoo, and long flights of steps lead from
one section* to another. Here we were photographed with an Indignant
crane that was removed from its paddock for pictorial purposes.

O 9 • •
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"Cheng kina, chong kina, chong chong kinakine Yokohama ,
Nagasaki,

Kobe, Moil, Hei" was the song we learned at Kikusui

.

Nakato has a concession in a small carnival in Kobe, and we

went Sre to see his animals. Also at the carnival were a merry-

go-round with elephants instead of horses ena a huge tin robot

ft whose tummy you threw crockery balls. If you hit the right spot,

the figure screeched, raised one fend, and stuck out ms tongue.

In the evening we dined at Koyokwen, after a most ^^esting
wall through the Motomachi a crowded shopping district where we

bought frat pencils and tabes - the sock with divided toes.

|f£ Slept on board the Corfu. ^;|
r:

;||^i|; Ki^V-a

February 15 At Sea

end
We awoke to find ourselves sailing through tne

>

Inland Sea,

spent all day admiring it. Morning was rainy and misty, but in the

afternoon the sun came out, and we were constanly in sight ol

mountainous islands, some so close we could almost touch them..Most

of them looked completely barren, but they support a large P°^-U-

tion of fishermen, and there were junks with picturesque dark Sells,

close 'to us most of the time.

February 1*— At Sea-
.

''
'

'M^M'-X"'^-- ^S^'^.^

Bitter cold, rough, with snow and hail. Bill has the flu*,

and I got seasick for the first time in my life;

Still cold, but calm. We hit the Yangtze River about eight
uuiii w^-u

, . j ^ qnddenlv. It was one beiore
this morning, and the sea turned Drown suag?uj.y.^ *

Wheng Poo,

through f?afKun?ryf *nd innumerable factories end gasoline ware-
'

hSusel. We dockeS'about three o'clock, and were met by uvs .Young,

Viola Smith, Floyd Smith, and Mr. Su and Dr. Chen, locd sqieocisus.

It was nearly five when we finally got ashore, end Mil was

™ttv q'hakv although his temperature hes been normal all day. Bars.

?oung
7
insIsUdlha^e come ou? and stay with them, which we did,

afiter a short stop at the Cathay Hotel, where Bill haa a bit of

liauid refreshment, while Mrs. Young end I went hopping.^For c.bout

$6:50 American money, I bought a hand-embroidered nightgown, a slip,

a pair of panties and a thin brocaded silk kimono.

The Youne* drove us out to their very attractive house, in the
ine xoungs uxuve us

^ f
. .

ti d B n8p we came down
International tettleaient, and dter a Dotn «mu * i_y

roncul.
to a dinner party. The Smiths, Julian Arnolds, Per P ,

Con ul

General Gauss, an American doctor and his ^ife, the Sowerbys, Dv . _
Ping, and CheA and Su, were all there, and we had. e delightful evening.

February 16 - Shanghai

Hooped out of bed early to see Ch ina by daylight, and my first

thought was that it looked somewhat like Scarsdale. Big, ^urban,

European houses, with large? enclosed garden, were all I could see from

Hour bedroom-.window. '
' t;' A>. ;'* '

''

..
.

' :i^mP^
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Immediately after breakfast we started out with Mrs. Young in

her car. Our first stop was at Tai's Linen Shop, where Bill picked

out some handkerchiefs and I got two ecru linen luncheon sets. The

hadnwork on them was beautiful, and Mr. Tai wanted to know if I

would like the napkins monogrrmmed. I said that would be very

nice, but there was not time. However, he assured me that he could

have them monogrammed, and Bill's hankies as well, and down to the

ship by two o'clock. The two sets came to about ill, end the sixteen

monograms were finished, and delivered to us at the customs jetty

at two.

From Tai's we went to the Zoo, a pretty little place, although

most of the animals were huddled away from the cold, in little houses

well covered with straw and thatch. Floyd Smith met us there, and

took us around. Bill was much interested in a pair of blue sheep that

belong to Smith, and made a deal to buy them later on.

Our next stop was to see Pere Piel, and his Pere Heude Museum.

We srw a mr rvelous' archeological collection, of ancient Chinese art,

and also the entomological collection, which is housed in the neatest

insect cabinets I have ever seen. It was delightful to see the old

priest, but Bill was feeling pretty shaky, and the museum was cold

as the Antarctic, so we hurried him away.

We had a brief drive through the native city, pretty Repressing

with its endless acres of poverty, and millions of human beings living

in hovels and sampans. The water front was lined with junks, mFny
of them with enormous eyes painted on the bow, and here,we were told,

thousands of persons live all their lives. Meals were being cooked

and laundry washed on board the wretched little boats.

We had a momentary glimpse at the Museum of the Royal Asiatic

Society, and saw Mr. and Mrs. Sowerby again. Then we were hurried off

to the New Asia Hotel, where our Chinese friends had planned a

luncheon for us. We had nine or ten courses of perfectly delicious

food, much tastier to our palates than the rather fiat Japanese menus.

There was roast duck, roast quail, ham, octopus, shrimps, abalone,

Pelin duck (crisp duck skin served on bamboo curd patties}, various

mixed stews of fish or meat with vegetables, three soup courses, one

of shark's fin soup, one of bird's nest (the saliva of swallows; and

pigeon's eggs, and one of mushroom. With it we drank numerous glasses

of Chinese wine, and were disappointed because we had to rush away

before the rice course in order to make our boat.

We just made the tender, and sailed at three on the Corfu.

February 17 - At Sea

From time to time all day we could see fleets of Chinese junks,

some with quite elaborate rigging, and some with one almost square

_

sail of rice-straw matting. In the morning Bill counted 15d all in

sight at the same time. The islands in thee distance looked desolate

and forbidding, but apparently they support a Urge population of

fishermen.

$-ebruary IS

In the evening we came into HongKong harbor. When we came

up on deck after dinner, there were thousands of lights twinkling

merrily at us from the mountain side, and the fairy-land picture iwas
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unforgettable.

tiPd 11 ZtlktL*
0

,

wh
f
n *e dockea> and the Naldera, a P.&.O. sterner,tied up beside us at the same time. Her band began to play on deckso our band came out too, and the combination wsf interesting?

'

as we h«f i t
W€

!?°Uld.
hEVe a £trict medical inspection,

hut it
ittmgly been through a smallpox epidemic in Shanghai

pSoJp 7? wS"7 %f °f fonn 8fter a11
- When ^ finally |ot

Jv,
Pr?tty l£te

'
Knd We h8d 8 short walk ^ Kowloon (the

the Corfu?
6 melnlsnd> where the docks are J and then went to bed on

February 19 - HongKong

Ppnin^i!^
S
Hotlf

he^ ^h0in 7
e
n
ha
?

kn0wn on the ^'Press, met us at the
lith w\Scwf ° c2

/.?
ck

>
and m&de an appointment for Bill

S^Fo^ ^SDf;n?' s
4.

t£ iior, Wing Fong. We tool the ferry over to

That^Sfmiff?
min"tes

»
10 cents) a^d walked up to see Wing Fong.

aSoit ?he st&rtJ*J???V'°'^??
the Sl4ts ^.ered, Bill and I Strolled

EoS?S id
1 lu

?
ch tlme

» seeing, as he said, more than we
£?5£L^d?^tand. The waterfront is lined with huge, substantial

the ^f
gS a?lh°^ eif* A few blocks ta^±rHStiSH away is

£5 thfioSnfifJ' ^lth
,

Wln
2
ing streets, many of them steep as thev goI " S

1

ide
J
n steps

>
and shoP s

>
shoP s > shops, with red'

w
blaCk

:
£
?
d"Whlte bsnners proclaiming the wares of the

den ™ +Ti
th™ugh the municipal market, and in the meat

and
C

'JS| (aSvej! ' ' pherS;nts
> chicken entrails,

for. c ~i a
Eve

?/
thlng fTOm dried snslfes to antique jade was displayed

Soiriaifn J??
SaW SeV

1?r
r£l ollwomen with tiny, bound feet, in em-

us ?nd hP?i ^t
1^ S61

?
W
J
th

,
b
J
lnd chHdren in their arms followedus, ena neld out the baby's hand to us to beg.

f ,p ew
*e i^hed £

J
the Hong Kong Hotel, and were much amused bythe small, cocksure bell hops. They were little Chinese boys of

tro«2^
SeV

?H -° te
?J5*

T
l>

With red C8ps
>
red jackets and blacktrousers. Their method of paging guests is superior to ours: theyoungster carries a blackboard with the name of the person he i*looking for, and rings a small bell like a bicycle bell. It is

SShtlSi»?£ !l
1C

?v1

th
?

T™co™ " C?lllng Mr
- Isaa'cstein" that One hearscontinually at the hew Yorker, for example.

The hotel is patronised mostly by Europeans, though Ian occasional Chinese lady in the lovely native costume -hie
saw

long sMrrSlir^ihri^ron bote sloes! "it g??™* chSSng?y
lf *'

mesr trousers and pyjemp-like costs. In the hotel I ssw one lfdv

?rtch!4°
ng

*eo??,™5
tT*n

f?l
Te

?t
v<

f

lvet
>

sllt t0 the toee, and very

thenar SS^ound'oKck'liS^ps?' **** "*W but

After lunch we went for a drive around the Island. Althoughit was cool enough for me to be comfortable in a fur jacket, thevegetation was distinctly tropical. hibiscus in bloom, and all

riiM^ I"6 haV!^Mat
f

SVmmer - d&hli3and gladiolus,marigold and petunia. All the trees were green, and there were manykmas of palm trees. We drove to Repulse Bay, and had a drink at
the beautiful hotel which overlooks the sea. Then took the winding
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road that leads one up the Peak, and gazed out over one of the

great harbors of the world, filled with every type of vessel, from

Junks and sampans to battleships, freighters and big passenger liners.

Both the Empress of Japan end the E. of Asia were in the harbor.

We went back to Kowloon for tea, and met Mr. Wm. Kershaw,

whom Bill had once met in Africa. He took us back to HJ^ng_
so that I could do a little more shopping, and for about ?5 American

money I bought a nightie, a pair of embroidered pajamas, end a slip.

Beautiful handwork, for so little.

We rsmbied around town a little, visiting a bird store. Bill

asked the price of Java finches, and the man, thinking he wantea to

buy one, caught one out of a crowded cage, and started to put it in

a paper bag for him. It was worth twentycents mex - about seven m
our money.

cha
o
easy "going, but the^ chair was rather jiggly.

Mrs. Kershaw joined us for dinner, and afterwards we came back

to the bort, and sat around drinking and telling Knock. Knock' stories,

which are wing with Little Audrey stories in the East.

February 20 - HongKong fpfw
We were up early, ana met Mr. Herkiots, of the HongKong University

for breakfast on board ship. Then we went over to HongKong, ana he

took us first to a snake store, which Bill hsd wanted to see. ihere

were wire cages out in front, filled with rat snakes> and piles of

heavv wooden boxes in the back of the store. The proprietor opened

one of these, which was swarming with snakes, reached in ana grabbed

a cobra by the tail. The snake rose, and spread, ana its head was

just on a level with the man's eye. I retreated hastily, but the

snake made no apparent effort to bite.

From there we wandered through Cat Street, the thieves' market

of HongKong, where all sorts of curios are for sale. It is said one

can pick up very good bargains here, if one knows tnem to see them.

Then we stopped in a restaurant, not to eat, but to see the

supply of giant salamanders on hand. In a wooden tub there were

several live hansakis, swimming about and waiting to be eaten.

Our morning was a short one, but filled with gasps of amazement.

Only too soon we had to return to the Corfu, and we ssiied at noon.

February 24 - Singapore

We had four glorious days at sea. The last two were fairly warm,

in fact, getting into evening clothes in our cabin, which was always

at tropical temperature by night, was something of a struggle. We had

pleasant parties with the Sellers, the purser, the doctor, and the

chief engineer, who produces rabbits out of handkerchiefs and does other

tricks of magic.

The Corfu docked at Singapore about ten o'clock in the morning.
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This is one of the great shipping ports of the world, ana the harbor

was filled with ships of all sizes and nationalities. We made our

way at once to the Raffles Hotel, but were disappointed to hear that

_

the hotel was full and they had no accomodations for us. The Acelphi

however, was more hospitable, and although they told us the only rooms

they had were so bad that they were ashamed to show them to us, we

were pleased to have any sort of shelter, and quite liked the room

assigned to us. It has wooden, half-doors, that swing open off a

a balcony that overlooks a little garden. The beds were well draped

in mosquito net, and furnished with two pillows, a Dutch wife, and

a small piece of cotton-flannel sheeting to pull over one if "the

night turns chilly (it doesn't). I tried in vain the first night

to find some comfortable way of sleeping with the elongated bolster

down the middle of the bed,' but soon gave it up and threw Gretchen

on the floor. Bill insisted on hugging his, and I wanted him to

paint two eves, a nose and a mouth on i$. The bathroom also
contrined one of the institutions of the East of which we had he: rd -

the Shanghai jar instead of a tub. There was running water, so one

held an enamel bucket under the tap and poured cool water over one-

self. It was surprisingly refreshing. The water runs off the floor

and down the drain eventually.

Our first concern was to visit the American Consul, and see

if he had any permits for us. Mr. Monnett Davis, the Consul General,

was most cordial, and anxious to be of any possible assistance.
No permits had come through, but he offered to take the matter up

with the Colonial Office.

In the afternoon Bill and I went for a walk. Singapore is

like anv tropical town, with all the buildings making an arcade along

the street, furnishing protection from both sun and rain, of which

there is plenty. I doubt if any other city in the world hps quite

the variety of nationality among its shopkeepers. Here are Chinese,

Japanese, Indians, sh* Malays and Europeans side by side, selling a

tempting varietv of things. Prices in general i re much higher than

Shanghai or Singapore; in fact they compare quite well with American

prices. We are paying $80 a day for our room, and with the dollar

at 58 cents U.S. that is not cheap.

In the evening we visited a number of bird stores in North
Bridge Road and Rochore Road. They were well stocked, and had numbers

of Australian birds as well as Malay things. One of them had a tiny

Malay bear cub, which I was allowed, to hold for a minute. It was

sucking its enormous paw, and whining in a most pathetic way.

About nine o'clock we went out to the Great World, a big amuse-

ment park where we heard there was 8 circus playing. The grounds were

amazing: Booths selling everything from modern furniture to silk

handkerchiefs; cabarets; Chinese, Malay and Indian theatres, open in

back so that if you wanted to stand you could see the show free;

what the carnivals at home call ,! g;mes of skill"; open air restaurants

with enticing displays of young chickens and pickled octopus; jugglers

and snake charmers - and eventually the circus.

A ten-foot wall of corrugated iron barred our way to the circus.

A sign proclaimed that the house was full, "come back early to-morrow".

We pounded on the wall, and at intervals a bearded and turbanned

sikh would climb up and put his head over the fence and tell us to

go away. We finally persuaded him to let us in, and to find the

manager for us. "Bell's Hippodrome Circus and Touring Zoo r
, with

"Richard Bell, Sole Proprietor" was a good-sized European-type cir-
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cus. There was a 50-foot Tj&sg and two 55-foot ends. The tent was

packed (partly because they were giving a free show; . Bell, a

pleasant voung Australian, explained that he was the successor of

Harmston's Circus, which had toured the East for forty years. He

had five elephants, a line of twenty or thirty horses ana ponies,

a bear, § lions, and, for performers, a Burmese juggler, a Chinese

acrobat, a flying trapeze act, two clowns, a riding act, a manage

act. We met' both Bell and his brother, and Chakovsky, the 60-year

old flying trapeze artist.

February 25 - Singapore

In the morning Mrs. Sellers called for me and took me shopping. I

was measuren for some shorts, and bought some straw handbags. At

noon I met Bill and Mr. Williams at the Hotel, and at one Mr. Davis

called for us and took us cut to his hou e for lunch. He has a

beautiful place, with tennis court and garden, and a charming wife.

The house was spacious and cool, and a long strip of green baize,

attached to a wooden frame at the top, hung over the dining table

and was pulled by the punka-wallah all through the meal, gently

back and forth, to give just the right amount of breeze. Vie had

a delicious curry, and a dessert that was new to all of us - gulah

malacca - made of farina, coconut milk, and palm syrup.

After lunch we called on Mr. Hunter, Under-Secretary of the

Colonial Office, who seemed willing to give us permits but asked

us as a favor to him not to t^ke any Malay gibbons.

We went on to the Raffles Museum. All the ethnographic

exhibits were draped in sheets, as some painting and re-decorating

are being done, but we enjoyed seeing the Natural History _ exhibits

and planring what we could do with some of the strange animals if

we could catch them alive. We stopped in to see Mr. Chasen, the

Director, and had a very pleasant visit with him.

In the evening we went back to the Great World, and saw the

circus again. Later, as we were drinking beer with the Bells, we

were introduced to Connie O'Neil, 8 famous local horse-trainer,

and to Mr. Lee, the Chinese proprietor of the cabaret. He insisted

on our seeing his place, and we spent an hour or more there. He

has 110 taxi dance girls, mostly Chinese, but some Malays and

Eurasians. Bill danced with two Malay girls, and with one who

looked" like a Swedes but said she was Chinese.

I had a dance with Mr. Lee. Later in the evening he pointed to

my empty glass, and said - I thought - "Another glass?" "No thank you,

I said firmly. "No more."

sir. Bell said rather pointedly, "Mr. Lee is a sling you. for

another dance." So I had to have several, just to show that there

was no bad feeling.

We got home about two A. M.

February 26 - Singapore

In the morning we went around to see De Souza, the animal man,

and while the men were tailing I bought a dress from Mrs. DeSouza. At

the hotel the Proctors met us for lunch, and after lunch we went out to

Besappe's Zoo on the 9nngoll Road. We went under the auspices of cur
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friend Connie 0*11*11. -°i^is,
Besappa was a very pleasant Hindu,JS*/ Australian black cockatoos
including two tame orangs three t. pirs, £str^^

?

(very rpre; teither of us ho
£ 2*eiL£j*ction Q f Victoria crowned

~
-j hhon s a n ir of lions, a large coixeLuxuii

t etcgibbons, a Pf£* r , .„00 n i eeonSi Palawan peacock pheasants, e^.
pigeons ana New Guinea pigeons,

4- ^rcr. to the Sea View Hotel for dinner. It

In the evening we went over to the *e« ^^ t t

is a lovely place on the oce.n, nu
thought all sorts of kind

and admired the silhouettes of palm., ^ &

things about the tropics.

Fphrnarv 27 - Singapore
"

. -it o^r.-nri c in the afternoon
Spent the morning^^?|S1^,ffi8WI

teS in my sun

we both got our new cxothes from ™e^f ; out5ide .

helmet end shorts, while the ran poureu u

in the evening we went to the Swimming Club^^^Skic^
Mr. and Mrs. Wagner were also there, we sexis

blonde, very

ana she is walking advertisement for ^s tr^ ja
, ^ fomdg _

effective-looking, but very frank about the ™noer ^ ^
tion cream, face PJ^er, mascara, and hair ay ^ ^ doesn , t lQOk

is. The funny part is that except iui

artificial.

^Q n„h has the most beautiful swimming pool I have ever seen.
The Club nas yne mo. u u

. + Fcl 0 -r to dance.
I wish we had been invited to swim instead o.

February jg - Johore

The Consul Gener*! an, •g^jff^^S^^S'.
we drove over the causeway to Johore *duuu

... r„^Trri .prince - at the Zoo, about
He met the Tungku Makota - th^^oto prince ^ ^

which he is most enthusiastic. ^e nas a o
barking deer, and kangaroos

Nilghai, Sambar deer, .owe dew, £og ^er, ba«i * , lm?ely
cranes and other biros ail in one

^vdSl's picture of the League of

picture, end reminded us of Baron ^eydeli s p^ q ? male w h

Nations. In a big cage, he has ^ J»
0™£ were several gibbons, and

great cheek callosities. Mid in tne ^ treQ tQ tree>

we got a thrill out of seeing our first wc

, . , thp Tungku took us to the
After we had admired the *nf £^^10 see the collection

old Palace, where State dinners ore ££
L

lxe
>

cted by hls father the

of hunting and racing trophies th % ^e
elephant tusks, end

Sultan. ^here were many heads Of «ower, 6 f the Sultan
other trophies of the hunt. _^ ali Q f which had been kilxed at

surrounded by eight dead e^eph.nt.,
mounted by Roland lard,

one time - in self defense. bev
|"J .^f^n'the de?d animals were

glared at us from ^ice of dishes and flatware,

some of t e otner collections.
J

«
a ± the throne room, with

ceremonial robes, spe-r~, a"u V\ eiided chairs,
tiger's heads on each arm of tne two big gu

,„u-{ ^v. i c n new hne and furnished
Later he took us to his house , which is - new on

between
modern style, where we met his wife and t*o J^thers.^ ^ £^ e

the Tungku and the brother they call Boo at iu
^ . f ^

time. Both of them speak excellent ^6^ s^£n . fungk« speaks with

looking at him, sounds exactly l^e an
s n0 English at all.

a slight accent. His wife, who is pure aiax<*y,
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She is rather plump, and wears her hair twisted up tightly on the top

of her head. She had diamond ear-rings, gold, ornaments in her heir,

and gold anilets. Her stockingless feet .ere encased in g£jP£»-
She was very smiling and grscious,in spite of knowing noJSnglisfc

put us st esse with the poise of the accomplished hostess.

ThP lunch was made up of various Malay dishes. First we had

fish, Sghi^sSasone? an/cooked in palm leaves much the same style

at our Mexican tamales. Then we had a meat dish called sati, -

°smaIi
r
ptece

C
s°Sf iSmb and of chicken liver broiled on skewers, accom-

panied by a finely ground rice ana a hot sauce. Dessert was Euro

pean - ice cream. We had champagne with lunch and liquers after-

ward.

In the evening we had dinner with Mr. Chasen at his home. He

is a bachelor, and keeps a large establishment - ^ig, airy rooms,

cool screened verandahs. A Mrs. Capeau (?) and an enormous Dutch

archeologist, Stein Capenfels (?) were the other guests. After

dinner we discussed the possibilities of getting or^f-?^
n
f
™*

of Borneo, as we sipped our whisky sodas. A large bat ^^leisure-
ly through the rooms, but no one noticed. The little geckos were

all over the ceilings, and occasionally gave their chuckle of _
pleasure over some succulent insect, but nobody noticed tnem either.

As we drove back to the hotel, I tried to count the smells

of Singapore: Incense, fried fish, wood smoke, the oil on tne

syce'fhair, roasting peanuts, the scent of flowers the smoke of

firecrackers which the Chinese are always putting off, and occasion-

al unsanitary whiffs better not analysed.

We were sorrv to leave this fascinating city, with its mixture

of races, its crowded harbor, and the waterways where so many

people live their lives in sampans; traffic Pjlicemen with rattan

boards on their back for stop and go signs; sikhs and tamils from

India directing the traffic of every imaginable Asiatic people,

zebu carts rubbing axles with the latest make of motor car, orchids

a customary decoration on the table.
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March 1 - At sea

We left the Adelphi shortly after nine this morning, and boarded
the Plancius, of the K. P. g, line - a swell little Dutch boat. For
an hour before sailing fcwe watched the Malay boys diving for coins
near the side of the boat. Each one had a canoe that looked just
about as sturdy, and much the ssme shape, as a peanut-shell. How
they could balance themselves in these little dug-outs was a mystery.
From time to time they would bail them out with a curious scooping
motion of their feet. One of the boatmen was a famous Singapore
character, an elderly, gray-haired Malay, with a lighted cigpr al-
ways puffing in his mouth. When a coin came his way, he auicklv
reversed the cigar, putting the burning end in his mouth, "dived" for
the coin, righted the cigar as soon as his head came to the surface
agsm, and climbed back in his boat with the cigar still lighted.

The boys played an interesting and skillful ball game, striking
a rubber ball, anout the size of a tennis ball, with their paddles.
Ihey would send it against the side of the Plancius, catch it time
and again on the tip of their paddles, hit 'it from one boatman to
another, and vary the game by hitting it occasionailv with their
heads

.

As we pulled out, the Plancius served us orange ice instead of
the customary bouillon on deck. We left the skyline of Singapore,
and the blue hills of Johore behind, and set out through the
Straits of Malacca. All afternoon we were in sight of land, partly
KKEHxiEnx±±y low coastal country but mostly with mountains rising
from the green water. Many of the mountains were typically volcanic.

boys
The crew and the X*8»*2$S on the boat are Javanese, and each

one wears a batik sash and turban. We begin learning Malay in
earnest, in order to get what we want to eat and drink.

Bill and I sat on deck very late, enjoying the mild evening,
the moon and the clouds, and getting a great thrill out of the
thought that to-morrow we will be in Sumatra, the island that has
been the center of our hopes and plans for so many years.

March 2 - Belawan and Medan .

The Plancius docked at Belawan about eleven o'clock, and Cc.me
alongside in a curious nunner all its own. Two launches e?me out
from land, each with a long rope, which was fastened at one end to
stanchions on the boat, at the other to piles on the dock. A
donkey engine on deck wound up the rope," and we were pulled in
sideways to the pier.

There was considerable delay while all our baggage was trken
ashore. Then we went ashore an-! sat on a pile of trunks waiting
for the head of the customs. It was interesting to watch the cooiies
disemberking from between decks. There had been twenty or thirty
first-class passengers on board, but there were eighteen hundred"
Javanese between-decks, coming out to work on the plantations. A
stre&m of them ctme ashore, each one carrying his worldly goods on
his back. There were wornen with babies in their arms, men with
bird cages, strange bundles of all shapes and sizes tied up in
grass matting, boxes of household utensils - a seemingly endless
procession.

MM



We had a fifteen-mile drive from Belawan to Medan, mostly
through cultivated land. Native houses lined most of the road,

built on piles shove the low flat land, end with walls of woven
nepi palm, and roofs of thatch. The zebu is the favorite beast

of burden, and most of the vehicles that we passed were like

little houses built on two high wheels, with a pitched roof of

thatch, and drawn bv zebus. We also saw our first water buffalo,

grazing in a farmyard, and admired the tremendous horns, much
longer than the horns one sees on water buffalo in Zoos.

Our first greeting when we reached the De Boer Hotel was

an air mail letter from the Goth?/sites. Our other mail had gone

to the Consul? te, but Pep and Deb knew we would be at the De Boer

and had written to us there.

We have fine quarters at the hotel - a big, high-ceilinged
tile-floored room, with a mosquito-room in one corner of it -

fine screen around the beds, a much cooler, airier arrangement
than the moscuito nets common in other parts of the Tropics. We
have a large bath, and a sitting room - g most luxurious amount
of space after so many weeks in ship's cabins. So I started to

unpack, having, as I thought, arrived at last; and sent all our

clothes to the laundry.

Ts/e called immediately on the Consul, confidently expecting

that he would have the permits that we need from the Dutch govern-

ment to start collecting animals. Mr. Sidney Browne, the Consul,

said there were no permits here, but probably they were in Batavia,

and he cabled to the Consul General therms.

We spent the afternoon at the little Zoo on the Deli

road, talking to Mr. Berthold, the head keeper, who is also an

animal dealer. He had eight orangs, including one enormous one

that he calls King Kong, two fresh-caught Sumatran tigers that

were collected recently from a drain pipe just outside of town,

a Sumatra gibbon, a loris, some rare lor.ikeets, two young horn-
bills of different species, and a most' talkative mynah who said

"Tabe, Tuan,'' all afternoon.

In the evening we went out to the Brownes' for drinks
before dinner, and had a pleasant time. Mrs. Browne is little
and red-haired and very nice. People keep curious hours out here.

We were invited for cocktails at seven o'clock, and stayed until
nine-thirty. We came b;: ck to the hotel wondering if we were too

late for dinner, but dinner is served from eight to ten.

March ? -

Bill went over to the Consulate in the morning and came

back in a raging temper. Foote, the Consul General in Batavia,
had telephoned that the Government didn't know anything about our

expedition, except that we were not to catch any Komodo dragons
(which we had not intended to do), and insisted that we come to

Java in person to explain our mission. Ps any amount of corres-
pondence had passed back and forth between our government and that
of Netherlands India before we left home, this was annoying.
However, the Consul thought we ought to go, so I started to pack
up all the things that I had unpacked yesterday, and put in a

most hot and uncomfortable morning. .About one 'clock there was a



knock at the door, and there stood the poor dobi, who had been
ordered to bring bsck all the clothes we had given him the day
before, and had done so* They were piled in a huge basket, and

simply wringing wet - not even washed yet, just soaked. I

didn f t know what to do, and then Bill came in, still in an

angry mood, and unable to make up his mind whether to catch the
afternoon boat or not. Finally he decided that it was silly to
go dashing off to Bat avia, and that the matter could be settled
by letter and cable, and, we had lunch and cooled off.

We rre anxious to meet Dr. Coenraad, who has been collect-
ing Sumatran animals for years, and we eventually decide to pack
a bag and go to Siantar, his home, in the morning.

March 4 -

The hotel arranged for a motor car to take us this
morning to Siantar, with a stop in Dolok Merangir to see some of
the Goodyear Rubber Company officials. We started merrily off
about ten-thirty, with one suitcase in the car, and three cameras.
Layang Gaddi, our Dyak boy, who joined us yesterday, was to go

by train, and take the typewriter, and our other suitcase.

We had driven all of 16 kilometers, when the ancient
Chevrolet in which we were riding, puttered, coughed and came to

a full stop. The seis got out snd looked at the engine, got in
and stepped on the defunct starter, at least a dozen times. Bill
and Williams decided to go for a walk down the road, which was
exceedingly hot, one to look for insects, the other for pictures.
Not to waste any time myself I got out my account book and started
to work on that

1

. I kept hearing occasional crashes in the nearby
tree tops, and after thinking two or three times, "That must be
an awfully big squirrel/' I stuck my head out the automobile and
saw a whole troop of Entellus monkeys come swarming down out of

a big tree, scamper by twos and threes across the road, and swing
madly into trees on the other side. They were so close that I

could get a good view of the±rme, and they were handsome, with
black crests on their heads, long black tails, dark grey backs,
and some of them with chestnut color underneath. There were
mothers in the troop, with tiny pink babies hanging onto their
breasts. Eventually the hedge right beside the car was crackling
with monkeys. I was wild to think that both the photographers
were out of sight, and tried desperately to get Bill f s Graflex
open, even though I didn T t know how to use it, thinking that
perhaps by some fluke I could get a picture. Bill came back
just in time to see the last of the monkeys, but not in time to
get a picture. It was a sight that made sitting by the road in
the noon-day sun a delightful experience.

We waited two hours for the seis to tinker with the car.

Then he gave it up as hopeless, and hired another car in the
nearby village for us. By the time we got to Tebing Tinggi it

was two o f clock, and we stopped there for lunch, finding a neat
little Dutch hotel that served us good food, including bami, a

Chinese dish that consists largely of bean sprouts, with a little
meat and some noodles. A few miles further on we came to Dolok
Merangir, the Goodyear plantation, and although we could not see

either Mr. Ingle or Mr/£choaff, the two men we had letters to,

we had a visit with Mr. Mar eh, and then drove on.

A terrific rainstorm caught us, and it poured all the
way to Siantar. I was the only one who had brought a raincoat, but
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that did not protect my herd, and we arrived at the hotel looking

like drowned rets.

Bill telephoned Dr. Coenreed, who invited us over to his

house for tea, and as soon as got dried out a bit, we went. We

found both the Coenraads very charming and hospitable. He was

most encouraging about the prospects of our getting our permits

and our animals. She is an expert photographer, ana she and

Williams were soon deep in technical camera discussions, we came

back to the hotel about eight o'clock, had a gooa dinner, wrote

some letters, and wit to bed. Our rooms are like tne ones at

the DeBoer - apparently the sun-porch sitting room or verandah

is the customary accompaniment of a hotel room - only a ixzzLe

smaller. We have the same screened alcove for the beds, ana tne

nights are cool enough to make a blanket seem very comfortable

indeed.

March 5 •

Early in the morning we went back to the Coenraads' house,

and saw the animals which he now has on hand. He has a tame oreng,

which rides a bicycle, drinks lemonade through a .straw, eats at

a table, and dislikes Mrs. Coenraad. Then we went over to look at

an abandoned hospital, and found that it would be an ideal place

for our hfiadauarters, if we can rent it. There are five bearooms,

for Siantar.

We had lunch with the Coenraads, and then came home, to

sleep and write until tea time. At five Dr. Coenra d celled for

us again, and took us to see the little municipal Zoo wmch he is

starting here. It is in a very pretty location, with a nice

hillside, and a little stream running through. iUl that is linisnea

now is the aviary, but it is very attractive, with giass-l rented

cages, EKsi lots of flowering plants in each cage, end _

a
_ vine-covered

pergola along the front to darken the area over the visitors' heads

and cut down the reflection in the glass.

March 6

Mr. Ingle called for us at the hotel at eight-thirty,

end we drove the fifteen miles to Dolok Merangir. There we met

Mr. Schoaff, who spent the morning showing us over the plantation.

There are 500,000 trees planted in 15,700 acres. We went first

through the fectorv, saw how the latex is coagulated with formic

acid, pressed out into flat sheets, and smoked. Then we went over

the elentetion, and saw the men tapping the trees, and catcning the

latex in cups. Each coolie taps four hundred trees in a morning.

By the time' he has finished tapping he goes back to the first tree

and collects the latex that has flowed, and brings the result of

his work to one of the many collecting stations. There it is

weighed, poured into a big tank, and the cans are washed, The

scrapings from the cups, the strips of rubber formed by the natural

coagulation of yesterday's tapping, and the rinsing of the big cans,

are all saved, and used for low-grade rubber. Most of the planta-

tion consists of bud-graft trees, which produce twice as much

rubber as isfcsx seedlings, that is, about 1000 pounds to the acre
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We had lunch at the Shoaffs' very lovely house. It was dark
and cool, with high ceilings, red tile floors, and carved teak
furniture. For lunch we had bami again, but this time a very
elegant dish compared to the bami we had at Tebing Tinggi, and for
dessert our Singapore dish - gula malacca.

I rested in the afternoon, while Bill visited with various
men on the scientific staff. At seven o'clock we went to Mr.
Ingle's house $he is general manager, Shoaff is second in command;
for pahits and kechil-makan (cocktails and hors d'oeuvres). Back
to the Shoaffs for dinner, and home about eleven o'clock.

We got a telephone message today that the Governor will give
us permits, but must have a list first of the animals we expect
to get

.

March 7

Up early, and over to the dam that belongs to the ice company.
It was being emptied and cleaned, and we took Gaddi over, with a

net and a bucket of formalin, to see if he could catch any fish
as the water was lowered.

Then I spent the morning at the typewriter, writing letters
for Bill, and getting caught up on my own diary.

It rained all afternoon, and we dozed, had dinner and went

to bed

.

March 8 - Prapat

We had intended to start early for Lake Toba, but we heard

that there was mail coming up for us from Medan, so we waited for

that. As it did not arrive by noon, we left anyway after tiffin,

and told the hotel to send it up to us the next day.

Bill and I took a small car, leaving Williams to follow us

to-morrow. We rode through the outskirts of town, then through

a rubber plantation, an oil-palm plantation, and quite a strip

of real jungle before we got to the mountains. The highest pass

was 1750 meters - nearly 6000 feet - and then we wound down again

until we saw the smooth blue water of Lake Toba below us.

Lake Toba fills the crater of an extinct volcano, and is 52

miles long. T, ere is an island, Samosir, 28 miles long, in the

Lake. The hills, mostly deforested, rise abruptly from the

edge of the lake. Little groups of trees here and there over the

mountain side, show where a bstak kampong is situated. Except

for Prapat, which is built on a peninsula, there is little sign

of habitation, end the whole effect is very wild and beautiful.

The Coenraads have a house here, and are building another,

and we walked down to see them in the afternoon, and stayed for

tea on their porch, which Is built right on the water's edge.

They have planted Quantities of lotus at their very doorstep.
Looking past the tall pink blossoms, we could see a lopsided

little fisherman's house built out in the lake on tall stilts,

and from time to time a batak sampan with high curved st&mY.xm

bow and stern, was paddled lazily past. An occasional fisherman

visited his nets, sitting or even standing, in one of the fragile
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looking dug-outs that they use.

We ere staving at the Prspat Hotel, which is on a promontory
and overlooks the water on both sides. We have a "bungalow" - the

usual arrangement of living-room, bedroom and bath, but with a

most unusual view out over the garden (where dahlias, esters,

snapdragons, etc. are in bloom) to the lake and the mountains

beyond

.

March 9 - Prapet

We had morning coffee in our bungalow, and heard siamangs

howling in the mountains. Magpie robins walked about our garden,

and honey creepers came to the hibiscus bush to feed.

Dr. Coenraad took Bill ant-collecting. They started out in

his little collapsible boat, and went across the lake to some

trees, where he got three Sumatran species of ant, and several

.good beetles. S^'<t

Mrs. Coenraad and I went for a welk, and visited the nearby

Batak Kempongs. Several of them are quite close together, and we

went through them, accompanied by a horde of small boys in ragged

shirts and shorts. One's first impression of a batak village

is of the dirt, both in the street and on the people. Iheir nana-

woven garments, un which indigo predominates, are not unattrac-

tive, but the old men, old women, and children certainly are.

The young ones were out, the men, I suppose, fishing, the women

working in the rice fields. Underfed, mangy dogs set up a dismal

series of b rks as a stranger approaches. Pigs of ell eges root

under the houses, and practically under one's feet. Caribou *re

Jhehs penned under the houses, which are built on stilts Irorn six

to ten feet above the ground. The houses, with their exaggerated!

When we got back to the hotel, we went for a swim in the

lake - lovely cool, refreshing water, and a nice little sandy

beach.

Tea at the Coenraads' was enlivened by the edyent of

millions of midges. Gaddi turned up with quite a collection ol

fishes, and a few large toads.

The Coenraads and Mrs. Ingle had dinner with us at the

Mo *fc £5 JL «

March 10 - Prapet

Mrs. Coenraad took Bill and me by boat over to the edge of

the kampong, and we wandered around there for some time, Bill

trying to catch ants and the netives trying to guess what he was

doing. A second visit to a kampong is less perturbing, and I can

face the prospect of camping in one with a little more equanimity.

I didn't relish the idea at first, but Dr. Coenraad is planning

a camping trip for us next week.

Another swim - lunch - a nap for Bill while I study Malay.

Tea at the Coenraeds, and we wstch a gorgeous sunset. Heavy clouds
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smouldered over the mountains. Samosir tapers off to a point,
that exactly matches the conformation of the mainland on the
horizon. Precisely in the middle of the distant background is

a volcano. All this, done in the deep blues and crimsons of
a tropical sunset - well, there f s no use trying to pick it out
on a typewriter. 4 v

A heavy storm made getting from our bungalow to the dining
room a little difficult. We were furnished with paper umbrellas
by the hotel, but spent a dampish evening.

March 11 - Prapet - Siantar.

Had. a swim in the morning After lunch we got a car and
drove beck to Siantar, again in the driving rain, that soused us
all as we were in an open car.

About six o f clock Dr. Coenraad called to report that the
first animals of the expedition had arrived - two Felis minute
and two parrots, brought in by a native about eight miles away.
It is a good start, for the little cats are among the things that
Bill especially desired, and as they are not on the protected
list we can accept them freely even before our permits cone.

An airmail letter from Dammerman arrived about six-thirty,
re-iterating the fact that we must list the animals we hope to

catch.

March 12 - Kisaran

Dr. Coenraad called for us at eight o f clock, and drove

us to Kisaran. The road was lined all the way with rubber trees,

which are already seeming commonplace to us. At first the

plantations, with their tall, light-beaked trees, and park-like
mingling of sun and shadow, looked foreign and interesting. Now

we look in vain for a bit of real jungle.

Kisaran was reached about ten o f clock. We called first

on Mr. Knapp, who, when he recovered a bit from his surprise
at seeing us, was very cordial, and made appointments for us with

a couole of Dutch naturalists. We went over to his house and met

his wife, who has just returned from the States, and had two

mint juleps - a mistake: One is enough in this climate. We were
housed at the company ! s rest house (Kisaran, incidentally, is

the U. S. Rubber Company, known as HAPM) and had really grand
quarters - bedroom, sitting room and verandah. Tiffin was served

us in our room, and we started out immediately afterwards to see

the two Dutchmen who had an interest in animals.

Mr. Leevenstein from the company ? s office took us in his

car, and we called first on Mr. Slootegraaf, who has a fine

collection of small birds, including some very beautiful sunbirds.

He is interested in tropical fish, is doing some breeding work

with Bettas, and had two small fish, one with a curious transpar-
ent tail that is invisible at first glance, and one a tiny catfish

with two spots on it.

From his house we went to see Mr. Van der Laag, who
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gave us his two porcupines and two pythons. Van der Laag was
full of stories about shooting elephants and trapping tigers.
His house had many eleph nt tusks and umbrella stands made of
elephant feet. He told one story about trapping a tiger in a

kampong nearby. He set the trap about six o T clock, came home,
got ready for dinner, and then decided to go back and be sure
the trap" was properly set. He bicycled back to the kampong,
and was just in time to see the tiger walk twice around the
cage and then directly into it. He sent the tiger to the
Zoo in The Hague, and was exceedingly sorry later on to hear
that it had escaped from its cage there and been shot.

In the evening we had dinner with the Knapps. Bill and
Mr. Knapp discussed animals all evening while she and I talked
about mutual friends in the States.

MarclV :13 - Kisaran -^^^^^R :0 J^:"%^^^
;;^^^>

;

'

Mr . Knapp took us for a drive around the plantation in the
morning to give us some idea of what the nearby countryside was
like. Although there are elephants nearby, and they have to
keep a lookout at night in two or three places to scare away
advancing herds, it looked to us like poor collecting country -

miles and miles of rubber, and beyond that, only second growth,
which has some small animals in it, but is not interesting to
a trapper or collector.

There are lots of good Zoo birds around our rest house -

lovely little sunbirds and Munias, and we caught a glimpse of
a hornbill. The trick is to catch them.

We went to the Frrringtons for tea, stayed on for drinks and
then went to the movies at the Club. The picture was ffWife Vs.
Secretary 1', but the projection and the sound apparatus were both
so bad that we got little out of it. We met the assistant
resident, Mr. Booterhaven de Haan, and he gave us a note of
introduction to the resident at Macassar, to whom we shall write
for specimens.

March 14 - " Siantar : "tMt^ Wf^p'^J: ' S^Sm^- , ^:W^B^0:^^:M^(-^^B§i

We got a car in the morning and drove back to Siantar.
It poured rain, as it always does when we are in an open Cer. The
rain may have bothered us, but the only difference it made to the

natives" was that they produced what looked to us like totally
inadequate means of protection. Men bicj^cled past us holding
paper umbrellas over their heads. Women working in the rice fields
had little straw roofs over them, that hid them completely from
view as they bent over their weeding. It was a curious effect to

see the little straw houses wandering ?long the rows of rice with
no visible mKE^KXsaf motive power.

March 15 - Siantar

In the morning we called on Mr .Meinder sma , the Assistant
Resident of Siantar, who was obviously relieved to learn that we
alreadv had our permits for collecting, and that we were m« king
simply" a social call, and wanted no particular favors^ from him.

From there we went to the market at
| Qt/H&Jt Ql^W" where
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word had been sent some days ago that we would buy animals or

birds from the natives. As we stepped out of our car, the cry

went out "Binatangl" and we were pleasantly surprised to see how

mtly SpiclSS SS'co- in. There were many birds including sane

beautiful carrots - one particularly handsome with a long toll,

a iSisfa baby Fells minute, and half a dozen monkeys some of_
them on' chains, some tied to the trees. *e dij not bu> tte 1-ttle

cat because it was not in good condition ana the man refused to

sell It It the price we offered, nor did we buy the monkeys as

they were all &mmz**wm* common macaques, but it ^ n our gin,

to see that news of the object of our expedition was spreading.

We spent the afternoon shopping for camp supplies - blankets

and cots, and tinned foods.

March 16 - Dolok Silau

we were up at 5.?0, before daylight, and hastily finished Peking
for ou? first camping trip, /t six a bus which we had hired dree

up to our door, and Dr. and Mrs. Coenraad Williams, Bill ana 1

and Geddi piled in, with all our gear taking up the rear half of

the bu" rdi rt of the roof. We drove through the cool early

morning out to Soeriboe Dolok, 66 Km. to the southwest. Wj were

soon Sut of the rubber country. Along the rordside tfce were wall

of spider webs, making a shimmering curtain as high as a man s

head. We drove past the largest tea factory m toe world, ,na

S^w iiterallv miles of tea bushes. Many of tnem hao. just been

pruned! and in a curious manner: All the Ranches but one were

cut off to within a foot of the ground; one branch was left

sticking up in the -ir, and upon this the insects are supposed to

congregate! When this'last branch is cut off and burned the pests

that attack tea are done for in one swoop.

Ps we wound on and on, up into the hills, we prssed rice

fiPlri* nearlv reedy to h rvest. One could write a monograpn on

tne dlf?erent species of scarecrow that inhabit the fields. Some of

them looked like the familiar tramp of our ^gra^tx^B. One

was a clever representation of a hawk, enough to Brighten ,ny

small bird away. Some of them were little windmills that turned

tZ breeze. There were many pieces of <Palm leaf , or banana leaf,

hune on strings and revolving in tne wind. One of the most

Sgfnious devices was a network of strings fetching out over the

field. On each string were one or many pieces of Dcn.n, leave!»

an? ail the strings lid to a central platform where a small boy

sat all day End pulled the strings to keep the leaves m motion.

Seriboe Doiok is about 4,000 feet high, and was downright

chiliv when we got there at eight o'clock. We went to the rest-

nouse* wne?e we'were to meet Mr. Tichelman, the Assistant Resi-

dent, who had planned to go with- us to Dolok uilau. He ^
changed his mind about accompanying us all the ^y, but off ered

us hot coffee and hot chocolate, which we drank gr tefuli:
.

Ihen

he went with us as far as the station of Doxok Silau. This Wc-s

the end of the automobile road, and here were supped to be

porters to carry our gear into the kampong, ten kilometers through

the jungle.

Mrs. Coenraad and I rode that last 20 Km. with Mr

.

Tichelman, who commented on the remarkable influence tne ^utcn
2. , j „ /% „, iv, + „, r nniv thirtv -rears ago it would

government had on the country, uniy xn.Li t„ ye«iB <. &^

in
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have been rather risky to camp in a Batak village, but now, said
Mr. T #f it is perfectly safe. TfAt least, ff he added, ?f

I hope you
won f t be cooked and eateiiSxitKX The Bataks are only one genera-
tion removed from cannibalism.

Mr. T. had written to the Rajah that we were coming, and had
asked him to send porters. No porters were in sight, and we
began to commandeer some from the neighborhood. There was trouble,
for the rice was being harvested, and all the men were busy in the
fields. Just when we were wondering what to do next, we saw a

sturdy crew hurrying down the road, and cheers went up - the
Rajah 1 s men had come after all. Ever37-thing we had was tied into
bundles, and the bundles slung onto stout bamboo poles. With ten
bearers ahead of us, and the son of the Ra j ah of Siantar as
guide and interpreter, we started off. For some distance the path
was wide, fairly level, and sandy - easy going. It was not long
before we were in sight of real jungle, steep mountain sides covered
with enormous trees and thick undergrowth The path led down hill
a great deal of the way, and as we went farther aj-ong the trail
grew wilder and wilder. We had to cross little mountain streams
on slippery logs, and walk along the edge of cliffs where most
of the sandy path had been washed away by rain. In the distance
we heard siamangs dismally proclaiming that it was about to rain
again. When we finally got on a trail that led through dense woods
Bill began to collect insects, and found some very interesting
specimens. One was Polyrachus upsilon, an ant with a spine on its
back like the Greek letter that gives it its name. Another was
a Myrmecine ant that makes a carton nest - a habit which as far
as Bill knows, has never been reported. The nests as six or
eight inches long, about half as broad, and are built on the under
side of long flat leaves. I grew very excited about a black
orchid that I found in a damp and shady spot - deep purplish black
in color, and with long, fringe-like stamens.

The path led up the mountain side again as we approached the
karnpong. The first sign of civilization was that the weeds had.

been cut and the path cleared in our honor. Then we saw rice
drying on a curious vertical rack - evidently tied onto a. framework
that was fifteen feet high and perhaps twenty feet long, in little
bunches close together, so that it looked like a thatched wall of
yellow grain.

Just before we entered the village Mrs. Coenraad wrinkled
up her nose and said r Ugh! I smell durian." Close to the path was
a huge durian tree, and near it a small shelter, where a group of
natives were sitting waiting for the fruit to drop. They never
cut the fruit from the tree, perhaps because there is no way of
telling when it is ripe, but spend the day watching for the durians
to fall. . Ms they are heavy, and covered with spikes half an inch
long, it would be dangerous to be hit on the head by one, - hence
the roofed-over platform where they squat and watch. I wanted to
get one, as I have heard such conflicting reports as to the good-
ness of this native fruit, but a small signboard proclaimed in
both Malay and Batak that this ±jna±± was the Rajah 1 s personal tree
and no one could have the fruit thereof except himself. Over the
sign was hung half a palm leaf, with the fronds falling downward -

the local tabu sign.

Men, women and children, dogs, cats, pigs and chickens,



were gathered in the dirt streets of the kempong as we entered.

We parsed one house with some interesting colored carving - pro-

bably a sort of club house - but the other houses were small end

poor-looking, until we came to the Rajah's house. It was high,

with the exaggerated pitch to the roof that is so characteristi-

cally Batak, about thirty feet wide, and at least eighty long.

The roof was thatched, the front gable was woven of colored palm,

the walls were of logs and planks whitewashed. The doorway was

reached bv six steep, cock-eyed steps, and over the entrance was

hung the half palm leaf, similar to the one by the cmrian tree.

Under the eaves was a mynah bird in a bamboo cage, and a string

of wild boar jawbones.

We climbed the steps and entered the dark, smoky interior

of the house. The Rajah rose from the low bench on which he had

been sitting, and came to meet us, shaking hands with each one

and greeting us with "Moras!" He was dark and plump, rather coarse

featured, about fifty years old, and had a bad cold. He wore a

white shirt open at the neck, dark trousers, and a turban of

brown batik

.

We had understood that the Rajah had a guest house which we

were to occupy, but after some palaver our porters began to climb

the steps to the house and bring all our belongings in, so it

became rather obvious that we were going to live right witn the

Rajah. Clean rattan mats had been spread on the floor, ana we

unpacked our cots so we would have something to sit on.

We found that we were in a room about SO x SO feet, with a

small window on each side, and an open lattice work around the

,,.11, a foot or so above the floor. The front door was a great

heavy wooden affair, built in two parts that swung together and

were closed with a wooden i . In the center of the room

was an enormous post, carved in a small, all-over pattern, ana

painted red, black and blue. In the reeai part of the room, on the

right, was a small, enclosed room that was the Rajah's priv- te

bedroom. On the left, to the reatf, was the fireplace, a slab

of stone set in the floor, and covered with ashes. Over this

w*®- two huge shelves supported by massive posts that came down

from the ceiling but did not go all the way to the floor. It

looked something like an old-fashioned four-poster bed upsiae

down, and buffalo hides and other treasures were stored here.

Along one wall were the various state uniforms hung on tadc^

poles. Overhead in the rafters were the weapons of generations -

blow~guns, spears, blunderbuses, and fairly modern muskets.

At the back of the room a dark and narrow doorway ^ led to the

women's Quarters. Here one could always see a fire burning,

and here 'the Rajah's five wives kept house for him.
^ p

Vie asked to see the head wife, the Prl mrribon , and Mrs.

Coenrapd and I presented her with a piece of silk we had brought

as a gift. It was a two-yrrd length, enough to make the short

jacket that the Batak women wear over their sarong, khe spoke

no Malay, and we spoke no Batak, but she seemed pleased.

The men settled down to explain to the Rajah what we

wtnted in his village - namely, animals. Dr. Coenraad spoke in

Malay to the Crown Prince of Siantar, a nice, intelligent boy,

tremendously proud of his responsibility as interpreter for us,

and he explained to the Rajah in Batak. The Rajah, who is a
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cheery soul, beamed at us in a bewildered way. Undoubtedly there
were animals in his jungle, but catching them alive was a new ides
for him.

While the men talked, and exchanged cigarettes and drinks,
Mrs. Coenraad got out a little alcohol stove and we warmed up two
cans of army rations and made some tea, squatting on the floor to

do our cooking, and shooing various domestic animals away from the
food, which was neatly stacked on the age-blackened floor. Lunch
over, we made a boudoir for ourselves by stretching a cord ^ from
one corner to another and hanging a couple of sheets over it. As
the silhouette of the lady who was undressing behind the sheet
was only too clear, we made our wall less transparent by draping
the flags of Holland, America and the National Geographic Society
over the cord, and had a most patriotic corner of the house.

Bill did some more entomology in the afternoon, and the
small boys, anxious to be helpful, and to get a copper coin, start-
ed bringing in insects to him. It was a little difficult to know
just how to reward their efforts, as they would come in with one
grasshopper, or part of an ant nest, at a time, and the number of
small coins that were being disbursed, in order to keep up their
interest, was rapinly building up into quite a lot of money.

Mrs. Coenraad and I decided to bathe, and the Crown Prince
accompanied us to the river. He ordered the natives out of the
bathing pool, end we stepped, gingerly in among the stones. The
water was delightful, cool, clear spring water running over mossy
stones, and we felt much refreshed. The Crown Prince stood back
out of sight himself, but keeping everyone else from interrupting
our ablutions.

In the evening the Rajah staged a dance for us. He himself
plays the flute, and he played us a tune on a little bamboo
instrument before the celebration started. Out in front of his
house a pole had been stuck in the ground, and from this hung a

gasoline lamp - a new one, evidently acquired in our honor. It

lighted up the whole square in front of the house. On one side
the orchestra sat on the ground, eight men, two pxaying small
gongs, two playing large gongs, two drums, and two flutes. The
show was late in starting, but presently out of the dark figures
began to gather, and when the Rajah descended from his house and
sat on the bench that had just been put up for the occasion, two
men appeared and did a most skillful dance, with vivid panto-
mime of fighting, and graceful gestures. Then a group of little
girls, students of the dance, performed. They were not more than
five or six years old, absolutely solemn, with downcast eyes and
long black hair falling over their faces, and their little hands
and feet moved in slow and careful rhythym. They were followed
by a group of older girls, young women, some of them quite pretty,
who did the s*me dance the children had done, but with more
assurance. The dance is a religious one, and seemed to express
modesty as well as reverence.

This is a remote and primitive kampong . I think we were
the first European women who had ever been there. It did indeed
seem far out of the world, with the monotonous thumping of the
drums, and minor piping of the flutes, the strange, dark faces
gathered all about us. XfeExxia&is&KE Every now and then a new-
comer would arrive,, earning a blazing torch of palm leaves that



firmed end showered sparks in the heavy jungle night.

fcgfcxrxfchBxdFnEtKgxwKS Williams and Mrs. Coenraad tried to

photograph the scene by flashlight, but were so uncertain of what

success thev would have, that they asked to have the dancing repeated

to-morrow by daylight, when they could take both moving- and colored

pictures of it.

We had a sketchy supper of fried-egg sandwiches and tea, and

went early to bed. Whether it was the dust and smokiness of' the old

house(seid to be about three hundred years old), or the fuzzmess of

our new blankets, I do not know, but Mrs. Coenraad ana I started to

sneeze as soon as we were in bed, end kept it up most of the night.

The men, on their side, began to snore. Apparently no one else m
the kampong tried to sleep, as voices could be heard all night long,

and occasionally someone tiptoed into our quarters from the other part

of the house, and tiptoed out again, and no matter how carefully he

stepped the whole floor shook when even a dog went through the room.

Dogs^ howled and barked throughout the night, and far in the distance

we could hear strange sounds of unidentifiable animals.

March 17 - Dolok Silau

It was a relief to hear the heavy doors of the house swung

open, and to see that it was beginning to be daylight at last. Although

we were dressed and outdoors before xixx®*EX!SKk sunrise, the women of

the kampong were earlier risers than we, ^nd were already at their

interminable task of pounding rice. A stone's throw from the Rajah's

house stood an open building where the women, and even tne small girls,

spent the dav husking rice. The rice was poured into long troughs

made of hollowed-out logs, and pounded with long wooden poles. Mter-
wards it was sifted in a large flat woven basket, and the chaff flowed
to blow away. The muscular endurance of the women was amazing. Ine

steady, monotonous pounding, always in a certain rhythym, and with_

tremendous long poles that must have been very heavy, would have tired

anyone not accustomed to the work in five minutes. But there was never

a moment from before sunrise to long after d? rk when a group of women

were not working there.

The dance of lest night was repeated for the benefit of the

pictures this morning. The Rajah put on his uniform, a military coat

and dark trousers, and white shirt, and added all his gold ornaments.

Over one eye scxxxx, fastened to his batik turban, was a large gold

flower. Projecting from the other side was a curiously _ shaped decora-

tion - a ringed s t i ckf a Uo'uT *t en inches long, ^ki^j^£^^^^%cd^ . He

had a massive ga&d bracelet, gold rings, and gold buttons in his coat.

Two of his wives joined him, and they had ear-rings and rings of gold.

A procession was formed, headed by the medicine man, an old man who

carried a pole with a tuft of feathers on the end; then came the Rajah,

his wives, and the soldiers. Ssmut They carried knives and guns, snd

the guns were ssis* blunderbuses with eld coins set in the wood. - ome

of the coins were British, some Portuguese, some Austrian, some Dutch.

One gun had a modern touch - an American silver dollar of 1870. ihe

other decorations were all at least a hundred years older than that.

Wanting to do our share in making the occasion a. festive

one, we decorated the outside of the house with our flags, and tried to

explain to the Rajah what the American and N. C. S. flags stood for.
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When the photographs were finished - movies and color pictures

were glso taken - Bill, Dr. Coenraad and I went for a long walk. Bill

found meny insects to interest him, and the two boys who went with us

tried to help by picking up occasional spiders and caterpillars, or

teally did help by climbing trees to bring down termite nests, le

saw two gorgeous green birds in a palm tree - neither Bill nor Dr. t.

knew what they were. One curious thing we found was a little pile ol
;

undigested ant heads in the middle of the path - evidently a pangolin^

had passed that way the night before.

During the afternoon Dr. Coenraad tried again to work up the

Raftah's interest in animal catching. Some boys brought in two cages

of birds, and Dr. Williams protested when the cages were hung on poles

directly over his cot. Another boy brought in a. big lizard, and he

wss encased in a length of bamboo and I protested when he was put under

B i
/j- .1 JLejw-

the head of my bed.

In the evening Mrs. Coenraad brought out a. notebook, and by asking-

numerous Questions of the Rajah, through the interpreter, added to her

store of knowledge concerning Batak customs. On the wall over the Kajah s

head were a number of photographs, mostly of him elf and his soldiers,

but one was of his father, the old Rajah, who still lies in state m the

women* s Quarters of the house. He has been dead for fourteen years, but

the kampong has not yet enough money to bury him in state.

rolled up in our blankets and went early to sleep.

March 18 -

We were up before daylight, made coffee, and packed our belongings.

When the house had been cleared of all our camping gear, we were asked

to sit on the Rajah's bench for a farewell ceremony, ihree of his

wives came in and sat on the floor in front of us. First we were pre-

sented with betel nut wrapped in sirBUeaves, and on this we maae

pretense to nibble. Then the head wife gave Mrs. Coenra-ci and me a

piece of h- ndwoven cloth, which we folded and placed on our heads

Batak style. Rice was thrown over us, and cries of Horas were shouted

enthusiastically. Two bowls of eggs were then given to us as food for

the journev, but this was symbolical, and after taking them we politely

handed them back. It was a kindly and interesting ceremony, and I

f-lt that although we had undoubtedly been great nuisances the Rajah did

not feel too unfriendly toward us. He must have been glad to see us

go, and to have his own house free for himself again.

Bulbuls sang to us all the way back through the woods. We made

the way back, which was mostly up-hill, in two and a half hours, and

were glad to see that the motor bus, waiting for us, had come nearly a

mile down the trail to meet us. ikra We got back to the hotel about

one o'clock, and were glad to have a bath, a change of clothes and

good dinner.

arch 19 - biantar

Early in the morning Bill got a cable from Jennier and Davis

that they would land to-morrow in Belawsn, and that all the animals

thev were bringing were still alive. He hastily commandeered a car

and" went to Medan to meet them. Mrs. Coenraad and I spent the day

together, and I had limch, tea and dinner at their house. We looked

over the hospital that we expect to move into next week, and went

shopping for sheets, towels, mattresses, etc.
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March 20 - Siantar

I walked over to the hospital in the morning to see how the
cleaning process was coming along, and then had a hair-cut - rather
a severe'1 Dutch eut'J due to my inability to explain in either Malay
or Dutch just how I wanted it trimmed.

Mrs. Coenraad had lunch with me, and I typed notes and sorted
papers virtuously . Dr. C. telephoned that the boat would not be in
until to-morrow, so I had another day of solitude to put in. It
was not too lonesome, thanks to Mrs. C # I hed tea with her and with
her friend Mrs. Mattison, who was highly entertained by our accounts
of life in a Batak kampong.

March 21 - Siantar

Mrs. Mattison called for me a little before eight o f clock and
took me to church. This being Palm Sunday, the ceremony was unusually
lengthy, with the blessing of the palms first, distributing them
to the congregation - and there were not quite enough to go around
and some little Batak boys went without palms - a curious deprivation
in the tropics. I was entranced with the iifckijg Batak altar boys,
their brown little faces looking just as cherubic in cassock and
surplice ss £k& any Anglo Saxon youth T s - and with the children f s

choir, singing hymns in Malay. Benediction followed Mass, and it
was curious to hear Tantura ergo sung by those soft young voices.

As I write now, the heat of noon is almost at its height. The
horizon is black with the threat of our daily thunderstorm, and it
seems strange to think that at home this is the first day of spring.

Bill and Davis arrived about one O'clock, and after writing
an hour and a half for Williams ?nd Jennier, we decided to have lunch.

It was nearly four when the two missing ones arrived. As usual, they

had had motor trouble, and had lunched at Tebing Tingi. We all stayed

at the hotel for the night, and packed so as to be ready to move
tomorrow.

March 22 ~ Base .Camp tff^ljl^

We had lunch with the Coenraads, on snipe thtt were brought
us as specimens. It is impossible to keep them alive in captivity,
so we ordered them killed and broiled. This is snipe hunting season,

and the little birds were delicious.

About fuur o'clock we got a truck and moved our gear from
the hotel to the hospital f,Rumeh sakit Pantoean ?f

, on the edge of
town, not far from the Coenraads' house and opposite a rubber planta-
tion. It is a. tremendous building, and we have rented the wing that

was originally built for Europeans - five rooms in a row, each with
bath, klambo, and verandah. One room has a sink and some shelves,
and will do for a kitchen. Meals are to come over to us from the

hotel.

The place has been abandoned for some time, but has just

been all cleaned up for us. Electric light and water ha#been in-

stalled, and Mrs. Coenraad provided the final touch by putting white
tablecloths and embroidered bureau scarfs in place.



Shortly before dinner en excited Malay appeared at the door

end made a short but impassioned speech. I could get the words

bineteng end rumeh, end celled Jennier end Davis, sensing that

something was wrong with an animal at the neighbor s house They

went over on e deed run, and found that a huge monitor lizard which

had been brought in that afternoon hed escaped. ^'^JIVh n ,Mt-
aggressive beast, about six and a helf feet long, end they had quite

a struggle gettiAg it into a cage. The native who brought it hod

tied it to a pole, tied its feet together, end put the pole in

a box, but it got out just the same. Luckily it hen not hurt any-

body, for there ere children about the neighbor's house.

Thev brought it to the hospital, and decided to transfer it

to another cage. The only thing that seemed strong enough was the

box that had brought the Americen alligator from the States. The

elligetor has been presented to the Siantar Zoo, but no quarters

are readv for it. so we are keeping it, as well as the bear, jaguar

end opossums, for the present. The alligator is tame, end he was

installed in one of the vecant bathrooms. Then Jennier ana Deivs

end Geddi worked for e strenuous querter hour, while 1 held the

flashlight on them, getting the irate monitor into the new cage.

He lashed his tail and made a terrific blowing souna, but finally

went where he was directed.

Dinner hour came, end passed, and no food. Finally the boys

said the^ would, walk up to the hotel end find out what was thjg^_

matter, "it was ten-thirty before they returned, with ixmf ±11 *

a full dinner-pail - one thet comes in five sections, with a different

item in each one. The manager said he hed not understood that we

wanted to start eating to-night.

There were moscuitos in our newly scoured klembo; outside

on the verandah the bear pawed end grunted in his cage; in the

distance dogs end unidentifiable animals howled through the night,

so that our first night was rather a wakeful one.

March 2Z -

We were up early end scanned the highway for signs of en

approaching breakfast. .About eight-thirty a boy from the hotel

brought us some mail, and we asked him about fooa. He said he had

understood we never ate breakfast (this was because Bill and I al-

ways hfd fruit and coffee in our room end called that e mealy, wnen

he' saw our horrified faces he scurried back as fast as he could go,

and presently we had hot coffee, bananas, fried eggs, cold seusage

and sliced Dutch cheese.

An elderly Chinaman came in from Atchi bringing a miscellaneous

collection of animals - a wild dog, mertiMi, otter, hog badger, Ions,

a cage of Loriculus and some other small birds. Davis end Jennier

worked all dav trving to house them, for the cages they had come in

were smell and dirty and inadequate* w*d all the boys' baggage is

held up at Customs, end they feel completely lost without any car-

penter tools. Making a cage out of pecking boxes, xhs? driving nails

without e hammer, making locks out of scraps of bent wire, is un-

satisfactory business.

Bill end I went shopping in the morning for camp supplies.

Had a greet time trying to buy a broom, for the word in my Malay

dictionary seemed to mean nothing to the shop keeper, an we had
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to go through the motions of sweeping before he understood*

At the nearby market, Tanah Djawah, Davis bought a sea

eagle and a Fells mirmta pat. The cat is a dumpling, about half
grown and perfectly tame. It weighs nothing, feels like a bunch
of feathers in one"1 s hand, end dances about and plays like a

house kitten. It is spotted like a tiny leopard, and has the
sweetest little face with black and white markings on a tawny
ground.

Shortly after lunch a Malay appeared with a baby tiger.
It is only a few weeks old, just a milkling, and has to be fed

on a bottle. It is a marvelous little cat, a perfect minia-
ture tiger. Baby lions do not look particularly like lions.
When they are first born they are spotted, and the shape of
the head and face differ from a. full-grown lion. But the tiger
cub is striped and colored like a mature mimalx, and as he
staggers rround on his clumsy paws, and. yells through his bristly
whiskers, he is too absurd for words. He is apparently half
starved, and gulps his milk down greedily/.

We had another escape tod?y, this time a pig-tailed
macaque that we did not particularly want. It was given us as

a present, but vanished wildly over the horizon, with our whole
crowd in ineffectual pursuit,

March 24 -

To-dav was given over, for my part, to nursing the two
little cats. Felis admits eats meat, but the tiger does not even
notice it. Both get milk from a bottle, and they take turns in
screaming. The tiger woke the whole camp up at three in the
morning, was sick to his tummy, and most disturbing.

Nothing of great interest happened, and the only new
specimen was a hoopoe that cannot stand up.

March 25 -

The tiger still cries, but not so much. He gave us a

bad night, and we finally had to put him in another room, farther
away from us, A kingfisher died yesterday, and the hoop® died
floday, and Bill feels discouraged.

Early in the afternoon a man arrived bringing one dove.
We told him we wanted bigger and better animals, so a little later
he rode up on a. bicycle with a big siamang hanging on his shoulders.
It had something the matter with its hind legs, so we did not buy
it. It also had a passion for eating paper instead of biscuits,
and we were a bit leery about buying anything that had been on
such a diet for any length of time.

Escapes come in threes, I suppose. Two of the opossums
that we gave Dr. Coenraad for the Biantar zoo escaped last night.
Rather annoying, after paying freight on them, an nursing them
half-way round the world.

March 26 -

We sent Gaddi and Samsoedin, a native buyer of animals,



to the market of Siboeroe Dolok, near Dolok Silau, to pick up

the animals thet the natives in the Batak karnpong had caught in

the past week. They came beck late in the evening, empty-
handed (save for an expense account of seven guiideEs) and the

excuse that the Rajah did not know what enim-ls we wanted. That

after two days of explaining to the old chap!

itarEhx2Xxx We had our first prrty in our new home - the Sidney
Brownes were here for lunch. The hotel did very well by us, end

we had a merry party.
In the evening Dr. Coenrsad gave us a full-grown Felis minute.

March 27 -

Davis set out half e dozen traps last night. One of

them was set off, but nothing was captured. He spent the after-

noon stringing up an Italian bird net across the back of the

hospital, in a good open space.

Our first actual capture took place today, however.

P boy came running overm just after lunch, to say that another

^

of Dr. Coenraads animals had escaped. We all dashed over, and

found a small civet cat cowering among a pile of boxes. Jennier

picked it up, and pooped it in a bag, but as the boys counted Dr.

Coenreed's civet cats, and found them all properly in their cages,

we realized that this was a new one that had come in from out-

side, and we brought it proudly home. It is a very young one,

and quite a sweet little thing. The native name for it is musang.

Our baby tiger, whom we have nemed Hrrry, is getting

bigger and stronger, and eats very well. In the late afternoon

a mate for Harrv arrived, a pathetic little tigress brought in

a parrot cage by a Chinese. Of course we took her too, and I

spent the evening trying to get her to nurse from a bottle.

Harry and Harriet paid little attention to each other, but I

hope they will both live and become great friends. H,-rry, by the

way, now enjoys to go for a walk with me, and heels beautifully,

walking slowly when I do, galloping clumsily and falling on his

nose, if I hurry.. ' ]?i$^k '^M^^^^:

March 28 -

This being Easter, I went to church with Mrs. Matheson.

We also had colored Easter eggs for breakfast, brought over with

much pride by the Batak boy delivers our meals.

The first specimen to arrive was a handsome kingfisher,

one of the kind that lives in the jungle instead of along streams,

and feeds on insects instead of fish. The waterside kingfisher

is hard to keep in captivity, but there is a chance that we can

keep this one alive.
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At noon we went to the Coenraads for "nasi goreng'', a wonderful
fried rice, with all sorts of things to pile on top of it, like
peanuts, fried onions, cucumbers both boiled and raw, coconut balls,
chutney, red pepper, curried chicken. With the nasi goreng we had
sati, shrimps and chicken broiled on a skewer.

March 29

Took both the little tigers for a walk in the morning, and then
put them into a big cage together. Harry chewed on Harriet's err,
but there was no great sign of friendliness between them.

About two o'clock the Brownes dropped in, and we took both the
little cats out to play again. Harriet showed symptoms of weakness,
and we separated the tigers again. Later in the afternoon tkm we
began dosing the little fem-le with bismuth and opium, but she was in
such feeble condition that we realized there was little hope for her
and she died sometime during the night. '•

March ?0 -

rith all sorts of farewell advice for Davis and Jennier, and
much mutual wishing te» good luck, Bill and I left camp about ten
o'clock, and started off in a car for Medan. Most of the way is
through rubber plantations, and rather monotonous, but there were
a few short stretches of forest, and three different times we saw
monkeys, beside the road or running right across in front of our
automobile. They were the common rhesus of Sumatra.

Back at the DeBoer Hotel, we were a little disappointed to find
that our steamer was going to be a day late in sailing. Me--'an is
terrifically hot, and we would rather have stayed in Siantar until
the last possible moment.

In the evening we went out to the Brownes' for drinks, and had
a pleasant visit with them.

March ?1 -

Bill spent the morning buzzing around from the Consulate to
the Bank to the K. P. M. office. They are giving us holidavurates
to the Moluccas, which is really very decent of them. The Coenraads
arrived during the morning, and we all had lunch together. Late
in the afternoon we did a little last-minute shopping, and at eight
we all went to the Brownes' for dinner. Mrs. Browne is a Baltimore
girl, and has taught her Javanese cook to make chicken a Is Maryland,
and we all enjoyed having a real American meal, from cream of tomato
soup to apple dumpling.

April 1 - , -

~ >

We were up before sunrise, and left Medan at seven bound for
Belawan. We h?& a bad ten minutes when the car broke down, but it
was just the cable to the battery, and after that had been nailed
together (literally) we went merrily on, and reached the pier in
plenty oi time. It was like meeting an old friend to be on the
Plancius again, and we headed for Singapore shortly after eight
o clock.
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Bill picked up a very nice American couple named Sheriff,
who are going around the world, stopping whenever and wherever they
like. At the moment they are headed for Java, but have no plans
beyond that,

April 2 -Singapore^ § ' \^;C^L
I l|i

We landed about eight in the morning. Raymond Creekmore of
Baltimore, a young artist working his way c round the world, was on

the dock- to meet us* We had written him we were coming, and invited
him to lunch with us. We had also written A. St. Alban Smith of

Johore, and received a. note from him saying th t he was ill, but

hoped we would come out and see him* He had sent his car and
chauffeur for us, and we went out to see him. He lives now near the
Sea View Hotel, having sold his Johore estate. He is badly
crippled with a form of arthritis, but still inte ested in snake
collecting, and told us all sorts of harrowing tales. Twice he ha s

been bitten, once by a cobra and once by a krait, and recovered both
times to his great surprise. He sent to London the record king
cobra of all time, 18 feet 7 inches long. It was one that he had
caught himself - simply grabbed it with his bare hand when he saw
it was about to bite one of his boys. He has a Chinese boy who
has absolutely no fear of snakes, Ah Cheong, and all morning Ah
Cheong was kept busy bringing various specimens up to the verandah
for us to see. There was a mother-of-pearl cave snake, a brown
and gold cobra, a Gray ! s viper that was so fat and good natured
they called it Sophie Tucker • As we left Mr. St. Alban Smith gave
me a compact, made of Siamese silver, with lovely. figures of
Siamese dancers. He said he always gave them to ladies who came
to see him, as a souvenir.

We had lunch at the Adelphi, and Bill w* s thrilled to find

that Dr. Osorio had succeeded in getting him a Rolleiflex camera
on the German boat, and ha'! left it for him at the Consulate.

After lunch Basapa joined us, with the sad news that the
jaguar we had brought for Japan, had died in Singapore before he .

could send it on to Kobe.

We sailed at 4.?0, and spent ail afternoon and evening
on deck. We s-aw a school of small porpoises. We stayed up until
11. 550, so that I would be conscious when we crossed the Equator -

my first crossing, and the ship gave me a certificate signed by
the purser and by Father Neptune. Then to bed, and happy to

find that a breeze had come ur, so that our cabin was much cooler
to-night, right on the Equator, than it was lr st night, when we
were in the Straits of Malacca.

April 3 - At sea

Could see flying fish from the dining-room porthole all
the time I was eating breakfast.

At ten o ! clock we anchored off Muntok, Bangka Island,
and took quite a few passengers aboard, and let off one Dutch
family, with a large number of small blond children. The island
looked tvpicailv tropical with a "sandy beach, a line of coconut
palms, a/ yellow" hotel, a row of thatched houses, and high forested
hills beyond. A lighthouse and a beached steamer marked the entrance
to the harbor, which is evidently very shallow. From time to time
as we were approaching we could see waves breaking on the reefs

.
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One old Malay woman came aboard with four large bird cages, end
Dr. Coenraad promptly went to investigate. Ps they were yellow-
headed bulbuls (of which we already have ten) she was allowed to

keep her pets*

Landed early in the morning, and went to the Hotel des Indes.
The city proper is about seven miles from Ta.njong Priok, the port,
and the* road followed a. canal all the way. In the old days river
steamers used the canal, coming up to Batavia, but now an occasional
canal boat, covered over, on which a native family lives, is all
the traffic there is by water. Brahminy kites, bright brown with
white, aquiline heads, flew over the water in great flocks.

We spent an hour and a half with Walter Foote, the American
Consul General, discussing possibilities of having our permit
extended a little. He promised to do everything he could for us.

Then we went out to see the Zoo, which is a combination zoologi-
cal garden and childrens 1 playground. In Java there has been a

great deal of intermarrying between the Dutch and the natives, and
we saw many dark mothers with blond children, or Nordic fathers
with dusky youngsters. Merry-go-rounds, pushed by a Malay boy,
were popular, as were sand piles, swings, and i^^t er - tott c»-o

.

b a.^
As for the animals, there were some beautiful silver gibbons, a

nice male orang-utan, tree kangaroos, a fossa cat from Madagascar,
four anoas, two uncomfortable polar bears, a baby Sumatran ele-
phant with long hair, hornbills, fairy bluebirds, and others.

We were astonished to find Batavia had almost as many animal
collectors in town as animals. On the boat in the morning we had
met Danesch, collecting for Amazonica in New York. In the Zoo we
learned that Meems, of Wrrd and Meems, and Kreth, of Ruhe, were
here, too. We got in touch with Meems and Kreth, and they spent
the rest of the day with us.

At the Hotel des Indes we had our fir t reistafel, that famous
dish of the Dutch East Indies. Twenty boys served us, passing
various victuals in what appeared for some moments to be an
endless chain. A big soup bowl was placed in front of us, with
an extra side plate for the overflow. The first offering was
boiled rice, served from a big silver bowl # Onto the rice went
curried chicken, steak, baked fish, spaghetti, fried coconut,
cucumbers (boiled, pickled, and fresh), peanuts, red peppers,
fried bananas, chutney, onions, fried nut cakes, shrimps, fried
egg, salted hard-boiled duck egg, and various complicated gravies
and sauces. I had heard so much about the reistafel that I

probably expected too much in the way of gastronomic delight: the
general effect was slightly messy, and by the time one was served
with all the dishes, the original rice, and most of tie things
that went on it, were cold.

In the afternoon we went to the bird market, an interesting
crowded street market, where many of the East Indian birds were
to be had. Fairy bluebirds, lovely little finches, parrots of
all colors, mynahs, and quantities of doves, as well as a baby
musang and a baby Felis rainuta, ^ere on sale. We looked the
supply over, but did not buy anything. We shall stop here again
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on the return voyage.

We sailed at six in the evening. Williams complained of a

cold, and having had reistafel at noon, decided against dinner at
night. We were none of us very hungry, and supped delicatelj^ on
consomme and a spot of salad.

April 5 - Samarang \ • ^^t:X :/r--- . W>- M^^^BB^'- 1
'- -'^ fi

Awoke in the morning to see the coast of Java slipping by.
It looked satis fyingly like the picture books, with cloud-wreathed
mount a in £ along the sea, and occasional volcanoes to be seen.

We went ashore in a launch about ten. Saw for the first time
an outrigger sailing boat, and praus from Madura, with gaily colored
masts, painted pink and blue, and carved and painted bows. As we
drove along the road to the town, we saw zebu carts, built like the
Sumatran ones, but painted in bright colors.

Our first stop was at the bird market, where Bill wanted to
get a racket-tailed drongo, but decided that shipping it out to the
Islands and back would be taking too much risk. Dr. Coenraad bought
six jungle fowl, the wild ancestor of our domestic chicken, rather
a gaudy bird with heavy brilliant wattles.

We looked up a M. Jansen, who had written us that he was a

friend of Stanley7 Dawson f s; from his name we had assumed he was a

Swede, but ne was largely Malay with a dash of Chinese. He promised
to keep an eye on the bird market for us until our return.

ti&xtkm-E®i®±Y&my&¥Y±±±®mjywhwYT: "We had heard there was a
small Zoo in Samarang, but It turned out to be very small indeed,
a private collection belonging to a rich Chinese sugar planter. He
has a most remarkable garden, curiously landscaped with mounds of
tufa rock, coral steps and paths, whitewashed urns filled with
flowering snrubs, statues, fountains, a long screened pergola filled
with orchids (one lovely white one had a purple center;, and a paddock
with one deer, a hornbii.1 and a peacock. Java sparrow were wild in the

garden.
At the Hotel de Pavilion, where we stopped for a drink, we

met the Sheriffs from the ship, and went with them to a Chinese
restaurant for lunch. The food was simply delicious - asparagus
soup with crab eggs, tiny fried shrimps in batter, chicken cooked with
leeks, nasi goreng, and tea. The tea was s rved in pretty little
cups, each one containing its individual tea-strainer, and Mr.
Sheriff insisted on buying me six of them. I hope I can get them

Back to the ship, and sailed at foxir o'clock. Williams has a

very bad cold, and has spent the day in bed.

In the evening we sat talking with the purser, Mr. Mulder, who
is a friend of the captain of the Kampar. The Kampar has been
chartered by a gold-prospecting expedition to New Guinea , and Mulder
thought the captain might pick us up a collection of birds and animals
while he was there. The evening was spent trying to get in touch
with the Kampar by wireless, but we finally learned that the short-
wave set on the Kampar is intended merely to keep the ship in touch
with the expedition camp in the interior, and as they have not yet
landed, the wireless man was not at his post. Still we were trying
to relay a message to him, by various ships, most Of the night.



About midnight Bill went in to see how Williams was feeling,

and then took hip temperature with our thermometer. To our horror

the thermometer went right up to the top, registering 106 end

points north. We woke up the ship 's doctor, who took his temper-

ature'with his own thermometer, and found that ours has gone

flooey either due to tropical hardships or too much bouncing

around! Williams is sick', but his fever was one and a half degrees-

Celsius, whatever that is - less than 1C6, anyway.

April 6 - Soerabaia

We arrived at Soerabaia early in the morning, and came ashore

after 8 leisurely breakfast on deck. The Governor-General is in

town today, and all the flags are flying in his honor. Even the

bullock carts have bright-colored yokes and decorations - the city

is very gay. ill these Javan cities are neat and clean; well-

painted, white and yellow, ?nd tidy as only a Dutch town can be.

The buildgmgs look very attractive in their setting of palm trees,

hibiscus, casuarina, crotons, and other typical foliage.

The Hotel Oranje gave us a room, built on the same spacious

plan as the Sumatran hotels, but with mosquito nets over the beds

instead of" the screened mosquito room that liked so much in Medan

and Eianter.

About ten-thirty we set out for the Zoo, and were joined by

the Sheriffs. We had a very nice morning, and found lots of
_

interesting things in the Zoo. The bird collection was especially

fine, including enormous woodpeckers, white starlings Irom -oaii,

"leatherheads" a sort of pigmy hornbill from , ew Guinea, and fairy

bluebirds. A pair of anoas had produced a. young one, which was

brown and white and auite unlike its parents in appearance. The

first brnteng we had ever seen munched like a great black buo-l m
his paddock. Mynahs crawled over the tapirs, looking for ticks or

something. The deer were getting their new horns - sure enough,

this is fall, not spring, in this part of the world.

We had lunch ft the Oranje Hotel, ?nd in the middle of lunch

Bill was called to the telephone. The American
#

Consul was on tne

wire saving there was a cable from the Consul m Calcutta, ine

cable was the best news we had had so far, namely, the Assam Govern-

ment is willing to capture a rhinoceros for us, and deliver it to

Calcutta. After being turned down by the Dutch on a permit for

rhino, this was thrilling news indeed, and Bill almost had hysterics

of iov. We all had several drinks on the strength of it, and

suddenly decided to go to Bali instead of staying in Soerabaia for

two days. Why we had not thought of it before I don't know, but

we hastily repacked, abandoned our laundry, films, and any possible

mail, and s iled at five o'clock on the Van der Lijn.

The coast of Java, seen from the ship ft sunset, was very

lovely, with the sky pearly pink behind the purple masses oi the

mountains.

April 7 - Bali

We lrnded at six in the morning, and after some del*y in

getting ashore, found ourselves in the hot little town of Boeleling

on the northern coast of the island. Many American tourists from

our boat were going across to Den Pasar, on the other side, but we
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had so little time we asked about some place on the north side.

Gitgit was recommended, and we set off for Gitgit accordingly.

The drive was all up-hill, into the mountains, and very

lovelv Therl were hairpin turns - one so narrow that we bumped

one c?r coming down the mountain, ^^°Q^F^iJ°SSvses with
passed lovely l^V" 11^ " |??

up

S
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?lon/ the road, and in each village were formes of various

size! - some of them nothing more than a tiny platform with an

offering or two. /-rVlR-'f '"/^ '

'
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Gitgit turned out to be a village with a f^
er
c^^/^re

house. There were four rooms, but no one ^f^^/^^^ds
ur room we h? d the most gorgeous view looking out f™f
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palms, the ridges divided by paths of emerald green.
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, . , „ , t j „,T i-i-p r p-nd i walked
we did little ail day except admire the view. Dr. l. i

ta--, tbP villace and saw the local temple, which consi.^ ui
tnrougn tne viixcge, mu b«

, . •, _ tnr, p pnd several small
a nice old gate carved and P^ted stone .nd

gome Qf
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. some of them spoiled by corrugr ueu >

them thatched. Two of them had old paintings of Hindu god. on

the wells.

All the local color of the inland walks past our front gate

so it is really not so much deprRation oust to sit still in

nlprp like this. Men and women go by Cc rryir.g sive u»
place me wxs>.

straight free movement tnrt comes irom
heads, walking ^htn.t sxr^ig

The women, many of them, wear
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mouths^fined red by betel nut They are not^s ^utif^as
the tourist posters lead one to jxpec^ but the,

f _

comely. The children smile at one .^n r\hCiTt drlV e up the road
liness. In the late afternoon we took a short drive UP
a.xnfcwt .

j-ii
, _„„ „f m- npniiec. who scuttled across xn

and came upon a l*rge troop of ®^aques, wiu
neP rby trees,

front of us and spent sometime crashing about m zne nee *

There are many small horses here, and p^ck trains passed
j.nei

y n „___.lT.
ff rpbbaees for the most part, m

our door continually, Ccr^ 11
?L n? thP%^ddle With a chain of
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bells around their necks, and a brsket of
^
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the steep roads all day. Even mo^ interesti g found
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_ y

are pure blooded banteng - ^^^ar
"

s

\l°Ld banteng meat
only in this island have they been tamea.

for dinner and liked it very much.

Bill feeling so miserable we went to ^?d
c^1

?;^°' t5o^lv
rubbed him with thl local remedy for ^-^"Si 2afa
of eucalyptus) end given him a hot-wrter bottle that was

stone gin bottle wrapped in a towel.
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April 8 - Bali

In the morning we took a drive up to Bedoegoel on Lake Brakan*
The road wbs very steep, but well built* It is a ne~?r roa:<f, in
fact still being worked on, partly with convict labor* We passed
a prisoners 1 camp, and also a monument to the ro^dbuildrers -

a stone statue of a Balinese man, carved by a convict artist*
In preparation for the im visit of the Governor General to Bali,
next week, the roads are being put into as good condition as
possible, and fresh gravel was being spread where it would do the
most good* All road work is done by hand, naturally, but it
seemed strange to see men patting out the rides of the road with
their bare feet, or busily sweeping away any roughnesses with little
brooms.

The rest house at Bedoegoel was being decorated for the
G* G. *XK&ratirac The approach to it was lined withbent sapling
arches, and these were covered with palms. P large entrance gate
was one mass of ferns, and the posts that supported the temporary
pavilion were covered with croton leaves*

The Lake itself is very pretty, and exa speratingly full of
small fish, when we did not bring a seine or net with us* They
were just the right size for aquarium fishes, and "probably, fT says
Bill, T1new species 11

.

The lake is 4500 feet high, and the air was cool and damp.
Clouds trailed across the mountainside across from the resthouse.
Huge pandanus trees, tree ferns, epiphytic plants of all sorts,
made the surroundings all that one dreads of in a tropic?!

land.

In the evening we saw our first, and probably only, Bali-
nese dance. It was very thrilling to see it In a small village,
rather simply done, instead of in a tourist hotel. Two or three
hundred natives came, and enjoyed it as much, and more Intelli-
gently, than we did. Many of the dancers were small girls,
not more than twelve years old, In sarongs, tight little jackets,
and flaring head-dresses. The latter were dade of gilded^ £^otAjid>Jju
buffalo hide, with strips of bamboo, cut to about the of
a match stick:;, stuck into them all the way around* Each stiok D.\„

flowers in the girls 1 long black hair, i There were sixteen 0
girls, and about twenty men, who took turns dancing for us. At
the close of the dancing two men put on what was evidently/ an
uproarious comedy act, but as most of it was dialogue, and not
even in Malay, we were unable to grasp its meaning* The orchestra
consisted of" eight xyllophone-like instruments, a drum, and a
cymbal-like thing that crashed like many bells.

The performance lasted from 6-70 to 9.70, after which we
had dinner and went to bed.

April 9 -

We arose at five, and drove down the .mountain in the
early sunrise, to board the Melchior 'i'reub bound for Macassar.
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Williams met us, practically recovered from his flu. Being on the
Treub was like getting back to the Plancius again. Here also was
H. Danisch, the scout for /mazonica, coming out to Macassar to
pick up his animals. Bill, Coenrard, snd Danisch spent the whole
day discussing the possibilities of getting animals in the Celebes
?nd the Moluccas.

April 10 - Macassar

We landed about seven in the morning, Bill very wobbly and
still suffering from a pain in his rib. He and I went on ahead to
the Grand Hotel, while Coenread buzzed about the docks, looking
up various captain friends of his who could give him information
about New Guinea , whither he is thinking of going. When he
joined us at the hotel he was sputtering about his permits, for a
change. Permits that he thought had been granted him last Decem-
ber had not yet arrived, and anoas and babirusas, which he thought
were ready for the Zoo, had not yet been caught. Moreover, Nicobar
pigeons belonging to him were traveling back and forth on a ship
between Macassar and New Guinea - couldn't be landed for lack of
permits. Bill meanwhile is biting his fingernails in anxietv over
his request for permits for birds of Paradise and crowned pigeons.
EHHOfHlH

We made a brief and formal call on the Dutch Resident, who
s very pleasant, although he had few suggestions as to how to
ther a collection of animals in his district.

werS
Next door to the Residency is the police station, and here

... three anoas, consigned to the S0 erabaia Zoo, but permit-less!
Originally there were five; two have died, and one looks pretty
feeble now. This business of the government protecting the ani-
mals is a complicated one. At first we were indignant over their
slowness in giving us per : ssion to cart awry whatever we could
corral; now we begin to see their point of view. There are about
three collectors to every animal out here, and the government
must be dizzy trying to keep ail these requests straight. The
anoas are about half-grown, pretty brown calves, two of them with
well-developed horns, and quite fri sky

.

e had heard vaguely about a Chinaman who kept some birds
for sale, and down a side street in the Chinese quarter we went,
looking for him. He was well-known in his own district, and we h?

d

no difficulty in finding his shop. Out in front were several
cages of white cockatoos, and after looking at them we were led
through his shop, with its living quarters in the rear, back to
the little cobble-stoned alley that was the backyard. The first
thing we saw was two young cassowaries, not yet in color, but
strolling calmly a bout and pecking up any bits of rice or greenery
that came their way. Bill promptly bought them, and advanced
five guilders for their board until our return. The man also had
some black-capped lories, and some racket-tailed parrakeets, and
we asked hiia ho have six pairs of each for us on our return.

From this man we heard of another one, and went to see him.
He also had two young cassowaries, and more lories and parrots.
This seems to be a good place for the world's most brilliant birds.

We came back to the hotel, and Danisch arrived with Con-
stantin Gerds. Gerds is an old German who has been out here nearly
forty years, and never gone back to his own country. He is an old
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soldier, living on a small pension (F1.70) from the German Govern-

ment. With a long sandy beard, end heir with no grey in it, only

the lines of his face and the stoop to his shoulders, betray his

age. He took us out to his place, a smell stucco house on the

outskirts of town, hidden by crotons and with a row of orchids

just inside the wooden gate. Over the gate is picture of e long-

necked dog (rather giraffe-like) and the Malay waning ?Awas -

pndeine". Beware of the dog! Inside was a plentitude ol animals,

and one very friendly canine, chained. Forty Celebes macaques

showed their excellent teeth, and put their hands through the

bars of their cages, begging for attention or food. Crates of

Java sparrows, lories, parrots, parrekeets of all colors - Driiiient

green, red, purple, orange, yellow, - even one lory that was all

black, and a great pet of the old man's. He had one large casso-

wary, several deer, a tame brush-tailed porcupine that was great

friends with the dog, crocodiles, lizards, geckos, one big snake

and several smaller ones. Most of the stuff is being got ready

for the long voyage home, as Danesch has bought it from him. Danisch

has a permit for fmciyxxsBkis twenty monkeys, and has just wired

for permission for twenty more.

The old man brought out various treasures to show us, one

at a tlite. He had two babirusa skulls, with the backward-curving

xkuiix almost touching the forehead; the skin of *ks a huge

python: two guide books to European Zoos; a picture of a Komodo

dragon cut from an article by Ditmars. On the .walls were pfitures j

of Hitler, and a large. Swastika. uJx wcaM o c^Jt ^ ^ p^r

We had reistafel at the hotel - not particularly good, and

then a nap. When we /awakened it was raining, and we spent the

rest of the afternoon and evening around the hotel. It is much

like other Dutch EP st Indian hotels, but the food is nothing to

brae about - everything labeled with fancy French names, but

a disappointment to the palate. -One curious custom* is having

a heavy metal plate with the number of your room placed on the

table as a sort of name-card. Our table, with the three plates,

looks particularly reserved and no outsider would dare sit at it

I am sure.

At ten-thirty, as we were about to retire, I called for a

boy to bring us blanket s. Nights out here are apt to be cool, and

some sort of coverlet is usually desired about four m the morn-

ing. Apparently not in MP cassar, for the boy looked amazed at the

idea, and out of the Malay speech he made, I gathered that the

blankets were locked up, the man who had the key had gone to bed,

and we could not have blankets before tomorrow. So with a ram
coat and a kimono as precautions against a cold spell, we went

comfortably to sleep in our klammbo.

April 11 - Macassar l.f^:;'-v - 'S^'

I spent the early morning doing some letter-writing for

Bill, who is doing his best to catch a rhinoceros by correspondence

having been forbidden by the Dutch government to catch one per-

sonally. Later on we went out to see Lie Tjiong Yong, a Chinese

florist, who has a marvelous orchid garden, many beautiful tropi-

cal fish, including two Celebes species that were new to us, ana

a few birds. One lory was very gorgeous, red, green yellow - bin
said he thought its mother had been frightened by an orchid.
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This Chinese seems to be the herd of the animal collectors
here. They all haunt the shipyards end pick up what thev can from
sailors coming in from Ternate and New Guinea and other' distant
islands. Gerds gets what he can from all of them, but Yong is
the most prosperous, respectable and respected of the Chinese clan.
From him we hope to get a good collection on the way back.

From his orchid collection Yong gave me several sprays of
P apuan orchids, pale lavender with purple centers, smallish
blossoms, but six or seven to a spray. He told me if I would keep
them in water they would last for several days.

On our way to the hotel we went out through the native
quarter, the fishing village on the sea. Here were little houses
built out over the water, woven of palm, and thatched of course.
The harbor, and canals were full of native praus, built with a
high bow, with multicolored sails, and sometimes one, sometimes
two outriggers. The ones with two outriggers looked like
enormous water boatmen skidding over the water. Men were mending
their nets, women doing the washing, children ran after us laughing
and shouting "Tabe, Tuan" but not begging. Here and there along
the coast were lookout towers for the fishermen - where the
watchman spends hours waiting for a school of fish to appear and
then shouts the good word ihxfc

Beyond the village was the tomb of "Captain China" - not
a sea-faring man as I had supposed, but the head man of the
village. His tomb, and the nearby temple, were ornate with
carved and colored stucco. There were some nice bits of porcelain,
small and complicated rock gardens, and some grotesoue figures
of the Captfin, of Malay soldiers, and two Dutch soldiers on
guard.

The famous prau harbor is near here, but the boats are
anchored so close together, their sails furled, that one really
gets little idea of what they look like. Housekeeping goes on
busily aboard; people are born, grow up into f j shermen, spend
their whole lives on these praus and never know any other home.

Back at the hotel our various Chinese agents, and also
rather embarassingly Herr Gerds, kept eppearaing and reappearing.
Rather than have them think we were playing one against the
other we told them we were going to buy from all of them, and
wanted Yong to supervise the lot. They all managed to extract
considerable guilders as guaranty of good faith, but we are
assured that they are honest, and we will not lose by financing
them in advance.

In the evening we went to a Chinese restaurant, seeking
a change from the pseudo-French of the hotel, but the Chinese
food was not as good as we had had in Semarang. In fact, the
tummy-ache that woke me in the night was probably due to the
fried shrimps, or the crab eggs, that had been a bit heavy with

Coenraad and Bill are still worrying about permits.
No word has come from Batavia. Coenraad tried to telephone to
Batavia, and learned that the telephone can be used on Sunday
only m case of a volcanic eruption - just what good it would be
then seems uncertain. At any rate he was able to get a cable
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through saying that he would telephone to-morrow.

Danisch is having trouble, too. Having telegraphed for

permission to bring out twenty extra monkys, he gets word that

as there has recently been a case of rabiesin Macassar, he will

be lucky if he gets out with one. Now he wishes he had never

mentioned it. ^fiW^!i;'':

April 12 -MP cassar '. llf|" " '{^Kt0^M^$S
Coenraad gets his telephone call through to Bat avia and

learns that he has his perm ft for anoas and babirusas and Bill has

a permit for sixteen birds of Paradise and twelve crowned pigeons.

That is good news indeed, and we all have a drink on it.

In great good humor we go shopping, as I want to see some

of the Kendari gold and silver wori for which Macassar has been

famous through centuries. Hendrick Sinjo is tne leading Brata*
dealer in this art, and in his little shop I hang oyer glass

cases BfeciHixxEK* filled with intricate gold and silver filigree

work trying to make up my mind which piece I like best. 1

nnalLv chose a wide Silver bracelet and a big round brooch. JJhen

I wasn't looking Bill bought a lovely lixfcfce gold Oiza£d_mthj-p^n^

green eyes, and presented it to me later, fltera?

At four o'clock we started for the steamer, stopping at the

K P M for mail. We had a letter from Davis and Jennier, saying

collecting was poor, but the tiger is still alive, and that was

good news. They have acquired a 12-foot king cobra, and a few

new birds

.

We boarded the Van Imhoff, a ship about the size of the

Van der Lijn. So much freight was on its way to the outer

islands that we were nearly two hours late in sailing. Danisch

andGerds were down to see us off, and the old gentleman brought

me a big basket of roses and carnations.

The ship is well-populated with copra bugs, and Bill says

that is a sign that we are really in the South Seas. C&tory of

Latreille and Necrobia) . At dinner Solenopsis, tne fire f^t
had a mating flight on the table, but no one seemed to get bitten.

P«sseneers aboard are various shades of white and brown and mixed.

One chlrr.;ing young couple, just out from Holland and rosy-cheeked,

Ire on their way to Amboina. Pn aviator is going to New Guinea

to make maps of" the island. One middle-aged couple are returning

to their island off the coast of N. G., where they haye a coco-

nut plantation, and are the only Europeans in tne whole pl c ce.

April IS- At Sea

We have seen more of the passengers on board. The forward

deck is full of natives and half-castes going out to colonize

New Guinea. With them they have to take tneir own chickens,

turkeys, guinea fowl, tapioca sticks already beginning to sprout,

and anything else they want to raise. The after deck is full of

Chinese storekeepers, and all their trade goods. Jfter tne

Van Imhoff leaves Ambon it becomes a series of shops for residents

in the remote islands, and they come swarming aboard to buy any-

thing frowv a new topi to a new frying pan. There are bales arid

bales of cloth, shoes, phonograph records, kettles and household

utensils, clothing, and^so forth. Cattle (caribau and banteng)

are also on their way to be slaughtered out tnere.
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Aprii 14 - At sea

All dry long loafing along on the Van Irahoff , cool and pleasant.
Have made friends with two German couples, the Stlllers and the Ahrs,
both of whom have their own islands off the New Guinea coast, and raise
coconuts. They are miles and miles from any other Europeans , and
lead what must be a lonely life. Everything they have comes off the
plantation, and they have been living this way for nearly thirty years.

In the evening we pa ssed miles of lighted shore-line, and thought
there must be so e big city there that we had never heard of. But it
was not an electric-lighted main street: it was an almost endless
line of fishing boats, each one with a kerosene lantern hung on the
mast. The shore line of Moena and of Butan took three hours to pass,
and was illuminated the whole way.

April 15 - Amboina

We came into the beautiful bay of Ambon at daybreak. The harbor
runs deep into the mainland, almost cutting the island in half, and the
forested mountain sides rise steeply on both sides. About eight o'clock
we went ashore, and walked through the town to the Esplanade Hotel. It
is a funny little town, with a big market, and any number of barber shops.
The natives must live by cutting each others 1 hair. IK Next to the market
there were ten barber shops in a row, each advertising a different kind
of hair-cut - Ambonese, Celebes, Japanese, etc.

The Hotel is built on the same plan as all these Dutch East Indian
Hotels, but is run in what seems like a very casual manner. There is no
manager in sight, and everything is left to the boys. The head boy is
a young Javanese, and there is an elderly Ambonese hovering about. No
telephone and no bar give an added distinction. However, the Club next
door is apparently always open to strangers, and we get drinks there and
sign chits (only they are Bons here) just as though we were members in
good standing. And why have a telephone, when one can always ?'send a boyS

Our first duty was to call on the Resident, ftr, B. X* Haga, who
was very pleasant and anxious to be helpful, although he did not know
just how he could be of service to us. He did tell us about a rest
house up in the mountains where we could stay, and Bill quoted Wallace
to the effect that "the Resident secured for me a house not far from
the city Tf

. He had three crowned pigeons in his garden, and a paddock
containing a number of Molucca deer.

From the Residency we went to the the little library, where
the works of Rumphius and Valentine are preserved in the original
editions - 1724 and 1750 respectively. Rumphius is buried in Ambon

,

and we visited his grave, in a private garden.

We had sent out a request for an Ambonese who spoke English
and would like to join the expedition for the next week or two, as
Coenraad, who has been a tower of strength, is leaving us here, while he
goes on to New Guinea to collect birds of Paradise. In answer to our _
broadcast, a young Dut ch-Ambone s e , Fritz Buitenbos, came scurrying up }

to the hotel, and we engaged him. He seems like a bright young chap
and speaks excellent English in addition to Malay and Dutch. He is
of dark complexion, with freckles and blue eyes that were inherited
from his Dutch ancestor.

k heavy rain began at one r clock and lasted all afternoon.
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We slept until the clouds had done their worst, and then strolled out

to do a little shopping. I ordered a pair of wmte kid Scndds,

made by hand and to order, for three guilders.

Our hotel room looks out on the local movie theatre, where a

special childrens' performance was given at 6. 15, the l«Jtn lnsxaxj.

ment of "Tailspin Tommy", and all through the evening roars of

excited laughter rolled into our room.

April 16 - •

Buitenbos invited us to spend a couple of days at .^Is father-in-

Law*s Dl-ntation across the bay, and we started early in the morning,

liter e brief SSlk around town, we came to his house, where his wife

feaches tennis and runs a florist business. In front of the house

was his prau, a good-sized row boat, but because of the she llow

hPPch we had to wade out to the boat. Williams lost neart when he

saw Shit we w re doing, but Bill and I took off our. shoes and picked

our wav gingerly out to the prau, Buitenbos explaining that "it is

tie FaLion^n AmbSn." Four men' rowed us across the bay which took

about half an hour, and we came into the beach there on the crest of

a wave, and waded ashore.

Mrs. Ernsten, B's mother-in-lFW, ca e down to the beach to

welcome us, a neat little old Malay woman in a pretty blue strong

and long white jacket. P ?pa Ernsten greeted us on tne verandah,

a fat! light-brown Swede of 78 years, unable to do much any more

except shuffle in bedroom slippers from the dining-room tothe

porch rocking-chair and bad again. In his youth w.s Controller

St Dobo dur ng the days of native insurrections. The gun, with which

he £l?ed man?
g
nSlves', is now used by his son-in-law to shoot cuscus.

In 1909 he started this coconut plantation on the beach, and divides

his time between the plantation and his spacious town house across

the water. B. told us that his father had been given e medal by

the Dutch government, and that it was not an ordinary decoration but

a good medal: he gets F1.200 a year on it, and when he dies his wife

will get Fl. 100 a year.

We went for a walk in the forest in back of the plantation, and

Bill found Polyrachus, and the nest it makes on the under side of

leaves. Parrots flew over our heads, screaming, but too high to get

e Sood gllSpse of them. Fruits of all kinds, both wild and culti-

vated, wereall over the place. We ?rank coconut water ate wild

passion fruit, and saw nutmeg and clove trees.
. J
ne" " e *

£
f

durian trees here, and in several places we saw the smair thatched

shelters where the natives watch for the fruit to fall. We saw one

SSt come craSSng Sown to the ground, and realized how dangerous

it is to stop for long under a tree that drops such heavy spiked

fruit

.

Back at the house for lunch, we found that Mrs. Buitenbos

had sent over by prau an interesting reistafel, acco panied by

a delicious small fried fish, chicken, and saiyo - a locjl dish

consisting of green leaves of trees, stewed in coconut milk. Every-

thing is fried in coconut oil, B. explaining that "this is a good

system; it is not a. good system to fry in butter". We had on the

table three kinds of bananas, small fruits called lansop (something

like passion fruit) and gondoria (something like a small mango)

the most delicious mangoiteens, kanari nuts, rambutan, sago bread.

The mangosteens are deep brownish red on the outside, and a beautiful



deep crimson on the inside. The edible portion is pure white, and
consists of from five to seven segments of juicy, delicate, slightly
acidic fruit. Kanari nuts are tender, white, rather like almonds in
liavor. Each nut unfolds into closely packed segments, and in fact
consists of tiny new leaves, ready to unfold and sprout. Sago bread
is neavy and tasteless, and is bad ed in a mold which turns out five
little loaves all joined together across the bottom.

After lunch we tasted our first durian. The odor when the
fruit is cut is of sourness and decay. Inside are large white
segments of fruit, and you take one in your fingers and get a
violent smell of limburger cheese. Summoning up your courage you
bite into it, and find a rich, custardy fruit, that tastes like
strawberries and chocolate and coffe with cream. We thought that
the flavor had been slightly overestimated, the smell, however , is
not quite as bad as we had been led to believe, though it is far
from pleasant. In fact, as the day wore on, and the odor of
durian pervaded the house and the beach and the forest, it was
a little sickening.

Rain threatened all afternoon. We slept, and sat on the
verandah and watched the bay through the coconut pflms, and at
si>: o'clock the lights of Ambon showed on the opposite shore. B.
heard that a man in the next village had two cuecus, and we sent
out a runner to see if we could buy them. He started off with
a flashlight along the beach, for a five-hour walk each way. B.
explained that the nearby village was Christian, and that Christians
shot the cuscus, so they were very shy and hard, to catch. The
village farther away was Mohammedan, and as they did not hunt the
cuscus it was much easier to catch themthere.

Dinner was a similar reistafel to the one we had at noon.
Bill and I gorged ourselves on mangosteens, which are now at the
height of the season, and fresh off the tree. As I reached for
my sixteenth a voice oflt of a dark corner said in English "Eat
more fruit." Startled I turned to find Tais Papalayo, satr a
hunting companion of B's, grinning at me. He is Ambonese, with
a strange collection of tags of English which I think he has picked
up at the movies. He whistles fairly recent jazz, and is always
coming out with some remark such as "O.K.", "Yes we Have No Bananas"
The movies are a great help to students of English! B. tells us
that he learned his English In school in Java and in Holland, but
keeps in practise by listening carefully to the dialogue in the
films

.

April 17 -

Up early and went for a walk along the beach. Hundred*
of hermit crabs in the gaudiest shells imaginable scurried about.
Most of them were tiny things, but each shell was different - some
striped, so e pearly, some with long tails on them, and of everv color
of the rainbow. Fairy crabs flitted about. Coral is on the beach
i
n
^S

U
!u

tlties
* Mso huge j ellyfish, sea urchins, and the shells of

both the pearly nautilus and the ch? bered nautilus. We walked through
a neighbor's plantation, ?nd picked up Will em, a youngster but a good
bush boy, with keen eyes. Bill found Polyrachus, making two different
kinds of nests of siik and chewed-up bark, and Odontoma chus of the
Imperator group, as well as something that he thinks is Rogeria and
possibly a new species. Willem located several Polyrachus nests for
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Bill, and showed sublime indifference to being bitten by anything -

ants, wasps or scorpions. We had a long walk in the forest, strolling
along through a gentle rain. When we approached the coast again we
came through native back yards, where they were boiling paliu syrup,
and even making ?,gin T* out of palm wine with a perfectly good little
moonshine still.

Along the beach we stopped to investigate the water in
various little streams that empty into the sea . The water was
brackish, of course, but many of the small fish we were unable to
ident ify • In one stream there were coral fish and \ y^$jpX^®Sl
in another small fish that looked like fresh-water darters but were
probably the young of a salt-water fish; in another some of the
spiny snails of this part of the world - small, but dangerous to
step on with bare feet.

Small fishing villages line the shore. The sago palm is
the most useful single product, being put to even more uses than
the coconut palm. An Arabonese can live for a year on the bread
made from one plant. The leaves are used for thatch, the center
nerve of the leaf - as thick as a strip of bamboo - is used for
the walls of the houses. Thus they get both board and room from
one source. The canoes are dug-outs, and very narrow. I doubt
if I could fit myself into one. Most of the villagers were either
curious or friendly toward us. but one small child began to scream
at the sight of us, and his mother picked him up ha stily and
ran for the house as we approached.

Shortly after our return to the house, the runner we had sent
out the night before canie walking briskly up the beach, carrying
a large cage on his back. Sure enough, here were our two cuscus,
young animals, but apparently healthy and with good appetites

.

They are a sort of Australian opossum, with brown fur like a

kinkajou* s, pointed noses, big hazel eyes, and a long, bare,
prehensile tail. Wmi ' ffil

We learn a\ great deal about Arabonese manners and customs
from B. Life here is too easy, he says, and the Ambonese are the
laziest people on earth. Each one has a small plantation, and
sago/c coconut support them with a minimum of effort. Fruits are
always available in the jungle, and f sh are plentiful in the sea .

Anyone who wants to run a large plantation, or a vegetable garden,
must import hi s workmen - here at !?Nipa f?

, the Ernst ens ? place, the
laborers come from Timor, Butan, Papua, and other regions, never
from Ambon itself. Many of them are Christians, but , says B.

,

they go to church nearly every Sunday and yet they steal. f,Not a
good system. ?f It rains almost constantly. Ambon is the Malay
word for dew, but Amboina , the name we know for the island, is
a combination of two words meaning father and mother, and which
is the real source of the island f s name nobody knows. The place
is rich in history, with the successive regimes of Portuguese
and Dutch, the long wars over the spices of the islands. We are
reminded that these are the islands Columbus was looking for when
he stumbled upon America.

In the late afternoon I saw one of the most amazing fi sh
displays that I have ever seen. A big school of bonita or some
similar fish, jumped at the approach of an invisible enemy.
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The fish were lined up like so many soldiers, and jumped in unison
at perfectly regular intervals. The sound of their bodies all

hitting the water at the same time, end repeated six or eight times,

sounded like gunfire across the water.

April 18 - Ambon

Early in the morning we loaded our gear, heavier now by the

cuscus cage into the rowboat, and started back for .Ambon. It was

cloudy and threatening when we left, and raining hard by the time

we got across the bay. I huddled in my raincoat, and Bill proudly

held a paper umbrella over his head as the boys rowed as hard as

they could.

In the morning we supervised the making of a cage for our

new animals, and did a few errands in town. Passing a church we

heard what sounded like a country organ - this is Sunday morning -

but B. told us it was an orchestra of bamboo flutes. About ten

men play on flutes of different sizes, and of course the simple

reeds, played in unison, sound exactly like an old-fashioned
organ. It was very pretty, and the soft Malay voices joined in

in translations of Dutch hymns.

In the evening we went for a drive with Mr. Smits, whom we

met on the Van Imhoff and who is staying here until the next boat.

He is an amateur orchid collector, and drove us out to Pas so, a

village about twelve kilometers away, where the principal industry

seems to be selling orchids. They are hung on small posts along the

side of the road, and sell for fifty Dutch cents a plant.

April 19 - Ambon -ip- t:M}0fWi '.c!'M

In the morning we went for a walk up the mountain side in

back of the town. We had intended going only a short way, but the

path was good, though very steep, and Bill found collecting interest-

ing. In a kayo putih (eucalyptus) grove he found a huge display

of Myrmecodia, and had one of the plants cut down., and then dissect ea

so that we could all see how the ants utilize the chambers in the

parasitic plant as a nest. Iridomyrmex myrmecodiae was the ant in

this particular case; the plant is na ed after the ant and the

ant after the plant. When we had climbed for an hour or more we

came to a nice little village, where we bought some coconuts to

drink, and here we learned that the government rest house was only

a little farther on. So we climbed up to the top of the mountain,

so e 450 meters altogether, and sat on the verandah and admired

the view of the jungle below us, Ambon in the distance, and the

sea beyond that. We had been there only a few moments when a

heavy rain began. It seemed doubtful that we could get back before

lunch, and in scouting around the neighborhood B. found for us

three linds of bananas, delicious ripe mango steens, a can of Califor-

nia sardines, sore sweet biscuits, and native cigarettes. We could

have spent the day quite comfortably, but about twelve o'clock the

tain stopped and we came down the path, which was much more slippery

than the ascent had been when it was fairly dry. The little village

near the rest house is inhabited by soldiers who have retired on a •

pension, and is most attractive - solid little houses of bamboo

covered with plaster (an earthquake-proof construction), and

surrounded with gardens - roses and orchids both were plentiful.
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found some interesting Polyrechus nests on the way down -
tne nest made of chewed-up bark fastened together with silk, and hunon 8 thorn bush, looking so ething like a small-sized oriole nest.o., chasing efter a beetle, got stung by a wasp, but as he explainedsuwing his finger, "that was a good wasp; that big black one thereis a bad wasp. Even a cow will die if that one stings her."

April&E 20-21

We did little for two days, except supervise carpenters workingon cages for us, shop occe sioxnaily, having so e shoes made for irepicking up various food supplies that we thought we might need in
Oerara. The Toko Makassar is our favorite store. One day I saw in
a glass jar some packages of chewing gum, looking patheticallv
American in their pink wrapping, and I helped myself to a piece. ItHad been sent out before the iinvention of cellophane, had lost allits elasticity, and alarmingly dissolved down mv throat before I
realized what had happened.

April 22 -

Our steamer, which was supposed to sail yesterday, did notleave until today. We pasked up once more, leaving behind the
Esplanade Hotel with all its minor co forts - a little brush tokill mosquitoes is carefully placed in the bed each night, our
clothes are hung d>n a rack that has a klarnbo draped over it - agood idea, for mosquitoes love to rest in one's clothes during the
daytime.

We had to take a launch out to the Makian, the little freightetnat goes to Ceram. It is a >AOtor ship, with two cabins for
passengers, and we felt as though we were on a private yacht. Thesaloon is on the forward deck, and here we spent the evening! watchin
Ambane disappear into the distance. We came out of the deep bavand around the island, so that the although the town lights soon
vanished, the bulk of the island remained visifcble as long as therewas light to see it.

jA. ]D I*1
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aroFld ^on (incidentally the island is Ambon,tne twon is Ambomej . We stopped at Sapoeroea for a couple of hour*in the ormng, but as we did not dock, and as it was raining hardthere seemed little reason for going ashore.

Shortly after noon we came in sight of Ceram, and took threenours to sail up the deep bay that leads to the little town ofPiroe. FroY*the sea there is little to indicate that the island
is inhabited. £n occasional wisp of smoke curls up from the
mountains, which are heavily forested, with occasional wide patchesof grassland. Piroe itself is indicated by a small dock, alew little thatched houses, and the large roof of the resthouse.

We got ashore about 4'. 50, and found that the main street ofthe town runs directly away from the sea, and that there is more of
a village here than we had thought. On our way to call on theController we stopped first at the Assistant Controller's houseto ssk the way, and sew some animals in an outdoor cage. There werefour cuscus, a big white cockatoo, a fruit pigeon, and a purple
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lory. We paused long enough to hope that these specimens might be
for us, and then went on ikx to Herr Los 1 house* We had tea with him
rnd his wife, and were delighted to find that he had already notified
the natives that we were coming, that the little collection in his
assistant f s yard was for us, and that he would continue to spread
news of the expedition to the outlying villages. This is the
most help we have had to date from any govern ent official, and It
was indeed heart-warming. We had tea with this friendly Dutch
couple, and looked at some very good photographs that he had made
in the interior of the island.

Proceeding on foot we arrived shortly at the Pasanggrahan,
and were pleased to find that here a resthouse is called Roemah
Sobat - the Friendly House. It is a large, *±±w& airy structure, with
tile floors, cement walls, roof thatched with sago palm, and the
ceilings and partitions made of the central vein of the sago - a

sturdy rib that looks like bamboo. A police inspector wa s the
only other guest here, and we moved into comfortable rooms,
each one furnished math a bed (made, like so many out here, with
slats or boards instead of springs), a klambo, a washstand, and
a table and two chairs.

We had dinner of nasi goreng, and went early to bed.

April 24 - Ceram

Early in the morning we went for a wall along the beach to
the next village, Eti, about five kilometers away. We were not
walking on the beach, but taking a path that paralleled it all
the way. We crossed dozens of little streams, that are brackish
when the tide comes in, and fresh water between tides. We could
plainly see Hemiramphis, Perid(thaln/us, Tetradon, Scatophagus, and
other fish in the clear water. The path led through a dense thicket
of sago palms and second growth, with an occasional forest tree
towering above the others. One great tall one spread its branches
all on one high level, looking like an enormous umbrella

.

Eti proved to be $^nice little native village, with tidy
small houses made of sago palm. The Rajah 1 s house was plastered,
with a wide verandah, where we stopped to pay our respects to
him and to his wife. After smoking a cigareete with the be-
spectacled old gentleman, we went on a tour of the village, and
found one black-capped lory, which we bought, popped into a palm
leaf brsket, and brought home with us

.

We were scarcely inside the Roemah Sobat when a troop of
small boys began bringing in one animal after another. Purple
lories, red lories, a tame green lory with a brown head, a white
cockatoo, two small boas, one burrowing sna I e , turtles, white
fruit pigeons (very young : have to be fed by hand) , a big cuscus,
a medium sized cuscus (also tame) - a most heartening collection
for our first day . B. would start out to make the rounds of the
village. Every time he found that a native had a pet he would
have him bring it to us, and all the st#ll hoys in the village
would follow them in. All they needed was a bra ss band for the
triumphal procession.

The cages that we brought with us from Ambon are already
full. The turtles are turned loose upon the floor of an empty room

.

Pigeons are sitting on top of cages. The coclatoo and the green
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lory swing from home-made perches over the doorway. The snakes are

in tags that are hung on our clothes rack (no klambo here for clothes

and every time you pick a dress off the hook mosquitoes fly outj

.

A lovely little gecko (tjitjak) with a yellow stripe down his

back escaped from a bamboo cage during the night. And Bill and

I beam at each other and say "This is like the good old days; now

we are getting somewhere." A hornbill was brought in to us, but

the owrr wanted Fl. 5, which seemed too much to pay in this part of

the world, as we can get there for Fl. 2.50 in Macassar. We bargained

and failed to get it, but will later. Satu - stengah has been

established as the regular price for birds - one guilder and a half.

Williams was feeling rotten this morning, and we sent for

the doctor. He is a native from &8B Sapoeroea, but trained m
Ambon, and the government doctor here. He seemed a bright young

chap, and prescribed various remedies for Williams' persistent

cough - he has been ill ever since we were in Batavia. W. got up

in the afternoon, and although he has declared himself violently

un-zoological on the whole trip he at last capitulated, and made

friends with the green lory and with the young cuscus. He even

didn't ind much when one of the Mandoer's hens laid an egg on

top of his wardrobe. (Make a note to send Dr. Poetiray a sample

of Urea to try on tropical sores; both frambosis and malaria

are^i^d hisf^^^

April 25 - Ceram.

We had planned to go for a collecting walk this morning,

but were so harassed by our sheftage of cages, and by the increase

in specimens - more turtles, a tame baby cuscus, another
#

green

lory - that we stuck around camp all morning. /bout nine ?

weary young Catholic priest came up the path. He had walked
>

for four hours out of the jungle this morning, ano^vas badly in

need of refreshment. He ordered coffee, but seemed to enjoy the

whisky and cigar that Bill gave him. He was accompamea by his

bov carrying his worldly goods in tin boxes loadea on a cerry-

ing'pSe/"Hl has been here 1Z years, and before that in New Guinea

for ten years, without ever a vacation in Europe.

One gecko got lost last night, escaped out of the sago

palm cage that a native had made for it. The young pigeons, after

being force-fed, are perking up considerably. Some of the lories

are fighting, and some of the cuscus making friends, Buitenbos

bicycles to a village ten kilmoeters away to tell them to collect

for us. We fear that we have exhausted the resources of Piroe

but say hopefully that there are still the outlying districts to

be heard from. • Sl^y^j—
,

Piroe has no automobile, electric lj ght ^(telephone or

cables A swell place to camp - the nearest approach to being

in the wilds that we have had yet.

Williams Is feeling better, and planning to take color

photographs of some of the parrots.
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April 26-27-28 P iroe

Our days are running pretty much on schedule now. We get up at
six, or shortly after, have coffee, look over the menagerie, feed and
water the animals, and buy any new ones that come in. Every morning
there is a line of natives offering us all sorts of things. Bill has
been anxious to get some Maleos, a curious megapode that looks like an
undernouri shed, long-legged black chicken. Several of the natives
said they could trap them in the jungle, and sure, enough, Maleos
begin coming in. At first we paid Fl. 1.25 for them; when we had
several cages full, and the annoying birds wouldn ! t eat, we sent out
word that we had enough, and wanted no more. Still they come in, and
we dropped the price to Fl. 1 .CO, 50 cents, finally 25 cents. The
local policeman told us that the arket price on Maleos, which are
considered good eating, was ten to 20 cents, so we are still paying
too fair a price to discourage the hunters. We offer them rice,
cooked and raw, brown and white; maize, banana , grasshoppers, chopped
pig^s liver, chopped chicken, sago pith, papaya, but the birds are shy,
easily frightened, and afraid to eat . One or two have died - either
from self starvation or from injuries received when they were captured.
Bill dissected one, to find out what was in the crop. It appeared to
be vegetables, with a great deal of gravel, so we start sanding the
cages liberally.

Every morning we take a wa Ik out into the country . One day we
spent up a. small mountain stream, an idyllic spot, and we followed the
stream by walking up the iddle of it for a long way. Bill found
new specimens of Polyrachus, new types of nests, new habits. One ant,
Echinopla , a hairy ant, was nesting in a hollow twig. This is a genus
he has never caught before, hinself, and he is delighted with it

.

Buitenbos is getting very good at finding Polyrachus, though occasionally
he dashes into the bushes and comes back reporting on a rleft nest -

not a single guest. T' He found one enormous Polyrachus nest high in
a tree and brought it down . It was made of hard carton, instead of

bark and silk, and Bill spent half an hour standing in the middle of
the stream so the ants couldn ? t climb up his legs while he took the
nest apart and collected vials full of the occupants.

Another morning we walked along a new road that is being built
into the interior. Collecting was not much good, but we saw several
interesting things. In one place a man and a woman were clearing the
jungle preparatory to planting cassava . Bending to the back-breaking
work , cutting trees, and thorny scrub with inadequate-looking knives,
they reminded us that life here is not so easy after all. Once a plan-
tation is started, it will support its owners with a minimum of
effort on their part, buir the beginning is very hard work indeed*

Farther along on thi s same road we passed what looked like
a cypress swamp, with cypress knees sticking up everywhere through the
stagnant water. Crabs, prawns, hermit crabs, small fish were to be
seen all through it.

£

Another day we followed a road that paralleled the beach
road we took the first day, but we did not go all the way to Eti

.

ffin one place Bill turned off into a garden, and found two new' species
of Polyrachus, before he was informed that the place wa s baited for
wild pigs, and there was danger of getting an arrow through one 1 s

leg if one walked into the trap. We left hastily, but not before we
had a good look at two wild white cockatoos eating durian in the top of
a tree.
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Butterflies here pre numerous and colorful. Greet blue

end black ones thet look like the Morpho of South America, big

black and white ones that look like lace, yellow, orange and brown,

they drift excmisitely through the sunny atmosphere. Under foot

little lizards skitter out of the path, shining like jewelry,

coppery, or metallic blue steel, or brown and green. Buitenbos

stops occasionally to collect orchids from some big tree; his

best find was a species he had never seen before - a cluster of

small yellow flowers, about the color of goldenrod .

SxxixKxxfxamyiisjnsxfcatsmmsviYbrin

At noon, or even later, we come back to the Roemah Sobat. The

crowd on the street corner, watching for us, trails us back to the

house, all watching to see what we will do about the one man among

them who has a lory, or a cuscus, for sale. -A s we approach the

house we find still others squatting patiently in front of the

verandah. Small girls hold out beetles on strings, snail boys

offer us sea shells, one old gentleman has a bamboo pole full o

millipedes. One man has made such a lovely little woven basket

for a couple of small and useless geckos that Bill buys them

anyway. Usually he gives presents to natives for anlma Is he

cannot justifiably buy.

Sunday afternoon the Controller, Mr. M. L. Los, comes to call,

followed by two natives carrying on a pole an enormous cage contain

ing two full grown cuscus. The next evening, after dark, the

Assistant Controller, J. W. F. Meijlink, brings three cuscus - one

pure white, one gray, and one mottled. They are curious ammaxs
and will make a grand show if we can get them home alive. The

fur is thick and soft, and on the white ones is especially beauti-

ful. The white ones are not albinos, their eyes are brown, but

their ears and feet are pink. The brown cuscus have yellow ears

and feet, and around their eyes is a circle of red, that gives

them a peculiarly malevolent expression. The young ones are

very pretty, with their sharp little noses, big eyes, and soft

fur, but they are all ready to bite and scratch at the drop of

a hat. Bill spent an hour and a half one afternoon transferring S

cuscus from the inadequate bamboo cages in which they had been

delivered to us into wodden, ire-fronted cages which we had had

made for them. We have two carpenters working like mad trying

to keep up with the specimens coming in. We have bought up all

the wire in the village, and cages have to be devised with wooden

bars in front. Two cuscus nearly eat their way out one night.

Buitenbos hears them, and gets up and nails fresh boards over

them by flashlight.

B. catches a kingfisher in the resthouse one ni Lht by

swinging a butterfly net over it. The next day Bill lets it

escape, and mourns. He also lets a beautiful lory, whom Maynard

has nr ed 'Awkins, slip out of his hands. He had brought it

out of its cage in order to clip its wings so we could play with

it - f /wkins was a pet before we got him - and the little bird

suddenly spread both wings and zipped out of sight. We thought

it was gone for good, but the Mandoer saw it come back, and caught

it again for us. Iftl

Snakes are brought in usually in bamboo poles. Lprger

specimens are tied to the outside of the poles. We got two

fairly good-sized ones, a yellow pyfchBH^xjnari boa and Python
amethystinus, a dark snake with a beautiful purple sheen.



One afternoon while Bill was having a busy time transferring

snakes end frilled lizards to something more substantial then a

wicker casket, the cry went up that a big snake had been seen

right in baS of the Roemah Sobat. Everybody dashed wildly out,

£ntre las much screaming for a time, but nobody could capture the

reptile, which quietly vanished.

Camo pets up to now consist of Miltiades, a sweet little

green lory with a row head, who sits on your finger and says

KaXa in thlgentlest little'voice; Henry the hornbill, who spends

the day on the back of a chair in the corner of the verandah. His

W*e* Saily supply of banana is cut up and the pieces ^ in «

row on a nearby ledge. He can reach over, P}<* * £2*? III

plan worked, too, - al most perfectly.

April 29 - Piroe

Word of our expedition has spread to Lajpewen, the next

village beyond Eti. Men come stridely briskly up the P?th,

with bundles and baskets slung over their shoulders "/^sh as

though they hed just started on their ten;kil°me^r
n^- The?

bring us snakes, cuscus, maleos, and quantities of orchids.

The orchids are the long sprays of white blossoms, first

discovered by Rumphius in Ambon, and known as Phalaenopsis

amabile. lie native name is Anggrek boelan (moon orchia) and

the Dutch name Vlindert jes (butterflies). \<e have « great buncn

of them on the table, as casual as dogwood at home this time of

year.

The men from Lajoewen are a good natured lot. Bare from the

waist up and the knees down, they grin as they offerus the

animals they have caught, and are always che
J
r^m

^^^fP 1
^1
^^

they receive - which the local town people sometimes si e not. Une

wSman brought us a small, moth-eaten fruit pigeon, for which she

asked two guilders. It was worth about ten cents, if ™rt..nd
Bill refused it. Later she sent a small girl with it, "king

one guilder. Bill offered 25 cents, but she held out for fifty.

?ne lame pigeon kept coming back to us, until there was practically

nothing left of the poor little thing.

We bought to-day a beautiful big white cockatoo very tame,

and with an rmlzing vocabulary. He mutters very fast what are

probably Malay swear words; he barks like a dog, howls like a

whipped puppy, whistles snatches of song; sits and ruffles up

his white feathers until he seems about to explode, and all in all

provides a large percentage of the amusement around camp. His

name is Jacob, and Bill threatens^ present him to the N. G. ».

when we get home. He would certainly enliven that aignifiea

lobby on Sixteenth Street.

This is a pretty place. The rest house is close to the

sea shore, and all day the native praus rock gently in our front

yard. Occasionally we hear the weird notes of ^^sblowing on

conch shells to call the wind so that they can sail home again.

We are having full moon, and the nights are almost as bright

as day. When the moon comes up over the coconut palms ^e ail

walk aown the road to watch it. Williams says: "It's just one



series of ten-cent postcards, except that this is real."

A well-traveled highway goes past our door, end the Passion
of natives is never lacking in interest. Small children, s^times
naked, sometimes half-dressed, sometimes wearing a

n

fjelesslength
of checked gingham slung over one shoulder. ^ old man from the

mountains, with curly hair and a curly heard, goes by J^ring
nothing but a bark loincloth, showing tattoo marks on his withered

chest. A woman carrying the indispensable petrol tins on a

Dole, has a large green leaf under her chin for no apparent reason.

Go-ts dogs cattle that are a peculiar mixture of banteng and

zebu ' loin the human procession. All the produce of the country-

s brought in on human shoulders and offered to the mrrket

bunche ofblnanas and plantains, ears of dried -j- fconu ,,nce,

taro tapioca root, and always and always sago - bundles of the

leaves for thatch, 'bundles of poles for a thousand uses, palm-leaf

baskets of the flour for bread.

To-day is roast pork day in camp. Once a week a pig ^
«n fliiehtPred in Piroe, provided that the owner can get enough orders

loflhe'meat'ro^Lat Say. Beef is unknown We get chicker
.
and

rice xwxbb a day in one form or another: nasi goreng for breaKiasx,

reistlllPfor lunch and dinner, curried chicken, plain stewed

chicken and rice(which the Mandoer calls ragout and Bill calls

?*\,~r? chicken soud and other variations for whxcn there is no

i?ml!
},wfsuppLmen^the Mandoer

«

8 cuisine with prions tinned

SSiiacies -Chutney, pickles and jam; split pea sog^^ed be,ns,

sausage - and do very well, until the evening when Bill decide, zo

have a maleo. It was tough beyond description.

Every afternoon the rain begins - sometimes s steady downpour

for hours, sometimes an occasional shower, lift
;
n
g J*"®

a gorgeous sunset d>ver the mountains that rise from both sides

of the Bay. Rainclouds march past the mountains then in an array

of color s^ and the sky turns even the water pink with reflections.

Children in the back yard make a gamelang of three empty

tin cans, and solemnly plunk out an imitation of native music.

A man tries to sell us a basket of fresh prawns for

breakfast, and another brings in a pyschid caterpillar in a

six-inch case of grass. Case and all walks along the road, look

ing like nothing on earth.

We try the maleos on chopped pig-'s liver and heart, but

they still do not eat.

April SO -

Princess Jjiliana ' s birthday.

About eight o'clock the Re J eh of Lajoewen arrives; he

blinks near sightedly, but is very spruce in an ^^ff^^l*
suit and sun helmet. Thirteen of his people have com* do^ from

the village to dance the Chakalele for us,- the n< tion. 1 d.nce

of Cera^.

Three women and six men were dancers, four men made up

the orchestra. The men were bare *Q V™*™ 15* >
sn
t*IZ^LT

waist was wrapped a bark-cloth, painted loincloth, which hung
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down like an apron in front. Strings of colored beads reached from

the shoulders to the waist, crossed like suspenders. On their

heads were turbans of turkey red cloth, trimmed with small shells,

and into the turban were stuck the feather heaa-dresses of the

national costume. The feathers, mostly fro, cockatoos and parrots

but wit., occasional delicate sprays of ^irdof Paradise feathers,

stand up, adding ten inches to the men's height, and smell bits

of red aAd green flutter in the breeze. They wear arm bands of

shell, into
6
which are stuck long bunches of palm-leaf strips, yellow

and green, and bunches of bright croton leaves. The men in the

orchestra, instead of the feather head-dress, wear a top knot of

frlsh green ferns, with a short palm fringe falling down over their

eyes. They dancers carried s all wodden shields and swords.

The women wore hand-woven sarongs, jackets of

P

rint edred and

white cotton, silver and sea shell bracelets, bead necklaces, belts

and head dresses of strung rings of brrss and nickel.
man and woman

Williams photographed each m*akBrx*fx*taxsra«P singly end in

groups, using color film. Certainly there was no lack of color

in these outfits. Then everybody went across the road to an

open meadow, and the dances were performed for the benefit of the

movie camera.

The Chakalele dances are war dances. The women, lined up in

front, dance quietly, with small movements of hands and feet,

turning their downward glances first to one side and then to the

other. The men in back of them, chanted a war song, and waved

their swords and shields while they stamped about on the grass.

Then two of the warriors put on a fighting dance, which ended with

one of them killing the other, cutting off his head ^dancing
away with the feather head-dress. The orchestra, of bamboo flutes

and conch shells, played weird music, while one man counted the

rhythym aloud in a chant.

The Maroe-maroe dance was the last one in the group. It was

originally the dance done around the cut-off head of a vanquished

enemy. In these days the dance is done ft night ground a lantern,

and is accompanied by impromptu songs retelling all the events

of the day. Bill tossed his helmet into the center of the ring

to represent a head, and men and women jned hmds and moved

in a slow circle around it, singing an endless song.

Afterwards we adjourned to the resthouse verandah and

served refreshments to the Controller and Mr. Meijiink and the

doctor, who had come to see the show.

April May 1 -

Memorable as the first day on which we could observe the

maleos eating anything. We now have nearly twenty of them, and

thev are shy! wild birds. Some of them were distinctly seen to

eafbrown rice and papaya, and our spirits rose considerably.

In the afternoon the school children came and snng songs

and danced for us. Little girls wore pink jackets, and^ sarongs

of various colors: little boys wore long trousers and pink or

red jackets. Each child clutched a Dutch flag in one hand and

a large handkerchief in the other. Some of the songs were

very pretty, one was "Noesa Ina", and another was "Kole-kole.'
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The children danced a long, rather slow-moving dance called

the Menarie, imported fro the Kei Islands (off the New Guinea

coast .

)

Noesa In? means "Mother Island", and is used for Ceram.

There are two explanations of the origin of the name. One is

that Ceram is the big island, and Ambon, Saparoea, Hproekoe,

end Noesalaoet, small nearby islands pre her children. Mother
is that the sago grown in Ceram feeds the peoples of all these

islands, and hence Ceram is mother to «iem all.

Kole-kole is a small native canoe, and the song was a long

one, accompanied by a gentle rocking back and forth of the

children's bodies. Many of the verses were rather naughty,

judging from the roars of laughter that went up from the ex

Some of them were of farewell to the one setting out to sea,

some of them were love songs, some of them were appeals to us

not to forget them when we were far away. Many of the verses

were impromptu, made up by the school teacher as they went along,

and hence not so effective in chorus xnii as the children in_

the front row could not hear just what was being suggested m
the back row. W^:0ISM^9& €?l:"-'l;:

!

fp:
: mg^iSM.

The school teacher, a spare, solemn native, stood most

of the time in front, directing both song and dpnce with a

Dutch flag for a baton, or keeping time on a native drum.

Drums and bamboo flutes furnished the accompaniment.

We did not get many pictures of the performance, which

fell a little flat after the exuberance of yesterday* s Chakalele,

because the afternoon rain made an early start impossible, and

the sun was setting before they were half through. -Ram fell

occasionally even while the dance was actually going on.

Pfter the dance we all went over to the Controller* s for

cold drinks and ice cream. What a wonderful thing a kerosene-

run Frigidaire is in this country!

The Makian was anchored off shore all evening. We went

down on the pier to meet the boat, found two of the officers whom

we had known before, and had a pleasant visit with them. lhe

lights of the steamer, blazing away all night out m the harbor,

gave a sophisticated touch to the otherwise primitive landscape.

May 2 - Piroe

This is our last day in Ceram, and we are preparing to

pack up with not a little regret. We have 24 cages of birds and

animals, and how they are all going to be stowed away on the

little government steamer Noesa Ina, nobody knows, although the

native captain says it can be done easily.
to

At breakfast Williams got/discussing the clever manner m
which the women change sarongs, and asked if it would be proper

to reouest permission to photograph it. Accordingly a very pretty

picture was arranged for him - six or eight young women bathing

in a small nearby pool. They wear their sarongs into the water,

spash water over themselves and each other, with a good deal 01

merriment. Then they step out onto the bank, pick up the dry

sarong, slip it over their head, and as it is rolled about their
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bodies, just about under the arm-pits, the wet one drops off
underneath. A perfectly modest performance, and how much simpler
than our undressing in the bushes, and struggling into clothes
again if we want to go bathing without benefit of bath-houses!

We ask a boy who has been working for us as T? commission
agent 1 ' all week if he can get a pestle and mortar to grind sone
corn for the maleos. He thinks that he can rent one for five
cents.

Itchee, the comely young daughter of the Mandoer, spends
the rcorning picking lice out of her young brother T s hea d . The
Mandoer 1 s youngest sits all morning in a basin of water in the
sun. The Mandoer f s wife, who is soon to present him with
more offspring, watches all our iiiovements with a tired interest
and occasional red-toothed grin (betel)

.

The daily rains make life a constant battle against
damp and mildew. To-day we are airing everything before
packing it. The inside of the typewriter case is positively
mossy, shoes, helmets, towels, cameras, books all have to be
sunned whenever there is a ray of warmth end light.

Between rains in the late afternoon we loaded our
menagerie aboard the Noesa Ina, the little government launch
that is to take us back to Ambon. The P asanggrahan seemed
very quiet after all our cages had gone, although the odor
of cuscus is still pungent. We sent the Mandoer out for some
disinfectant to scrub the floor, but here, in the Tropics,
where disinfectant is needed badly, there is none to be had.

Oh well, sun and air will doubtless do wonders before the next
guests stop here. The Ra\ah*s room, which has been occupied
by Henry the hornbill, needs a good deal of sun and air, too.

May 2 - Piroe - Amboina

We left instructions to be called at five o* clock, but
the Mandoer, going perhaps by the sun which was not yet up,

called us at 4.15, so we had an extremely early breakfast. By
six all our baggage, and the few birds that had to be carried
down by hand at the last moment, were all on board, and \ust as

the sun came up, we hoisted the anchor and sailed away from
Ceram.

The Noesa Ina is small but comfortable. /bout eight o* clock

we began to feel hungry, and two of the sailors warmed up a couple
of tins of pea soup for us - a good nourishing breakfast. ®m»|fijai£^

of our white cockatoos has never been in a cage. One we left on

its perch, and hung the perch near the rail of the boat, to Cocky ? s

great amazement /U^he big one we put m a bamboo cage, and he
promptly ate his way out, and had to be transferred to a cage that

had been originally built for cuscus and was not the right size

or shape for him at all. Otherwise the \ourney was uneventful.
We passed close to land, and through a narrow passage instead of

the main entrance to the harbor, and saw big white cockatoos
flying over a little fishing vifllage.

/bout one o'clock we reached Toele \oe on the cor Ft of

Ambon, ss close as we cen go on this government launch to /mboina

.

Native praus came out to meet us, ?nd we clambered over the side

of the launch and were rowed almost to shore. The water was





crystrl clerr, very shallow, end siriiply bl?ck with small fish.

When we scraped bottom, it was evident that we would have to wade

ashore, ah<3 I began to take off my shoes. However, the two boat-

men lesped overborrd end made a chrir of their four hands, in

which they gallantly carried me ashore.

I tnxck was writing for our animal cergo, and with much

deley, and much handling, end much effort to keep the curious and

excited natives away from our still-wild Maleos, we finally got

ewsy. /nimels and baggage went on the truck, we had a five passenger

car which was pretty crowded, as Mrs. Buitenbos had come to meet

her husbrnd, Dr. Poetirey was going to /mbon to see a patient,

the cockatoo on a perch hung from the roof of the car, and cameras

and typewriter were on the floor.

We reached the Esplanade Hotel about four o'clock, after

parking our enegerie at Buitenbos' house. .fiist as we got in

the heavens simply opened, and rain came down so violently that

we couldn't even speek to each other and be heard. The Van Imhoff

with Dr. Coenraad aborrd was due in at five and we had intended to

go down and meet him, but it was out of the question . #bout siz-

thirty he managed to get up to the hotel, and fceyed to have dinner

with us.

He ha c been to northern New Guinea and back, and brought, to

our amazement and delight, thirty birds of Paradise of six species,

twelve crowned pigeons, two vulterine prrrots, a number of cockatoos

and lories, two wild pigs and two kangaroos - a magnificent

collection considering the short time that he had.

May 4- On board S. S. Van Imhoff

We were up early, and down to the dock to see our cargo

loaded. All the animals had to be listed for the customs office

and the K. P. M. freight office, - even e bamboo basket of turtles

had to be untied and each specimen counted. Our animals were

put with Coenrefd's collection between decks, and the cages meke

quite a displey when they are all lined up.

We sailed at ten o'clock - quite a gey sailing, for a

bemboo-flute orchestra and a church choir were on the pier to

give a departing missionary a good send-off. The two musical

organizations were rivals, and tried to drown each other out,

one singing and the other blowing at the seme time. I made

a special reouest for the orchestra to play Kole Kole, which

they did. We were sorry to say good-bye to Buitenbos, who has

been es entertaining as he hes been helpful. 1

Say 5 - At sea

Bill and Coenraad spend most of their time below -decks

with the animals. At table it is a Jpke to see how many bananas

and papayas we can cadge for our birds and for the cuscus. one

maleo died, but everything else seems to be doing nicely.
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Mgy 6- Macassar

We arrived at Kaeassar late in the afternoon, end Williams ^and

I went up to the Grand Hotel. Bill end Coenraad stayed on board for

some time to see what arrangements they could make about storing tfte^

animals until our steamer goes. Through the kindness of the k. F. m

we were allowed to leave them on the Van Imhoff, ana Coenraaa was

allowed to stay on board the entire time it was in port - a most

unusual privilege, but one thrt greatly facilitates taking care 01

our stock.

The Grand Hotel is much as it was, except that the food does not

seem so bad, after our days in Piroe, and there is a Mode ?JPOSitie o

fashion show going on. I talked to the two girls who run it. They

have come over from Soerabaia hoping to sell some clothes to the women

here but say that business has been bad. The Macassar women are so

used'to maling their own clothes that it seems extravagant to them to

buy ready-medes. Bill was amused to have one of them hail him, ask

him if he was the "Zoo man", and say that her husband, a tailor, had

made clothes for Brown of the Sidney Zoo when he was here.

May 7 -

Bill was very thrilled this morning to meet Capt. Diederich of

the K. P. M. S. S* Van Cloon, who is something of a naturalist ana

has picked up a few animals, which he was glad to turn over to Bill

at cost. Among other acquisitions of the day were three anoas and m
a babirusa, from Capt. Diederich., % 0_ * awpt^ a »<u,<rv

Gerds has quantities of birds - parrots and lories in every color

of the rainbow, and has also made so e good cages for us.

Fy 8 -

There seem to be complications about taking the anoas out of

Macassar. The Resident says Diederich had no right to sell
#

them to

us, as they had been confiscated by the poljce. Coenrrad is buzzxng

about wildly trying to get matters straightened out.

In the evening we dined with Mr. F. A. fmits at the Harmonie

Club - very pleasant to sit outdoors, have a fairly decent meal,

and even a dance. :|"
:

II;Si"
: ^

May 9 -

We left the Hotel at nine o'clock, and drove to Bantimoerong,

27 miles inland. There is a very pretty water fall here, ena we

climbed up an iron stairway that runs along the edge of at. Above

the falls the rocky walls of the gorge xwi rise straight up, with

interesting-looking caves here and there. We wexkea through trie

stream "over very sharp rocks for a couple of hundred yards, and then

struck a nice little path that led through cool da p forest. Bill

had a happy morning collecting ants; he found eight more Polyrachus,

and one new type of nest - a leaf doubled over and sewed together

with silk. In the stream he caught several specimens of a smail

fish that resembles Hemiramphis. I found a tiny boa on a bush, and

we left it there. Smits collected so e plants, ana Panted out

various types of orchids, including a white ground orchid that was

very fragrant. Bill caught a remarkable butterfly - the upper

wings clear, the lower ones long and scissor-like. It is blue, bi^.cK
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and white, end wes sitting on the bank crossing the tips of its

wings in a rapid, scissor-like motion. Bill said 'Oh - oh, there

is something Wallace discovered! S end promptly netted it.

Xkxshsb fcxsk The path rrn for about a mile through the woods,

_

end then ca e out ft the river's edge again, where another ana s eller

water fall roared out of the forest.

We had a picnic lunch on the edge of *feB a most unusual

swimmin? dooI. The water in the pool was simply boiling with the

~e o/spring water gushing into it. A£/e finished our sjndjiches

rain begrn to fall, and we oved into one of the dressing rooms ot

the bath house. We waited an hour or more for the ram to let up,

but finally started off for home in a downpour. I was especially

"orry the weather was unkind because there were so many opportunities

for Pictures. Even on the way home i wanted Bill to photograph so

many things, including a small and naked urchin riding on a pink

caribou through a rici field. He had on nothing but an enormous hat

and a wide grin, and was simply entrencang.

All in all, it was a grand day, and a happy change from sitting

around the hotel, waiting for animal dealers to show up. One can

always watch the procession going by, the amazing varieties of costume

and headgear and modes of transportation. There are plenty of the

ancient open touring cars that we see everywhere throughout the D. k. ±.

end thousands of bicycles. There are many little pony carts, with

clump small horses that are always going at a quick trot,- perhaps

bemuse tLy can see out of the corner of their eye the enormous whip

that furnishes each carriage (I have never seen the whip used -it is

twice as long as the horse). But Macassar's specialty is the push-bike,

a wodden chair wide enough for two, sometin.es uphol stereo in leather

or filled with cushions, attached to the front of a bicycle, sometimes

whole families pile into these bicycles, and are pushed by tne man

riding the bicycle. We are told that there are a large nu ber of

heart cases in the hospital here, due to the strain of this he.vy work.

The Hindenburg has crashed at Lakehurst, and I try to glean some

details of the disaster from the Dutch newspaper. Buitenbos has

already Sad published in the /ctuel WereldNews the pictures he too* of

us in Ambon - and they are not at all bad.

May 10 -

We went down to the dock early in the morning, and Bill and Coenrrrd

supervised the moving of our animals from the Van Imhoff ^ qoto

where they ust stay until tomorrow. We have about 50 crates no*, -net

the K. P. M. warehouse looks like a small Zoo.

One of the Chinese dealers in town has collected a lot of animals

for us - more lories and perrekeets, and two more cassowaries and two

big pythons. These are to be delivered to us on board ship tomorrow.

(AO oJlvc CL0 -
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and they ere all over the place, men, women end children, packed in
between decks. They have straw mats to lie on, and fresh air is
pumped in to then, through ventilators, but the atmosphere is dark
and thick. They form a procession to go to the kitchen to get
their food in conical baskets, and have to pass by our animals en
route, so if it is mealtime below decks we can T t get near our stock.
The coolies don f t annoy the animals, but they are living so close
to them, hanging their laundry over bird cages, lifting the cloth
curtains that we put in front of the timid birds, etc., that it
is worrisome. However, we were lucky to get on this boat at all.
The agent in Macassar was supposed to cable about our coming, which
he did not do, and when we arrived in Coerabaia yesterday there
was theoretically no space for our Zoo. Passage had been reserved
for eighteen ponies, and Coenraad persuaded the agent to leave the
ponies there for another eight days, and take us instead.

ay 15 - Batavia

/Bill is feeling better, and we went ashore in the morning.
We were met by Niemans, Ter Tiethoff , and others of the Bureau of
Economic Affairs, and they inspected our menagerie with much interest
and praise. Several of our lories were new to them, not being
represented in either the Batavia Zoo or the Buitenzorg Museum.
We went up town and to the bank, then to the Zoo, where Niemans
kindly presented us with a pair of Loetong monkeys, a pair of
big binturongs, ten Borneo gavials, two Tantillus storks, and two
Brahminy kites. These were to be crated and sent down to the boat.

We had lunch at the Hotel des Indes, and I could not resist
having reistafel again. I am learning now to pick and choose,
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instead of taking every ingredient that co es along, end I make

a better mixture than I did the first time.

After lunch we stopped at a Batik market, and I got fiye^

lovely pieces of old batik. It is as soft es silk, and dyed in

isygiy rich colors, roost of the pieces having f good deal of blue.

We sailed at four. Four i inutes later our animals from the

Zoo arrived. We saw the truck drive onto the dock, and then turn

and go back to the Zoo again. Dr. Coenraad sent a cable to ship

them on the next boat, but that is not as satisfactory as taking

them home with 'us.

May 17 - Singapore W^M^^i^M^^
We docked at seven, and sailed at ten-thirty, which did not

give u* much t<me ashore. We found an invitation waiting for

us from Consul General Davis, so we went to his house for break-

fast* Wplter Foote was there, and Mrs. MacEnally, wife of the

Consul, so we had a nice American get-together over fried eggs,

sausage and pane?! es, and real American coffee.

Harold Coolidge sent down two little Himalayan bear cubs,

which the Consul has been keeping for us. We tool- these with us,

as we dashed for the steamer at the last moment.

May 18 - Slantar

It was like coming home to see the hills of Sumatra on

our left when we got up this morning. Even the unattractive port

of Belawan looked verv good to us, and Davis on the wharf even

better To our surprise Gaddi was with him. Coolidge wanted to

take Gaddi with him to Borneo, and we had written the boys to

send him along if he wanted to go, but Gaddi beamed through his

tortoise-shell spectacles at us, and said "I want to stay with

the Doctor.

"

About ten Davis was allowed on board ship, but it was after

eleven when all the coolies were off, and we could start taking

off our stock. We had cabled for two trucks with trailers to

meet us, and we needed every bit of the space. At 12.20 every-

thing was loaded except the wild pigs, whj ch the Mohammedan

coolies refused to move. Bill remembered some of his Arabic,

and blessed one of the men, whereupon the pigs were loaded, and

we subsided with sighs on the deck of the Op ten Noort, as

the two trucks started off for Siantar.

The officers had asked us to remain and have reistafel

with them, which we did, and it was the best we have had so far.

Then we got Into a car, and drove up to Medan, stopping

at the Consulate for mail. In the mail was sad news from home -

the death of Dr. "'heeler, which occurred on April 20, and the

death of Dr. Fenyes.

It wps 5.20 when we reached Siantar, and we were anxious

to see what the boys had acquired during our absence. They have

lots of birds - more than we are entitled to, of some species, -
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«- nd several nice aBlinals, Two tame young siamangs are tethered
on the back verandah, and a timid baby rhesus that they call Mr.
Milquetoast. Harry has grown Into a sturdy youngster, has plenty
of teeth now, and doesn ? t mind using them on one f s ankle or
arm. He gets a big plate of raw meat now as well as over a

quart of milk a dry. He was such a puny tiger when we left that
we were thrilled to see how well the boys had done with him.
They have also several of the common macaques, a golden cat,
some big snares including a 12-foot king cobra that has plenty of
pep, and a beautiful flying squirrel, a big, auburn haired
creature with brown eyes and a wicked growl.

May 19 - Siantar |"^|| ^ififf&tW

Up early, and anxious to be of any help in the care of the
menagerie. Harry was turned back to me, and I was allowed to
feed the little bears and the gibbons from tine to time.
Our cassowaries, wild pigs and ano a s have all been put into
outdoor yards, where they are much happier than they were on the
hip.s

The day T s new acquisitions were one hornbill and one porcu-
y _l 1 i e •

May 20 -

At lunch time we got to talking about dates. Nobody ever
knows what day of the week or month it is when we are in camp.
Suddenly Jennier realized that it was his birthday. In the after-
noon we went over to the hotel and asked Mr. Goud if we could have
a birthday cake. Then we stopped at the Japanese store and the

grocery store and bought him a few joke presents, and at Henneman's
and bought him a pair of Macassar gold cuff-links.

Dinner was very gay, and a great surprise to all of us, as
the hotel sent over' paper streamers, Japanese lanterns, crackers
with paper hats, as well as the birthday cake and champagne which
we had ordered. There was one moment, when Roy opened the cuff
links, that was a little pathetic; we all suddenly felt that we
were very far from home and that our behavior, in paper caps
and blowing whistles, was a little incongruous in our surround-
ings. However, it was the finest birthday party I have ever
been to, and one I shall never forget.

Even Harry was allowed in for supper, and tied to my chair,
where he could ehew anKles and rustle around in the tissue paper
and have a swell time.

l5ay 21

The little bears fight like fiends when they are together,
and have to be separated. We thought they might play together
if they were tied outdoors under a tree, but they put on a regular
battle and it tool the whole force to separate them. While Jennier
was cutting the ropes which they had tangled hopelessly together,
one bear got loose and he told Gaddi to hold it. It bit Gaddi
in the leg, and chased him all over the place before Jennier got
it again. When night-time came they were put in separate cages,
and began to cry like babies. So they were put to sleep together,
and Jennier made a note to separate them in the morning before
they began tearing each other to pieces again.



When I make afternoon tea I make an extra portion for the
gibbons. People here say that the tannin in tea supplies some
element that leaf-eating monkeys ordinarily get in their food
suu^lies in the wild, but not in captuvit]^. However, they will
only drink it if there is plenty of sugar in it. Gibbons have
a curious habit of drinking: instead of putting their noses into
the pan, they lift what liquid they can in one cupped hand and
drink out of that. Our two are very fond of Davis and Jennier,
love to hang around their necks, but are still suspicious of Bill
and me and won T t come to us.

Harry and the larger gibbon are great pals, roiling over
and over together in play. Harry also likes little Mr. Milquetoast,
but I don 1 1 think the feeding is really reciprocated. Mr. M.
endures the tiger 1 s caresses, but is pretty much air? id of him

.

Mrs. Coenra - d got some remarkable photographs of the gibbon and
tiger together: they should win a prize in any Picture-of-your-
Pet show.

Mxyx22 There was a heavy rainstorm in the evening, and both the
boys insisted dm going out in all the rain rnd making sure that
none of their charges were getting wet. They were worried about
all the specimens that we had put in outdoor paddocks, who
perhaps would not be familiar enough with their new hones to
get under the shelters provided.

May 22 -

Everything seemed to get through the night well, and be none
the worse for the storm.

Yesterday one of the gardeners working around the place
brought in a very small snake in a bottle, and wanted to exchange
it for a cigarette. Bill thought that a very modest price to set
on his specimen, and gave him four cigarettes, which delighted
him. This morning he "turned up with a black cobra which he
had captured in back of our house. I suggested that probably he
would want a cigar, but Bill paid him in money, and listened
entranced to the lurid account he gave of the capture. The
story was told in Malay, but accompanied with unmistakable
pantomime. Anybody who catches a cobra alive has plenty of
courage, and I am glad that this one is no longer wandering about
in our back yard. < f i IlitSllli

May 23 -

No exciting acquisitions today, but there is always plenty of
amusement watching the babies perform in the back j^rrd. The friendly
gibbon (named by Davis Roemah Sakitl) spent the morning trying to
pick fleas off Harry, and in afternoon played with the Himalayan
bear cubs. The bears are ready to fight anyone else, but they were
a little awed by Roemah Sakit, who could of course leap out of
their way if they got too rough.

To-day is visitors 1 day, somewhat to our annoyance. The
natives think that this is f free zoo, and hence so ewhat better
than the Eiantar Zoo, where the admission charge is 5 cents. They
^ander in and out of the back yard, often going through our bedrooms
to get there. Somebody picked up a tin of cigarettes and 20 cents
on his way in or out. We must get more locks on the doors, and
more signs ^Dilarang Ma soekr (No entrance).
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We were all out in the back yard in working clothes this
morning, bus2^ feeding animals, when a very dressy crowd of half-
educated Bataks came through, immaculate in white duck, and
holding handkerchiefs over their noses. If we went through a
Batek kampong in the same disdainful way, there would be sbte.e

sense to it, for the kampong s are fulthy; but Jennier and Davis
accomplish marvels In keeping our place clean and odorless,
considering the nu ber of animals we have, and how their cages
vary from day to day.

It ijits a great pleasure to have among our visitors, two
Americans - the Banghams from Dolok Merangir. They were on their
way to Wingfoot. One curious incident of the morning was that
a Dutchman turned up, with some story about his coffee plantation
in At jeh. He spoke no English, we spoke no Dutch. Both the
Banghams and the Dutchman speak fluent Malay, but it wouldn f t
have done to address him in the language one uses to converse
with servants. Occasionally Mrs . Bangham would put in a
Malay word, but always with an apology for using Malay to him.

We lunched at the Coenraads* - split pea soup with all
the Dutch trimmings.

At four-thirty Bill left for Belawan, to meet the
Brues 1 who are coming in to-morrow. I spent the evening and the
night with the Coenraads, as the small town gossips around here
might think it funny if I stayed in camp while my husband is
away.

May 24 -

Back to camp early, to supervise the cleaning and furnish-
ing of the room intended for Tommie and Beirne. I bought two
sarongs for window curtains; they don f t match, and they are not
the right length, but they lend T'atmosphere Tf to an otherwise rather
plain little room. Two cots, a table, a wardrobe, their own
bathroom, a verandah with two chairs - after all, what more does
anyone want in camp?

Williams spent the morning here photographing. Baby bears,
tigers, gibbons, props - all good subjects.

Bill and Tommie and Beirne showed up about five-thirty,
and it certainly was grand to see them. Bill had told them all
sorts of wild tales about our primitive little hut in the jungle,
and when they saw the arcaded magnificence of our Roemah Eakit, they
were both impressed and disappointed. This is not their idea

T

The Brues es and ourselves started out in the morning,
by car, for the nearest patch of jungle we have heard of. We
drove three kilometers along the Eedan road, turned off on a dirt
road which we followed for five km s

.
, and drew up at the house

of a Mr. Mathew, a half-caste who has bringing us some animals,
is Back of his house the jungle begins, and we walked along the
edge of it for a mile or more, everybody busy collecting insects.
Then the road turned and went straight through the jungle, bring-
ing us eventually to a rushing little stream. Ants collected by
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Bill included Diacamma - nests in hollows of trees but builfi mt 8

fibrous protection at the entrance; red and black Doiichoderus or
Polyi%chis living in cornucopia made of lerf with edges sewn to-
gether; entrance at one end, the other larger end covered by
xksmk webbing of silk. Creffiatogie ster with yellow thorny, first
taken for staphylinid; when picked up exudes white globules from
epinotum, nesting in hollow tree but with soft carton covering
part of tree, enormous colony (known rs Eemut blond?). Mating
flight of minute Camponotines, each fe pie with white object in
mouth, evidently hendpterous nymph; are they taking their own
cows to the new nest?

We saw a troop of Rhesus monkeys ±h or macaques in the trees,
and heard hornbiils and siamangs. I saw s Draeco actually in
flight. Something glided across the path, eight or ten feet
over my head, flying from one tree to another twelve or fifteen
feet distant. My first reaction was T'I never s-w such a small
bird with such a long tail ft and on going over to look at it, found
that it was the flying lizard. He sat on the E&gEyBfxfcJ&B tree
trunk for some time, blowing out his gulsr pouch, which was
sharply triangular in shape, orange in color with a black tip.

Tracks of wild pigs were plentiful. In one place we saw a
shelter where the natives sit at night, keeping a fire burning, to
frighten monkeys away from the plantation.

To-day was the first time we have realty seen the celebrated
leeches in action. We iept picking them off each others 1 clothes,
and in places would see clusters of three or four standing up
and waving Ft us. When we got to the stream, the native who had
attached himself to us, took off his shoes, rolled up his
trousers, and found three or four leeches bus: ly sucking blood.
He took his hunting knife, scraped them off, and then asked. us
for some tobacco to stop the bleeding. One got on my arm, but
I got it off before it had dug in. When we got home, Bill found
blood trickling from three places on his ankles. He was the
only one of us who had not worn high boots; apparently they
are a good protection.

May 28 -

Today we insisted on Jennier rnd Davis taking a day off,

and sent them up to Prapat in the morning for a swim, a walk and

a lunch. We had the responsibility for the animals and birds
while they were gone, and found that we had 8 busy day. I took

charge of what Bill calls the T,led stock 1' - the various pets
picketed around the back yard, and found that as soon as I had
finished giving the tiger his bottle, it was tiwe for the
bears to have their bread and milk , and when that was over the

gibbons needed their tea, or Mr. Milquetoast wanted a piece
of banana. Mr. Milouetoast gave us all a bad turn by escaping,
but was soon found, looking unusually timid, high up on a rafter
over the verandah, and scrambled down when I showed him a

banana

.

M At five o T clock we got word that there were animals waiting
for us at the station. The first thing we thought of was the
precious serows - the goat-antelopes that Bill has been so

anxious to get. Dr. Coenraad heard of a pair on the west Coast

and sent a man after them last Sunday. Howver it wa s the
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shipment from Batavia that missed the boat when we were there.

Two fine monkevs, two binturongs, ten gaylals, two hornbills,

two Brehminy kites, two Tantillus storks, and two lovely squirrels.

Great excitement stowing them away, getting then, fed and watered be

fore dark.

May 29 -

Our collector turned up from Pispis this morning with

several specimens. He drives up in s regular passenger bus,

and off the top brings down boxes of snakes, and out of the brck

seat gets his birds and animals. There is also much shouting

of "Ular", sohvebody drops a rope on the bus driver and he jumps

and everybody laughs. -Among the specimens received this morning

were some fine snares - mangrove, tree vipers, blood pythons -

and a most curious flying lemur - Gallepithecus. It was hanging

on the wire front of its cage and looked like a great furry bat,

with claws protruding from its wings. The folds of skin that

it spreads in order to glide from tree to tree are enormous.

The poor little thing was half dead, from fright or neglect,

and at first we thought it was completely gone. /fter a while

we noticed that there was a sign of life, and fed it some milk

and whiskey with a medicine dropper. Later on it peri ed up and

drank auite a lot of milk. This sort of thing is terribly

difficult to keep alive anyway in captivity, and when it arrives

in a state bordering death there is really little hope for it.

However, I am glad to have seen one alive at all.

Just as we were examining the le. ur, Coenraad sent

a note over. "Dear Br. Mann," he said. "It went wrong with

the serows. Three were caught, but the people did not hear

from us. So they were slaughtered. Today I sent a cable to

catch more. Sorry, but nothing to do. Kindest regards."

So the pen that we were planning for them will not be

built, nor will the fresh green grass be ordered, but maybe

Bill's heart will break.

Mê y m - After much bickering with various motor-car owners,

we selected a good ripe old red Buick, and loaded our gear

into it early this morning. Besides the personal ge- r of

the Ernes' end ourselves, there are five cameras, two butter-

fly nets, equipment for studying hot springs (thermometers,

acidity testers, etc.),- entomological vials, raincoats and

sweaters, and a food box, containing cofee, sardines, crackers

and jam, toxlet paper, flit, chloramine for purifying water,

and extra blankets. With Remy for driver, the four of us

draped ourselves over the luggage, and left capp about nine
o ' clock

.

For once we had good weather up to Prapat, Over the

pass, and winding down again until we caught that first breath-

taking view of Toba Lake, sap. hire blue in its setting of green

and rugged mountains. We stopped to see the Coenraads, who are

pleased and proud of their new house, wh ch opens right on the

lake, with a little fisherman's hut out over the water practically

in the r front vard. Mrs. C has had ail the furniture maae to

order by a Chinese carpenter, and it is charming - the simpli-
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ci y of the mod rn style vat. out aiiy of its r f fectations

.

The road beyond Prapat was new to us, and we enjoyed it tre-
mendously. It runs to the southeast tip of the Lake, with a
superb view all the way, over the mountains, with occasionally p
glimpse of the Lake below. The country is tostly open, a clump of
trees in the distance denoting a Batak kampong. The houses have that
exaggerated pitch to the thatched roofs characteristic of Batak
architecture, and the kampong s are surrounded with an almost fortress
like wail, three feet of earth and the rast thickly planted prim
and bamboo, a most efficient screen, providing plenty of shade around
the houses and I should think pretty good protection fro enemies in
the old days. Balige, a little town on the southern tip of the
lake, has a neat though small resthouse, and there we stopped, for
lunch, which was nasi goreng. We could have chosen any number of
canned foods from the cupboard - Bill did pick a tin of hot dogs -

but the rice with trimmings was tasty and. filling.

On we went across the high plateau, almost a plains country,
with scrub trees and wide fields of rice and grass, to Taroetoeng.
Here we held a debate as to which road to take. The old road goes
from here down to Sibolga, on the coast. P new road goes by way
of Sipirok to Padang Sidempoean, and we had been told that Fipirok
was a pie- santer place to stay, but that the road was very dangerous.
The Brues were anxious to take the new road because there Were hot
springs along it, but we finally learned that it was absolutely
Impassable, and decided about five o T cloci' to go on to Sibolga.

Just before we got to Taroetoeng, about 7 kilometers out,
we stopped to see a spectacular sulphur spring. It is a big one, .

very hot (126 F.) and very colorful, green water, yellow sulphur
deposits, and white lime. It was too hot for Tommie to do any
collecting, to his great disappointment, but there was no use
expect, ng anything to live in Water of that temperature.

It was only 67 kins, to Sibolga, and we thought it pre-
ferable to go on, rather than stay in the rest house, which wag
a bit crowded anyway, and had an uninteresting view of the corrugated
Iron roofs of the village. We would never start out again over
mountain roads at that time of the evening. At first it was beauti-
ful, going down the wind ng road that led through heavy jungle, full
of ferns, big trees, and canyons through which the mountain torrents
roared. But as darkness fell, the road became more and more
of a corkscrew. Remy twisted the wheel first one way and then
the other, until we were weary from being thrown from side to side,
and had strained our eyes trying to see ahead of us around the next
bend. Occasionally we had to pass a truck coming up hill, and then
we held our breaths. Once a hind wheel did go In a ditch. At
another place we turned out to let a truck go by, and found that we
were poised right on the §dge of a cliff, with the tops of trees
practically under our elbow. It is a drop of about 4,000 feet
in 40 miles, and it took us two hours and a half, going steadily
down, down, down into Sibolga, passing little native huts by the
road, that looked extraordinarily serene, with their little families
gathered about the one 1 erosene lamp set dm the middle of the floor.

None of us had nervous prostration, and we reached the
hotel in tiaiie to hrve a shower before dinner. We had been told that
this ws the worst hotel in Sumatra, and that the town w s unbearably
hot, but we had big rooms, a good dinner, and pulled blankets over
us toward morning. :

:^|v |?| :W-
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May ?1 -

We left at eight o'clock, and took the road that parallels the

bav for some miles. Here was my first vie- of the Indian Ocean, and

of SiDclg?'s famous harbor, with the big conical island rising in

thP middle of it. Anyone who has the good sense to come down that

road in daylight that we took last night, has a ^"f^ outlook

over the hlrbor, but the ride along the co ^^Jgig* lltng
with coconut palms bending over the water, and caribou grazing ax g

the wayside.

The road wound gradually up into higher country At^^usan^
feet above sea level there were plenty of ««^

e^3J^S the
their industrious life bexng carried an P

preparing the
highway. We saw rice in all its stages men ana p p pitting
fields and making the walls ground each sawanou , f

it into shape with their hands; the brighJ fireen -e D|as,

bix feet " '-ore oil tne grounu,
cpread out on grass mats along

on the paddi with their feet. Kice w as spreau &

the roadside to dry, as was »jw ^^^/SSti lite an ordinary
time the kampong rubber, wrung out in what look, ii*e a

for
'

8ll
clothes wringer, and hung on poles to ory. me roaa xs>
oxuoiicw b }

>,<->+ Vi win prid women, as a drying ixexu iui
purposes - as a club for both *en .ana

JJ°JJj d chickens to roost
ell native products, a Jogs to sieep ana ^ hpve
and children to play. An automobile driver in u -

Malays,
infinite patience, which is perhaps why all the driver are

3
,

and one seldom sees a European at the wheel of his own cat

.

^ A'S we approached P^f/idempoean

drawn cart, with a sway-bailed ^^^^^iag from the
afternoon we passed these cat ^^e £ plateF.u

Monday market m P . Sid., talcing tne n;k xl

folded mountain sides,
th f wa _ j~ nev - type of country to us - great loxaea Buuwvaa. >

/covered thickly with buffalo grass, and feT tree..

We had lunch in the Pasanggrahan i?Pad. Sid Bill telephoned

the Controller while we were waiting for the na si gojeng to be

, t -I /-»*- c, H-ohi-np over on his bicycle, ne is ^aumaj

SSdSuftS tV/S and distressed to know that we are
.
unable

^X
*°t fl ner t There are rhinos near here, .and two were shot

not
g
xong alo . it seems a pity we cannot have one live one.

The people around here are mi,
:
ed SggS^^iw^

-nnropched Kota Nopan we began seeing the Meningkabau inixuerioe
cpproccnea ivul.c

, ° firet Mpn'k'bau house, with its curious
just before Laroe we saw the lirsx men * uc u ,

high-pointed roof ends.

. UA
' iLi'i tno T„ e saw for the first time a pig-tailed

»ec85»e SS&SS^ thro. *«
>
the ^^TeX"

were to see many instances of it.

Kota Nopan has a fine big rest house, and we had a good

reistafel for dinner.
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June 1 - Vlhenever a native brings us in a specimen m camp, he

is sure to explain that the animal, no atter what it is, eets either

rice or banana "makan nasi" or "makan pisang". This applies to

tiger cubs, otters, birds - anything at all. What was my aelight

this morning to have the mandoer of the pssanggrahan show me a

crocodile this morning which he wanted to sell to us, and have him

explain "makan -rang" ("it eats men").

It is beautiful country between Kota Nopan and Fort de Kock.

We stopped" frenuently for collecting, and found more P olyrachus ana

Meranoplus. We saw three troops of monkeys, squirrels, a big monitor

lizard that marched slowly across the road in front of us, en?/n
.

the late afternoon one enormous pig-tailed macaque. Bill said it

was the b ggest one he had ever seen, and we wondered if it could be

the origin of the story that there is still an unknown ape in the

forests of Sumatra. Just before we reached Loeboek Sikaping, while

we were in a forest reserve, we saw big sign pointing to a trail

into the woods. We hopped out of the car, and went into see what

was there. Here was another sign, near a warm spring that steamed

up through the thick jungle, warning us that the fumes of the water

were poisonous and it was forbidden to approacn them. Near the

road were some dead butterflies, mute evidence of the lethal

quality of the air. A huge banyan tree nearby added to tne weird

effect" of this deadly jungle spot.

We had lunch at Loeboek Sikaping, where the Pasanggrahan

has s fine outlool over the river to the mountains beyond. The

afternoon's drive was through a great any miles of jungle, with

tall trees, pandanus palms, tree ferns, deep gorges where rocky

streams roared below us. Sixty kilometers before Fort de Kock

the road crosses the Equator, and of course we had to stop and

take pictures of the monument, and of each other posed in front ot

it. It was Beirne's first crossing, and we tried to give her a

shower, sparing some of our precious ayer minum from the canteens,

but she dodged both the water and the picture I was trying to get oi

her. Bill and I walked back and forth in the road., so that now if

anvone asks me if I have crossed the Equator /I shall have to say

"Oh, yes. so many times I've lost count."

Fort de Kock has two great mountain guardians, Singgallang

and Merapi, and they were beautiful in the sunset as we came into

town. Merapi is an active volcano, but is almost always capped

with clouds, so that the crater is not visible.

Stayed at Hotel Centrum - excellent food.

June 2 -

. early, and out to the Zoo, which is a small one, but

very fine/ They" have a good collection of SU atran animals, and

a number of exotic species, such as South American and Airican

monkeys, zebras, camels, European bear, polar bear, and Ixons.

Of Fast Indian species they had serows, anoas, five orangs, and

two baby elephants, as well as an excellent bird collection.

In the Zoo grounds is a fine example of a Meningkabeu

hou*e. with every inch of the walls carved and painted, and a

high-pitched, six-gabled thatched roof with the ridges and the

high points bound with silver. The building IS used as a Museum

of ethnographic material - costumes, tools, baskets, jewelry
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weaving, end musical instruments of this old and cultured tribe of
western Sumatra

.

After the Zoo we visited the mrrket, which is in operation two
days a week, and thronged witti thousands of people. Many of the
tradesmen co e in with buffalo carts, and there was one large area
where the caribou and their lumbering, high-roofed carts were parked
for the day. We wandered through the produce market, where lumber,
cabbages, betel nut, pineapple, bananas, rice and coffee were being
pawed over by hundreds of prospective customers. Here and there
were little open air restaurants, where small groups gathered to
eat good-looking reistafel out of banana leaves, dipping into the
rice with their fingers, and laughing and gossipping as they ate.

We went back to the hotel for lunch, and enjoyed reading the
printed sheet of description of nearby spots of interest which the
Hotel furnishes its guests. We -ere advised to see the "Holly
Fisches% and the ?,old Hindu moments'* , and to go to Mening jau
although there is T?no public opportunity to swim into the Lake."
One placard in the room urged us to T'Enjoy the Nature and take an
auto oblle r

, and another one (this in a hotel that advertises
hot and. cold running water) informed us that the temperature of
the bath was best between 12 and 4. I tried it early in the morning
and it was like ice, so gathered that the water was cold in the
iuornmg and evening and hot only at noon.

In the afternoon we drove to Matoer, about SO km s. from here,
where there are supposed to be some fine old houses, but to our
great disgust most of them now have g* lvanized iron roofs instead
of the far more picturesque thatch. Curiously enough the original
shape of the roof is retained, and the effect of the sweeping high
gables wrought in galvanized iron is weird beyond belief.

From Matoer, which is high m the mountains, we drove down a
steep and norrow road to Lake Meningjau, a gem of vivid blue set
deep in the hills. The afternoon was late, and rain was threaten-
ing, so we did not get out to explore the country as we should have
liked to do.

Back at the hotel we engaged in our favorite game of bargain-
ing with the peddlers, who bring batik, native jewelry, and interest-
ing exa pies of Meningkabau weaving to sell to us. The weaving is
varied, and in many instances beautiful. The Menkb f s weave a great
deal of silk, and make cloths of rich rose and blue color, into
which is put quant ties of gold thread imported from China. They
also do some weaving in wool, and stud their garments with bits of
mica from British India. The effect is often garish, but some of
it is nuite lovely. We got soiie of the silk weaving, a soft old
piece that looked more like Italian s:lk than Indian, and a huge
white cloak from Pa j a combo, with red silk woven into the border.
A silk sarong and a couple of kain kepala were done in good Batik
patterns. Beirne and I had lots of fun seeing who could drive the
best bargain, but she finally paid what the man wanted for one of
the mica-decorated pieces, and I never did get one. I couldn f t
really imagine what I would do with it at hoi e unless I gave it to
the circus for elephant trappings.

June Z -

We wasted the entire morning trj^mg to find the Resident in



his office, to one o'clock he finally appeared, and turned out

to be a fine chap, very enthusiastic about animals m general

"rd the Fort de lock Zoo in particular. He arranged for the

Selrliry of the Zoo, Mr. C.Grootes, to »e«t us that ;fternoon

^ the Zoo and do anything he could for us. ^^Hh ^
when we went to the Zoo and et Mr. Grootes to learn .that this

little garden is self-supporting on a charge of 10 cent, for

Pdults and 5 cents (Dutch) for children. It is visiteo Dotn

thenatives and by tourists. The concession i s no profit,a s

relrelhments pre sold at cost. The little Meningkabau villa e

wlS Sl-sized houses is. intended for shelter for the monkeys that

during the dry run lo.se in the trees
. ^Jj^g Quotes -

Bill succeeded in getting most of the Z90 away from ISr. gootes

a big tapir, a pair of serow, wild cats hog hadger, m.rtin,

otter, squirrels, bintoerong, and hornbilis. it jras a mosx,

fncouraging day I

-Tune 4 -

We left Fort de Kock at 9 o'clock, heading northeast.

We stooped in the beautiful Jyer Putih Canyon, where we did some

collecting and admired the slender waterfall^^™^n
which corals out of the rocks on the opposite Si.de of the canyon

from the road. V •-
.

•

: - ''. •

grossed the Equator again, and -
Afvn

we/lunched in Kota Baroe, and drove on in the afternoon

to Moearr Mahat, parsing gorgeous dense jungle along the wry

.

The vttle resthouse at Moeara Mahat is perched high ±n the hills,

right on the elge of the jungle, but the corkscrew mountain road

coles up on one side of the house and goe s down on t ae other

1 MVlng U e nracticaliy in an island of traffic (mostly frei 6nt

vrnl ?oarIng
r
prst

C

us through the night.). Below us were the

lights of the small village, and beyond the the r^f^ r/^yiouc;
..rnioer was 8 young chap, only four months in hi s g^p

8^a|
n
^as

to please. The reistafel, which was cooked on a Stoverthat was

really just 6 cement shelf with five little wood fires built on

it, was the last word. Tiny little chickens, broiled over the

open fire, si ply melted in our mouths.

Just as we were finishing dinner a Dutch^n arrived,

intending to spend the night, ^and a little dif*P/^tonse
that we -ere occupying the only two rooms ^ti'ere.t nuu-e.

However, Bill nsisted on his having food and *rink ™

,

and he told us that just 20 km. up the road he had seen atiger,

end were we not afraid to go wandering about in the forest? We

assured him that tigers were nocturnal and we only
.

went ^ the

wood- bv day, but he told us that at Bangkmang, a little further

down tK ?oId, a tiger had come into the village atmne in the

morning, and grabbed a native standing in front o. the^post office.

Our oven windows, and fly-screened klambos, looked, a little

inviting to tigers, but we herrd not even a distant roar in the

night

.

June 5 -

The morning was delayed, partly by the Mandoer ' s sxo-ness

in gettmfbreakfast, but chiefly by Bill's fussing oyer losing
v,.? n ^„AT)1 4- D -n-ii- pr'p after r now extinct pfttein,

his forceps - his levorite pr-ir, c uts cxo^j.

end. the pride of h: s entomological lif e# fortunately stopped
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at the place where we had la St collected yesterday, and found
them on the ground* They had fillen out of his pocket when he
leaned over to look for a Polyrachus nest. So with much re-
joicing we drove on, hepding for Bangkinang, but stopping
to collect vherever the country lool-ed inviting. Bill found
a large number of horned flies, the first time he hps ever taken
them (except for the two he got at Dolok Silau), and plso got k
leech in his butterfly net. We found enormous pitcher plants
growing along. the cliff that lined the road, pnd nerr then,
stplpctites formed by the constant dripping of limestone over
the bpnk. What locked like the work of an industrious spittle
insect, turned out to be a mass of frog eggs when we opened it*
It is not plweys epsy to do ropdside collecting here. Only
rarely is there a trpil into the woods. In many plpces the ropd
has been cut through the mountains, pnd the ropdside is p steep
bpnk that nobody could climb. It is kept well clepred, pnd here
pnd there one sees ladders propped against the ban, , for the use of
the men thpt cut back the vegetation that otherwise would hrng
over pnd block the highway,

P curious ferry took us p cross the river before we got to
Bangkinang. Pontoons were built on three small boats. SxK»bl"E
rsmxfxjsmxanaxlsfaakxtasxa P heavy rope fastened the boats to
p cable that crossed the river. The current was exceedingly
strong, and the boats were pointed upstream against the current.
As we pushed off, after lop ding our car gingerly on the ferry
which was just barely big enough to take it, the current swept us
down, the borts pointed up, the rope kept us even, and we moved
across on a smooth diagonal, thpt mpde one actually dizzy trying
to figure out the mathematics of it - simple enough diagrammatically,
but most confusing to wptch. ^/'^'.-Vsv

Pt Bpngkinpng we lunched at the Pp s| nggrahan, pnd Bill pnd
Tommie went to call on the Controller, to ask him where we could get
into the jungle to collect. He advised a spot so^e twenty kms.
farther on, and told them some good tiger stories. They have been
having a lot of trouble with tigers In these parts, partly due to
the clearing that Is being done in abandoned rubber plantations.
Rubber is going up in price, old plantations are to be worked again,
there is an increase in the amount of kpmpong rubber. So the tgers
are driven out into the open. Thirteen caribou have been killed
by tigers near here in the last three weeks. On the floor of the
Controllers house was the si in of a tiger he had shot, pfter It
hpd killed three men. We went on, hoing thpt we would see tiger,
elephant, or rhinoceros, but the big gpme is pretty shy. We die
see Entellus monkeys, wild pigs, a hornbill in flight with his
grotesquely long neck stretched out like that of a goose, drongoes,
and kingfishers. Collecting was bad. The forests T? e were looking
for were miles of neglected rubber estates, the swamps were active
rice fj elds

.

It was late ^hen we returned to Moeara Mahat, and we
sat on the verandah waiting for a dinner equal to last night's. The
young Mandoer did not understand, and about eight o T cloci ventured
out to ask if we wanted any food. We hast iy picked out an
ill assortment of cans, and dined In a tired and soi. ewhat disappointed
mood.



June 6 -

Nonetheless, we Were sorry to leave this nice little

pasanggrahan, with its swallow nest in the dining room, and its

high view over the forest and river.

We collected nearby, and Bill found another Echinople

,

rnd I got the three forms of the huge Camponotus worker - minor,

major and media. Beirne found a gorgeous liens that has clusters

of purple, wistaria-like flowers, »nd pale green grape-like fruit.

We all got termite nests, rnd spent 8 long t'me by the road looking

for termitophiles. In the jungle reserve known as Batang Mahat II

we found another termite nest, which was we cut it open, was

promptly raided by an ant (Pheidole?) . Pt noon we were near another

trail into the same jungle, and stopped by the roadside to have

a picnic lunch before - c started working again* The only-place

where we could sit down, off the road and out of the swamp, was

a gravel pit, so there we sat, in the broiling heat, only a few

miles from the Ecu? tor and almost. at sea level, and wondered why

so many of our tinned supplies and cheeses had gone bad. Anything

that rides on the back of our err must be simply cooked and re-cooked

long before we get it. We had our canteens filled, fortunately,

and divided the dr nking water. Also we had two coconuts to drink,

for we were all more thirsty than hungry.

Going into the jungle later the Brues, found an amazing termite

nest, a chimney of hard carton, about 30 inches long and perhaps

4 inches in diameter , ;,. ,

"
|

'

§ i^
The afternoon clouded over, and we got to P. Kot? Baroe

just before the deluge began. There was no drinking water available,

so we caught big pitchers full of rain water after we decided that

the roof had been washed thoroughly. We had a good dinner of rice

and chicken, and just as we were finishing it three Dutchmen arrived.

I know they had planned to stay the night in Kota Baroe, but again

we had the only rooms, so after a good deal of telephoning they

moved on, still in the ram, headed for Bangkinang. They sat and

tailed with us for an hour, however, and one of them turned out to

be the former director of the Zoo in Batavia, and of course he i new

all about us, and about our exchanges with the Batavia Zoo. He is

in this part of the world collecting animals now. It seemed a strange

coincidence to have one Zoo director meet another in that remote

little town, I hated to see them go, in the rain and the dark, over

roads that are none too good, but they want to catch a plane to-morrow,

and they hurried off through the tiger-infested land, to do so.

June 7 -

Still no drinking water In the resthouse, so we filled our «

canteens with what was left of the rain water, after being offered

some water that had been warmed, but not boiled, by the Mandoer »

s

wife

.

The road goes straight up into the mountains again from here,

and we stopped high up in the hills first to get the view, and then

to collect. There was a lovely little trail that led alongside a

forest stream, where Bill got a bottle full of his much-loved

horn flies. The air was wonderful - so different from yesterday's

Stifling heat. All through the canyons the air was actually



- a shed by the water thrt comes gushing out between the rocks, and
had an indescribable crystalline, coolness and purity about it,

A new Polyrachus and a variety of other insects made the morn:ng
memorable, and all our discoveries were capped by Beirne f s finding
Vermilio in Pyer Putih Canyon. This little motm ftas hrbits like
the ant lions of North America, but has never been found before in
Sumatra. It was one of the things they were most anxious to get - if
it occurred here; and it does. Eeirne found it in some sand under
•an overhanging ro ck # .

.. - || ;fvf^i§Sitl il - IS W$ tp

Before we reached Ayer Putih we crossed the high mountain
pass of Pintoe Ahgift, from which the view is simply superb* On a

clear day, such as this, one can look right across the island and
see a faint blue line that marks the straits of Malacca.

Crossing the Equator for the third time on this trip, we met
Williams, headed in the opposite direction - going to Bangkinang and
Pakan Baroe - and of course both cars stopped and some more photo-
graphing was done by all. When we stopped to collect in Ayer
Putih, where we spent a couple of hours, Wllii&m s caught up with
us again, to our great astonishment. e told us that just beyond
Kota Baroe, where we spent last night* there had bfeen a big land-
slide, and the wyy was thoroughly blocked with debris. We were
lucky to get out when we did, for nice as Mo eara Mahat m s we had
no desire to spend several more days there, but we wondered what had
become of our Dutch friends, including Mr. Bante of Batavai, and
whether or not they got through to the coast after they left us.

Incidentally we were collecting on the exact spot where our
Moeara Mahat friend saw his tiger night before last.

The road through this canyon is wo derfully and fearfully
made. We got out of the car at one place, and waited down the
"nine bends ff in order to photograph them. You can get m±m& five
of the nine bends in your camera at one time, they wind so close
together. The country is beautiful, dense jungle, waterfalls,
rushing torrents, palms and ferns, ground orchids and begonias,
lianas and huge giants of untouched trees.

The collecting was good all day. I caught a new Polyrachus,
a click beetle right on the Equator menu ent, and many metallic
little blue bettles that were mating on roadside plants. Bill got
in additionto his horn flies a Etigmatoma and other ants. The horn
flies are always low down, sitting on leaves either Qu the ground
on close to it*, and always In little hoilws where the stream comes
out near the road. In one place he caught a dozen or more on the
same leaf, one at a tine, with perhaps five minutes wait between
specimens. Sk^The things are so delicate that they have to be
handled very carefully, and once jriaBH Bill found that he had broken
off one of the long-stalked eyes in his butterfly net.

We had a very late lunch in Pajacombo. Bill raided the kitchen
cabinet, and we ate up its entire contensts - three tins of pea soup.
Again we got hoL e just before the storm - back to trie Hotel Centrum
in Fort de KocK^^i^:

Vr;
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June 8 -

We decided today to see son e of the c untry south of Fort de
Kock, and started out" a long the Padang road, although we had no
intention of going all the way.

We went three kms. off the road to visit the little village
of Lassl on its market day and to photograph some of the old houses
there. We fo^nd one or two without tin roofs, and with beautifully
decorated granaries standing in front of the house. In the market
we bought small cucumbers, and some Malay apples, a pretty pink
fruit that is crisp and juicy but almost coBpletelyxx flavorless.
Bet¥'een purchases we were ducking flying pieces of corrugated Iron
that the high wind - T r s blowing off the market roof.

We stopped next in Fort van der Capellen, and wandered in and
out of the shops looking for pickles that Bill had decided we must
have with the picnic lunch which the hotel had provided. In one
Chinese store we saw a small boy rolling what looked like green
marbles in a large flat basket/ I thought at first It Was a new game,
but he kept at It in such a mechanical way that I realized it was
work and not play. Behind him stood another Chinese with a long
roll of green candy fresh from the stove. This he was cutting into
cubes by means of a string, one end of which he held between his
teeth, As each little cube "fell to the counter a third man picked
it up, rounded off the sharp corners with his hands ^ and passed it
to the youngster who rolled It in the basket until it was a perfect
sphere. The whole proceeding had somewhat of the precision of
a cigarette-cutting achme in a b g factory.

Shortly after noon we" reached Lake Singgarak, beautiful and
blue, but with many whitecaps due to the h: gh wind. In places the
waves were splashing over the road, and slowly washing it away. Men
were working on It, banking the road up with stones, but I was afraid
places in it would be quite washed out before we came back over it.

We ate our basket lunch in a little pavilion back of the
rest house in Singarak, a delightfulljr cool spot right beside the
lake. The Mandoer sold Tommie a python skin, and sold us all on
the idea of getting p ctures of a pig-tailed macaque climbing a

coconut tree. His friend, the owner of the monkey, appeared promptly
with an enormous brute on a. long rope. The monkey went up the
tree, which was an unusually h gh one and hence poor for pictures,
and "caught* three coconuts for us. .He broke them off by twisting
the nuts between his hands, and then dropping them to the ground.
His owner opened them for us, we drank the water, and gave the
coconut meat to the monkey as his reward* Altogether a most
amusing day.

In Padang Pandjang on the way home we stopped to photograph
an elaborately carved house, which was .spoiled however, by a tin
roof, and also to ad ire some of the gold fish and gourani ponds
which are so common here. The fish are raised and sold in the
market. The giant gourarni is very rare in acuaria at home, and
we shuddered to th nk. of this exotic specimen (to us) being eaten
as ordinary food. v-IV; ^'J ill!

Merapi
Between Padang Padjang and Fort de Kock we £gi t

o^g £8uidvl§I of

for the first time entirely cloualess, so xric^
.

^
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the lava-streaked sides of the huge bare crater, and the thinlittle wisp of smoke that showed there was still life in the mount a

i

binggalang, on the other side of us, was simply boiling with
clouds, stirred by the high wind, and emptying some of them inblack fury on the land below. Again we were lucky and no rain fellon us.

n.

J f^'iS? B
^
1J

- noticed s sigh in the hotel office informingthe world tha t Rafflesir was now in bloom, only fifteen kms. away,so we dedicated to-u.orrow to seeing the world's largest flower.

June 9 -

We had intended to start for home today, but the weather was
brci all morn-ng, and we did want to stop on the wav and see Rafflesiaarnoldi. After a trip to the Zoo and a visit to the market wedecided to stay over another day in Fort de Kock.

After lunch the sun came out, and we dashed off to Batane
Paloehpoeh, the village near which the famous flower was blooming.
£

big sign across the road said "Stop! Rafflesia"' and a noticebeside the village store explained that the "Natuurmonument " wasat its height. We walked in through a Meningkabau village, past arice field, and climed a fairly steep hill. Nothing could have beenm a more inconvenient place for our ardent photogra hers. Afterascending the mountain part way through a dense thicket of second-growth, we came out in a little cleared place, and at the foot ofthe very slippery path was the Eafflesia. One was afraid to godown the patn near enough to see it for fear of sliding right intoit boots first and ruining it completely. Gingerly we crept downhowever, and had our first view of this r-mark able plant. It i*
a monstrous red fungus-like growth, lying flat on the ground, withno leaves and no visible stem. The rust red surface is blotched
!^h

+ri£e
?

Sp
°J?,

of orange. Each petal is about a foot in diameter,^nd the calyx, like a huge bowl, has spikes on the inside for pistil'and stamens. The petals are about a quarter of an inch thick, andtne diameter of the whole blossom is close to forty inches. It lastsonly two days, ana then collapses into a circular pile of carrion-
liJse decay. Already carrion flies, deceived by the odor which wecould not even detect, were laying their eggs on the petal. It is.like nothing on earth, and it is hard to believe that it is a naturalphenomenon, and not the product of some giant's distorted fancv

tower down we saw two buds that had not yet opened, hardround objects about the si e of croquet balls, and a brown ring ofdecay that marked the spot where Bafflesia bloo.ed last. It is curiou*to think that probably many of them are bloo ing in Sumatra's junglesto-night, and yet they are usually so inaccessible that only the
fortunate few, who travel near some spot like this on the very day theilower opens, ever see one. '

"

While Williams and the Brues were photographing it, with
movies, color plates, flash bulbs, miniature cameras, and all theequipment they could thin! of, Bill and I did some collecting. I found
a curious spiny beetle, and Bill got some more horn flies. Email
boys collected, and were a great nuisance, turning over stones before
we could get to them, breaking up all the ' hollowtwigs that might have
contained ant nests, and finally scaring away a fine column of
ienictus that Bill wanted - right near a bridge where he could have
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collected them safely without being stung in the process.

June 1C -

Left Fort de Kock early in the morning, after stopping to

£ d ire the nearby Panorama (the Dutch always label any f^g^
the tourist should stop and see "Panorama 0.45 kms I.

astonishing to look out over the vast canyon belo
•
the city, and

to realize"tilt this town is built on the edge of so sheer a cliff.

VJe collected -long the route, stopped in Loeboek Sikaping

for lunch, and paused once more at the po son spring. A
i
1^?

extra^eepaS came out near the road, but we found no dead butter-

flies today.

Through the gorgeous country of Devil's Mountain we came

a*ain this S5S lust before sunset, -hen the folded green of the

Sa'ss-covered hills looked rich and soft as velvet and the little

gS!« Of tree" in the hollows showed black against the mountains.

Though iittie villages that were fragrant with wood smoke and

frying! coconut, where the children shouted greetings as our car^

went by, and through the peaceful rice flelds , where tnel.ttxe

pools of water with their teM mud dykes looked li^e st.ined

class windows in the sunset color's reflections. Later the new

Sheered up at us from the sawahs. .Past slow-moving cumbersome

buffalo carts we drove in the dark, coming into the kota ^opan rest-

house, ablaze with electric light, furnished with a noisy radio

and a welcome frigidaire, and Williams waiting for us.

June 11 -

Off at eight o'clock, and interested in the native, life

all the wry to Padang Sidempoean, where we had lunch, called again

on the Controller and saw Mr. Furbeck, who took us to his house to

see his tame white gibbon - a nice be? st.

Yroi Pad. Sidempoean we turned off on the new road, that

goes bv way of Sipirok, and found ourselves climbing up into a

lorgeouc rkgh plateau - grass lands, low shrubs, and then everyonce

In I while I deep jungle canyon lined with trees, where we could see

StSxS^IAS?Pe-fng at us with their incuisitive SJ^ested
head* lust showing over the bushes. The resthouse at sipirok is

Sigh arid cool, with a lovely view of the surrounding mountains, ana

we ate nasi goreng and slept under two blankets.

June 1? -

We were not far from home when we started th s morning,

but this is the country of hot springs, and we stopped many times

for Tommie to look for the inhabitants of the war water - beetles,

blood wSrls! and algae. It was the middle of th. afternoon when we

liSchedS Tarottoeng, and the drive, although not as nerve-wra ckmg

asthe Sibol^a road, was tiresome, for the road was narrow and

dusty! towards sunset we approached Praprt, and as we looked once

more upon the deep coloring of Toba ' s water, and the surrounding
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hills, we found It as lovely ps anything we had seen in the more

remote end spectacular parts of tne island.

We m Pl-ned to stay at P^apat over night but the Jotel

Was full, and we cr...e briskly *°™Ji^t^l^Ur*.
about 8.20, having traveled exactly 194. kilometer..

June 1? -

i -K^ ni+ *>ie onmn to inspect the new members of the
UP 6a

SS Sct'cofst ^hipmeSt crme through very well, and the

HlTan^'the serows hSfgoSd'outdoor paddocks. The boys hrve
tapir ana un^ ?~ty Lnlrw{, come more big snakes and aonxtor
added some more birds and monKejs, soiue iduj. e u lookedauiieti ^sywc

„, 4v, +r,^^„ tVipt otps over eight feet long t nQ j_uu*...u

lizards (one came in tod^
r
that u °v Jt | p nearly full grown

like a Komodo dragon). But tne prize tern i
looking

tiger, trapped within 15 kilometers « e n
t ti

in all the wild places we could fxa tnim. oi, nopixig u e>

Harrv has grovm, and is still tame. He is grand to play with,

as he muffs his claws like a little gentleman.

tt*H „„ 0+ r»-e+ h-c o ooi: DPm'on. Hilauetoa st himself is
Mr. Milquetoast nas i coaurfiij-wxi.

+4-11 qM, ge escaped
, VMi-h th« np"- little monkey is stiii sny* p« e&v-rpcu.

quite brave now, but t^e n
^

t
finally tak ing refuge under

today end went dasnmg .-across the y«ra, iii^xx^ &

the tiger's cage. ;
K

. i ^'-ritt"- || V | -'V-'

June 1 1 -15

Cnont mnct of the t^me typing notes, getting caught up on
Spent Dio.t oi u w« *rt i» rtiir f-tieh trip, and trying to

In°SS I»Myc^^«.«^ve store, „y for

meek s at a time

Word has come from Assam, where the government was trying to

catch a rhinoceros for us, that one was captured but died due to

the intense heat". So that is another hope gone glimmering, ine

American Consul in Bangkok writes that there is a rumour of a

rhino captured there on the northern border, but he shudders

to think of the price that will be asked for it if ana when it

arrives in Bangkok."

June 16 -

Once more we all pile into the old red Buick, stow our

feet among the cameras and collecting gear, and leave crap in the

early morning. We rode toward Siriboe Doiok, and the hills

where we ha<1 our famous camping trip to Dolok failau. it is a

lovely morning, and a beautiful ride. At noon we came to tne

little town of iCabanj aha, high in the hilis, and stopped in tne

nice little hotel for lunch. We had rather planned on stopping

here, but the hotel was full, and We decided to go to Brastagi

after all.

We had had a letter from Charles Keys, who lives here

and describes himself as an old hunter, so to see Mr. Ueys ~re



went. He is a man of fifty, heavily bearded, stout, and zxfexgx

living alone in a pretty house with a lovely garden, although ne

had written to us in Bnglish, he spoke very little English, and

we tried to tell him in German what we wanted. He was a tit

vague. He said that when he had first come out here, thirty

years ago, there was plenty of game, but now the European women

had come *-nd there was no more game. He got our hopes Tip toy

saying that he knew where there w re four otters, but that also,

it developed, had been thirty years ago. he explained that ne

himself lived "like a Yogi", and the dogs -ere his children.
• -

,ri S _ 8 pair with a baby - we drove on
xij. L* C? L*Jt»JJ»4" -i-l*H J i-L. v--

to Brastagi.

Here we found the Grand Hotel fortunately had rooms for us.

Brastagi was one of the places I was prep-red to be dis-

auoointed Ln. I had heard so much bout it at home, and pictured

it as too much of a tourist place, with little beyond the climate,

the opportunities for sports and swimming, to recommend it.

But it really is glorious. Brastagi itself is 4800 leet nign,

sotuated on a high plateau, with a, view of the mountains {2 fJ

volcanoes - count them) projecting from the plain ix. Hose to_

the hotel is Sabayak, that curious volcano with the crater belching

steam half way up from the foot. Farther away is

a more conventional*, cone-shaped volcano. The air is crisp and

cool, even at mid-day, and the whole country, stretching inimitably

to the horizon, is magnificent.

w . Ax M *

,.e started out to find the trail up Sabayak - not that we

ia>,,BU to climb to the crater, but we thought that if there was

a three-hour trail through the forest it might be good entomologi-

cal collecting. We started up the wrong trail, ana walked for

some miles through cultivated land, finally finding a. path that

lef through pine forest (introduced Japanese pine) . However

Beirne found z bamboo flower, something that she had been especially

eager to get, and the men found one or two interesting insects,

lapped up the view, so the afternoon was not entirely
an<
wa sted

.

Back at the hotel, we discovered that this war the nly

place in the East where one could get a hot bath. Thenje he. I

delicious dinner, accompanied by wine in honor of its being _tne

Brues wedding anniversary. Dancing followed, so it was really quite

a gay evening.

Here again we found the hotel notices amusing. One

noteworthy one was that "chits with unreadable signatures will

not be accepted."

June 1?

We spent the morning seeing some of the country around

Brastagi. We went first to La - Beboek, 11 kilometers by car,

and then - ?i ft*«n-minute walk through the strangest forest

witched forest. The smell oi sulphur was.noticeable^long _
before one reached the lake, which ws e pale toiue,_^srfg*g*
of skimmed milk. 2nd bubtllng wherever «K« sulpnfti spWgi



After Tonmde had gathered some strange water bugs- ths.t
inhabited the water, we went on to see the Petani Falls* Another
short drive along the road brought us to the entrance to the Falls,
and re walked through a most beautiful woods - everybody 1 s ideal of
tropical forest, with enormous trees, quantities of ferns- little
Ml f ms cutting across the path, and because of the high altitude
no humidity, end t few flowers that one does not loci foi in the
tropics. Here were violets end bamboo growing side by side, and
a curious parasitic flower with tiny yellow blossoma and i pale green
fruit looped itself from she branches' of a jungle giant. I saw a
butterfly with brown wings edged with white, and said "Doesn't
it look like a bit of fungus?" / few minutes later I sew fungus
growing on another log, and said "Doesn't it llol like a butterfly?"
Bill found horned ilies a ong the path, - the first time we
have found them so far from water* The waterfall itseli mace a
sheer drop of 200 left, falling from the jungle above over a
perpendicular wall of rock. The spray blew in our faces as
we tried to photograph it, and reinbos cancer, in the mi ft a hundred
teet bfclo T;

After Ivnck, we reluctantly turned Our back* on Brastegi,
arc lefl th< gorgeous wind-swept plateau for the lover coast lands.
Not before, however, we had picked, up a few pieces of Brastagi
'-caving. The speciality oi the place is the white ceremonial
scarf, woven by the Bataks, with a border design of bright colors.

The road to Ledan winds down and down from the mountains,
goes across a level plateau, and then down again, getting hotter
with every minute. $!f|

June 18 -

We spent one of our characteristically hectic Medan
mornings, going to the Panic, the Steamship Company, the K« P. M.

,

the Consulate, Seng Hap the grocer's, and bad to the Hotel for
lurch. We had good news in the mail Mr. Browne was holding for us
namely that we can have four giraffe from the Fort Sudan Loo in
J*"- K~ \j. t' «

Beirne and Tommie celebrated by buying a tiger skin for
F1.80. Ingle and Marsh of Dolok Merangir were at the Hotel, an
very helpful in arranging for us to see the proper officials of
the Kerr Steamship Co., which we hope iuiste will take us home.
Anyone with a cargo of live animals is persona nor, grata at
sea, and we are having great difficulty in getting reservations,

Finally we were, off on the long trek to itjeh. The
roar leading north from Ledan if a beautiful one, wire, smooth,
arc shaded at first by avenues of teak trees (Which are raised
as saplings to build tobacco wrrehouses), and later by oil
palms. The oil palm plantations are very handsome, with their
luxuriant leaver-, well-kept grasi between the trees, ferns growing
on the trunks, and the general air of an expensive garden.

IvJL

e stopped at TsncjEng Poer£ to edmiarc the no s cue,
wnicn is one of the bxne sorest ones we hr v e seen, ornamented
in color, rnd rccoruprnied by < rtrtely nrueziin tower I

In the evening wc reached Luflr CiL/prng, rna stopped
£t the Boulevard Hot elj which gave us good reistafel, though this
is one of the few places we have b en *fe ^aa dZuk^ wcJutK
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. i^aj^Zo^- \^s— )L^r\^£ct~~ two and sat by the roadside to eat

them. They were really delicious, and I enjoyed them much more than I

did the first time I ate durian at Ambon. Even the odor was less offen-

sive, and when we returned to Kwala Sirupang we stopped in the market and

got some more to eat in the evening.

Jr. Mijts invited ys to come to his house, where we met his

attractive wife and enjoyed a couple of gin and tonics. While we were

sitting in the pretty, cool living room, with its view of the river ana

the jungle beyond, the boy brought a half-grown orang utan through the

room, and sat her in a big chair on the terrace outside. A baby orang,

about six months old, was also brought in, and the photographers in the

crowd went wild, posing the two tame animals. Nellie was the large
female; the baby, a male, is named KingKong - a ridiculously inap-
propriate name at his age. Mr. Mijts assured us that it would grow

into one of the Mawa kuda type, however, and then King Kong will be a

good name. He told us that both orang s (Nellie has been with them for

seven years) had been abandoned by their jungle mothers, picked up by
kind-hearted natives, end brought to them to rear. We hear the same

story so often that we begin to scoff, as we are also told that natives
are fond of orang meat. Anyway, it was a pleasant house, and the
orang s are probably safer and happier here than in the jungle.

After lunching at the Boulevard Hotel in Kwala Simprng we drove
on to Lengsa, over rather rough and very dusty roads. Here we put up
at the Hotel Emma, a bright little freshly painted inn with a cordial
though very deaf Dutchman in charge. The air was heavy with the
sweetness of white blossoms on a large tree. The hotel proprietor
could only give us the native name (bunga puteh, meaning white flower)
but someone later told us that it was, I think, a form of Eugenis.

June 20 -

We left Langsa at 7.?0, and drove all morning through rather open
country. Of course we still had rubber plantations and coconut palms,
but there was a good deal of scrub country, and more different kinds
of palms than we had seen before - arica, pandanus, nipa, and in certain
arid stretches the fan palm. There was variety all day in the vegeta-
tion. Part of the road ran close to the coast, and mangrove swamps
bordered the road closely. Nipa palm grew among the mangroves. We
watched eagerly for crocodiles - there were many brackish inlets
where porosus should have been plentiful - but there was never even
a splash or ripple to beferay the man-eater. We went through long

• stretches of pasture land, where yellow headed egrets by the hundreds
paraded among the cows. A long stretch of casuarina trees, planted
on both sides of the road, made a lovely shady avenue; these were
succeeded by sweet- smelling acacia trees.

The natives, and their houses, also took on a slightly different
character, as we got farther and farther in Atjeh. The houses are
built high off the ground, end look very shallow in comparison with
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the high-pitched roofs of either the Batak or Meningkabau people* A few
of them had wood carving - one rather striking example showing an
elephant silhouetted in the elaborate fretwork over the door - but
most of them are very simple. Walls of the houses were sometimes of
woodfn planks, sometimes of saplings woven together, sometimes of
palm thatchmt.

The people show a great love of bright colors* A villainous
cerise silk was popular with both men and women for blouses, and
clashed noisily with their purple or green sarongs* The women are
comely, and the men slightly Mongolian in appearance, especially
the ones with long drooping moustaches * They are shy, however, and
if we stopped a±ong the road to take pictures or to do some collecting
they hurried silently past us, instead of gathering in curious groups
the way people do in other parts of the country* No children shouted
Tabe or Horas as we passed*

We lunched in Lho Bernawe, which is right on the coast* I line
of easuarina trees on the beach makes the shore very different from
either the coconut palm beaches or the mangrove- swamps* We lunched
at a funny little hotel called the Cousijns® It was hot, and we
were in a hurry, so to save time we tried ordering a cold lunch
instead of the customary nasi goreng * We asked for the various
cold meats and cheeses that constitute a Dutch breakfast - and sure
enough our bill read Tf4 ontbiets (breakfasts) T?

* Beirne thought we
saved a lot of time doing this, but I noticed that Williams, who
S&ixESxKXXEia arrived an hour after we did, and ordered nasi goreng,
was finished with his meal as soon as we were.

The open, arid country was between Lho Semawe and Bireuen, and
it was here that we saw the fan palm growing.

We had hoped to make Takengon by night, as we are tired of the
monotony of the coast country, but it was half past three when we
reached Bireuen, and rather than start a hundred-kra. drive up into
the mountains at that late hour, we put up at the P? sanggrahan. It
was a nice little place, rim by two Chinese who were especially proud
of their kerosene-run Electrolux* Instead of having one large screened
section of the bedroom, big enough for two beds as is the custom,
we ha d here two quite separate klambos* In spite of the heat the
Mandoer insisted on closing the heavy wooden shutters as soon as it
was dark. I opened them two or three times, and finally had the last
word and was able to sleep with the dangerous night air coming right
into the bedroom*

June 21 -

We started early in the morning, and took all day to get to
Takengon* The road begins to climb almost as soon as it leaves
Bireuen, and winds up into the mountains, over a ridge and down again,
through ravines, over high open grass country, through jungle, eventually
into the coffee country* I do not know how high the highest pass was,
but fefes Lake Tawar itself, is something over 4,000 feet altitude*

Half way up we stopped at the little village of Blang Rakal to
see Datoek Radja Soedan, one of the most famous hunters of the At jeh
country. He keeps a little KtfHUfcry restaurant, and we went through
it to get in the back yard, we noticed pictures of the old chief and
his son as they appeared in Shoedsack f s picutre !,Rango ? -. We were
sorry that the Datoek himself was not at home iksri, but we were told
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yard.

We picnicked beside the road, and stopped to collect in

several little ravines. In one of them, where a small stream came

out to the road, Bill and Tommie found the largest horned flies

either of them had ever seen.

About four o'clock we descended the last mountain ridge, and

saw the blue of Lake Tawar, hemmed in by forested hills. The little

Pasanggrahan was unusually clean and neat, and although not on the

shore of the Leke was near enough to have a view of it .

We wandered down to the market, and were interested in the

different types of textiles shown here. In addition to the usual

bptik, we saw some lovely woven head cloths of fibre and silver

thread. We bought several of these metallic pieces. One hideous

type of work that is apparently very popular is a jacket or

blouse made of stiff black calico, very shiny, and covered with

embroidery in bright colors done on a sewing machine. We saw one

shop where the machine was simply humming, turning out the

modern version of what once must have been an interesting art.

In a country where so much weaving is done by hand, these
machine-stitched embroideries are most unattractive.

Behind the market flows the river that leads to the Lake.

A row of thatched boat houses were built over the water, stretching

from one shore to the opposite bank. These are shelters for the

fishing boats. The river was humming with industry. Women were

fexitein washing themselves, their vegetables, their children, and

their clothes. Men and caribous went swimming ehummily together.

Canoes went up and down the stream, which incidentally was

bordered with W. C. *s. Across the river was a cluster of thatched

roofs tiac*xiirai^iixilraniBK*±*H - a good-sized native kampong.

We had one of the most delicious reistafels at the Pasanggrahan

that any of us had ever eaten, and found a young Dutchman, Mr.

DeJong/who is also staying here, very good company. He is spending

his holidays up here hunting, and is much interested in the animals

of the country.

June 22 -

We took a picnic lunch with us, and spent the day following a

new road that crosses the high mountains to the south of Takengon.

Only 47 kilometers are finished, but eventually the road will

be 200 kms. and join the road that starts north from Kaban Jahe.

It is a well-built road, but a terrific climb - steadily up and

up for 20 kms. We had to do it all in second gear, with the

result that the radiator of the car wes soon boiling. We stopped

to let it cool off, and heard gibbons hooting in the nearby woods.

We looked up into the trees, and were delighted to find that we

were right under a big troop of the cream-colored, white handed
gibbons. It was the first good look we had had at gibbons in the

wild, and it was a great thrill to see them running erect along

the branches of trees, making their incredible leaps from one

tree to another. They were so close we could see their features,

and they were almost as interested in us as we were in them, crouching

and peering at us with obvious curiosity.
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Siaioangs were booming in the forest a cross the road from the
gibbons, and we walked part way up the road to see if we could
get a glimpse of them. They* too, came close to get a look at

us* Although they were in the tops of trees, they were on the
lower side of the mountain, and the tree tops were beneath where
we stood. We could see several of the big black fellows very
plainly, and they swung from branch to branch, and made the
mountains ring with their terrific voices.

Later we sew a big troop of Entellus monkeys in the same
locality. A big wild boar dashed across the road and vanished
into the forest. We saw several birds that we had not seen
before, including two kinds of drongoes and a remarkable long-
tailed jay. Much of the vegetation was new to us - lovely little
wayside flowers, ~ and of course thick jungle on both sides
of the road all day long. In fact it was too thick and there
were few places where we could get into it at all to collect.

The pass, where the road begins to lead down again, is
very high (Mr. DeJong says 10,000 feet but I don ? t think it is
that much). Takengon, which is 4,000 is so far below that the
country around it seems to be a low plain. From the pass one
gets a magnificent view looking out over range after range of
mountains.

We had lunch near a little stream. Although it was
mid-day the air was crisp and cool. It is grand to collect in
the tropics if one gets high enough, and to find rare tropical
fauna without shedding a drop of perspiration.

On our return we went down to have a close look at the
lake, and particularly at the swimming club, which I had thought
of patronising. However, the shores of the lake are rather
marshy; the water was full of algae; and with all the native
bathing going on so close to the lake the water was really not
very inviting • |CA

1

Nasi goreng for dinner - an excellent one. We took a

short walk after dinner. The moon was full and the night was
luminous. The air was like wm that of an autumn evening at
home - crisp and almost cold. Two blankets were welcome when
we went to bed, and we slept like logs for about ten hours.

June 23 -
r

We left Takengon in the morning, and spent all the forenoon
driving slowly down the mountain, stopping to collect wherever the
country looked inviting. We had lunch by the side of the road, and
Bill found some more big horned flies, and I found a species of
Ponerine raiding a Pheidole nest. About two o f clock, when we had
covered not more than forty kms. rain began, and it poured all
the rest of the way. We stopped at Blang Rakal, making another
effort to meet the old Datoek, but today he was in Bireuen. We had
hoped that when we got to the lowlands the weather would be clear,
but the storm c-ntxnued until we reached Lho Semawe, about five
o f clock.

We stayed this time at another little hotel, the Pension
Emma, and ordered a reistafel. Across the road was a big grassy
marsh, and the buffalo were coming slowly home, silhouetted against
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a sky that had turned golden when the rain ceased. A wide
rainbow stretched from horizon to horizon, and as dark fell the
night was clear and cool.

My. J. H. Van Gauns, a former animal dealer, came in
from his plantation and we talked with him until quite late.
We had hoped he would offer to collect for us, but he said he
was out of the animal business now. There is a curious jealousy
among Dutchmen out here: he had read in the paper that Dr. Coen-
raad went with us to New Guinea, Coenraad had written him asking
him for animals some months ago, but Van Gauns assumed the animals
were for us, and would make no effort to get anything. Had we
come to him first, things might have been different. But we had
not heard his name until a few days ago - Coenraad had never mentioned
him to us. A curious world. One would think that colonials, so
far from home, would be more kindly to each other.

tJ**uLn €j 2* "™*

We had made an appointment with another animal dealer
to have lunch with him in Kuala Simpang. Ordinarily it should
have been an easy drive for a morning, over straight roads, but
everything that could happen to delay us, did. We lost Beirne 1 s
collecting box off the back of the car and had to go back for it.
Some of the machinery fell out of the bottom of the car, and Remy
had to climb under the Buick and hammer it together again. As
a last straw we ran out of gas - fortunately near a small village
where Remy was able to buy four liters, enough to get to Langsa
with. From trie hotel at Langsa we telephoned that we had been
delayed, and for the cook at the Boulevard Hotel to start nasi
goreng for us. We arrived at 3U550 - our guests had been waiting
since 12.

They were W.T. Ruppert and his son. The old man, a
bearded, bespectacled German, has caught many of the big orangs
now in captivity, and has a reputation as a great hunter. He knew
no English, but his son knew a little, and we carried on a weird
three-cornered conversation in English and our bad German, with
Malay names for animals. Trying to do any business with old Ruppert
was difficult, for he refused to put prices on his animals, saying
that they were too difficult to catch, and quoting fabulous prices
that had been paid in Europe for animals. The only deal we
made was to pay him 20 guilders a pair for tupai - a" fantastic
price, but we haven* t been able to get any so far. He is to bring
the big orsng to Siantar next month. It was captured for Fort de
Kock, but the Zoo there, with the permission of the government,
is letting us have it.

We paid another call later in the afternoon, on Mr.
Van Greuter in Be sitang. He is an old gentleman, living in
obviously reduced circumstances, who has always been fond of
animals and had a small collection of his own. In spite of the
poverty of his establishment he still has a tame leopard, a dozen
monkeys, several birds, a baby musang, and two beautiful tame
otters. He let them out of their cage, and they ran about the
place like dogs, squeaking with excitement, letting anyone pet
them, begging for food under the dining room window, and completely
winning our hearts. As we were leaving Bill said "You wouldn't
sell your otters, would you? 11 and Van Greuter said ?tNo

.

?t To
which Bill could only say, ft I don T t blame you

.

v



We spent the night at Psngkalan Branda, stopping at a

queer Chinese hotel. I think Europeans ere not frequent guests

there, and we had difficulty in getting any food or service at all-

June 25 -

We reached Medan in the middle of the morning, and did our

u^ual frantic rushing about, trying to do a month's business in an

our - the Consulate, the bank, the K. P. M. office, Sen Hap's, etc.

Bill talked to the agent for the Silverash, and was informs tne

ho-t co^ld not stop at Baltimore first, as we had hoped. Going *v

Halifax late in September is taking an awful chance on weather, and

we don't want to do it.

Late in the afternoon we reached camp at Siantar, and as

usual it was good to be home again. Here was word waiting for us

that the Maharajah of Mysore has shipped two gaur for us to Bombay

to be quarantined there, and picked up by us on the way home.

The bovs have gathered in some more hornbills, a few new

monkeys including a young Entellus that ^ „^'^f,^°\^
eT

Felis minuta. Harry, however, is not so well. His digestion is

not working properly, and he is far too thin.

All night there were strange new noises in the back yard

to keep me awake . Whenever we come back from a trip I hay e to

get used to the pacing of the bear in his big metal lined cage,

to the cries of the little wild cats and the roar of the big

tiger, and to the conversation carried on by such nocturnal

animals as the musang and the squirrels.

June 26-28

It ha c taken three days of hard work to get caught up on

correspondence and accounts. The boys' turned over their accounts

to me, and I got a statement from the Hotel covering all our

expenses since the end of March. Bill wrote dozens of letters,

and I began to feel that the office work of this expedition is

pretty heavy.

The Brues left on the morning of the 28, headed for Palem-

bang, then Bali, Macassar, end Java.

June ZO -

About six in the evening a pony cart drew up to our front

door and a fresh young girlish voice asked if Dr. Mann was here.

Out stepped Miss Barbara Lawrence, from the M.C.Z. at Harvard, just

landed in Sumatra and in search of information about the animals

of the Island. She is collecting dead specimens, birds ana mammals,

and has just been in the Philippines, where she apparently tramped

all over the wilds, living in lumber camps and native villages,

doing her own shooting and skinning. We invited her to stay to

dinner, and after dinner we took her to the Pasar Jkaiam, trie

"evening market" or carnival, that is now taking place on the

nearest vacant lot.
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It was not a particularly good show. But it seemed to be

very popular with the natives. All the booths and games of chance

were so crowded we could not get close enough to see what was going

on. Two small theatres were producing Malay plays, end a man and

a woman, on a. platform, were doing a very slow and rather uninterest

ing Malay dance. We did get into the '-Chinese-Malay Circus*, and

watched the one troupe of acrobats, that constituted the entire

staff of artists, go slowly through some not very difficult

gymnastics. The audience in the little tent was more interesting

than the performance, with the flaring lights on their upturned

faces, that showed the features of nearly every Oriental race.

Two nice old Chinese, a man and his wife, neatly dressed, sat in

the front row, and near them were some Chinese tradesmen of the

town, plump and prosperous. Behind them were two bearded sikhs,

their swarthy faces grinning with pleasure under their snowy

turbans. Small boys, Javanese, Malay and Batek, and mixed, howled

with merriment at the heavy antics of the clowns. We were the

only Europeans there.

uly 1 -

Bill's birthday, and a nice one. The Coenraads and

Williams and Goud all came to call. We had reistafel, brought over

nobly by Horas and his bicycle. I was able to find two presents

for Bill in the local shop - a pair of Macassar filigree cuff links,

and a Balinese carving of a dancing girl's head. In the evening

we lit the Japanese lanterns, put on papaer caps, snapped crackers,

and toasted the Tuan Besar in champagne. The T.B. got into a

funk over a letter from the Zoo, which was not very clear about

financial matters, but we calmed him finally with assurances that

everything must be all right, and anyway he could cable tomorrow.

July 4 -

We had expected the Brownes to come up from Medan for a

patriotic celebration, but at the last wsEixifeBXXXE minute they^

sntt word they could not get away. We had the camp decorated with

flags - Dutch, .American, and Geographic - and had as close an

imitation of fen American dinner as we could get - fried chicken,

baked beans and ice cream. After lunch the boys put off a few

firecrackers, and as we sat on the verandah we decided that it

was alnost as hot as Fourth of July at home. The dry season is

upon us, and even Sianter, which has been very comfortable,

gets pretty warm about three in the afternoon. Nights are still

chilly however, and that is a blessing.

We took Barbara Lawrence over to Wbhew's jungle for a

morning's entomological collecting. She is of course still

waiting for gun and collecting permits.

Another morning Mr. Lynkamp took us over the Martoba

tea estate, which was interesting. Ten thousand acres of tea

is quite a lot, and we saw the various processes, from picking

the young tea leaves to tasting the finished product in a cup.

The factory is a big modern one, air conditioned in order to

drv the tea in a specified number of hours, and all so clean-

swept and spicy-smelling that a tour makes one a regular tea

addict. The Javanese girls who work in the factory are small

and amazingly strong. They carried baskets on their back that

I could scarcely lift off the ground. Lynkamp told us they
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(the girls) weighed about eighty pounds, and could carry double their
weight if necessary. In the fields a girl can pick about 480 bushes
a day* Most of ti:e Sumatra tea goes to London, where it is blended
with Ceylon or other tea. By itself it is rather strong, and
inclined to be bitter unless brewed very carefully, but it gives
good body to lighter tea s •

Camp life is full of amusement. Two little Chinese acro-
bats put on a show for us one morning, one of them being a good
sleight-of-hand boy. The personnel of the Circus at the Pasar
Malam visited us, and Bill had a grand time talking show business
with them. Horas brought us a live centipede in a tin box, and
had carefully put in a supply of rice for the critter to eat. We
ordered toilet paper from the grocery store and got cayenne pepper.
Barbara locks her door at night for fear of wandering pythons, and
buys Cross and Blackwell Finest Refined British Table Salt to
preserve her specimens. Miss Surbeck invited a boy friend to the
hotel in honor of Bill f s birthday, and the Coenraads feel hurt
because they are not invited to the party, whi ch we did not hear
about until Mrs. C. asked us if we had a party at the hotel.

The Monday Night Club sent us a Ringling poster, with
letters from all of them written on the back of it. Bill f s birthday
cake, instead of "Happy Birthday" said "Horas" in pink icing. Such
little things as these keep us all happy, and give us something to
talk about. We have not seen an American paper since January,
and can f t get much out of the occasional Dutch papers that come
our way. Mrs- Marsh was here the other day, and when we asked her
what was happening at home, the only news she could think of was
that Jean Harlow was dead.

I discard a pair of silk stockings, and find that the house
boy is using them for dish cloths.

July 7 -

Barbara, Bill and I started off fairly early in the morning
for Brastagi, and reached there in time for lunch. We went up
especially to see Harold Coolidge, and found him flat on his back in
bed, having heart trouble as an aftermath of blood poisoning and
fever, and very low in his mind having had to abandon his expedition
in New Guinea.

The ride up to Brastagi was lovely, but shortly after lunch,
which we ate with the Davises and Mrs. Coolidge, rain began to fall,
and the afternoon was cold and dismal. Even Sabayk was hidden from
view, and dense clouds closed over the view of the rolling sulphur
mists that we had seen when we were here before.

We slept most of the fternoon, had tea with the Coolidges,
and dinner with the Davises and Mrs. Coolidge. We heard tonight for
the first time that Amelia Earhart was missing on her round-the-
world flight • Wf"

?^ *

:4^&;-^ ^%^i\4^^^^^^M

July 8 -

Bill had a bad chill in the night, and felt rotten this
morning. We started home about nine o* clock, having the Davis boy
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Tom, ride with us, and he filled us with information concerning his
school, his riding ponies, end his favorite poetry. Deeply regretted
having left his volume of Burns at home, because he wanted me to read
Scotch poetry to him*

Upon arrival at camp we learned, that one native brought in
five hornbills yesterday, thus completing our quota of these
astonishing birds. Some of ours are beauties two - we have three
tremendous rhinoceros hornbills. They are caught with lime, and
come in with their feathers very sticky, but apparently none the worse
for the experience.

The Davises were to join us here for lunch, which they did.
We had nasi goreng, and enjoyed ontroducing them to this Mai- y dish.
After lunch Tom vanished into the back yard, to watch the boys
feed and care for their charges. As we were sitting on the verandah,
peacefully having our glasses of beer, one native boy who speaks a
trifle of English came running , breathless, to shout "Snake eats
boy I"

Feeling almost too faint to run, we all dashed out in the
back yard. Great writhing coils of python were visible on the
ground, surrounded by an excited crowd. Davis, his face stiff with
fear, came running toward the camp.

"Who is it?" I called. | ;

"Gaddi", he shouted back.

Just then I saw Gaddi leave the group and walk across the
yard, holding one hand. He squatted down on a corner of the porch,
and wrapped one hand in a stray snake bag. Bill was trying to help
Jennier get the python back in its cage. Jennier, his face simply
purple, shouted "Somebody take Gaddi to the hospital and take him
quick. ff

We borrowed the Davis f car, and Bill rushed Gaddi to the
hospital. Fortunately the wounds were not severe - at, least,
Gaddi still had five fingers left. The python had chewed on him
for about five minutes before he could be made to let go, and
there were a number of nasty cuts. The doctor took four stitches
in the palm ^fxhixxhxKS, and four on the back of his hand. Gaddi
came back, still smiling, and although we told him to rest up, he
was next seen going down his animal line and feeding his charges
with one hand. Later Jennier said that the python had been shifted
from one crate to another, and just as the job was completed he
told Gaddi to slam down the lid. Before Gaddi could do it, the
python got his head out, and grabbed Gaddi T s hand . Then the whole
fifteen feet of snake got out on the grass, put a couple of coils
around Gaddi T s arm, and it took the whole staff to separate them.

Bill, still feeling shaky from last night 1 s chill, was
not improved b the excitement, or by going around the Zoo tewkmm
with three different sets of visitors. At dinner time he gave up
and went to bed, and we had to send for the doctor.

July 9 -

Bill still not feeling well, and had to stand for a long
lecture from Dr. Meyers on the harmful effects of smoking, and the
probability of his actually having nicotine poisoning.
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Bill has given our smell siaaang to Tom Davis, but it wasquickly replaced by a lovely brown-furred, almost honey-colored
gibbon, with a dark-brown face, almost black, surrounded by a
halo of white fur. This is the first specimen we have had of
this gibbon, although it is rather widely distributed throughout
Sumatra.

July 10-

Bill had a good night and fells better. He had one shock
when a message from the hotel was sent over, saying that Harold
Coolidge ghsd been taken to the hospital in Medan, and that Mrs
C. wanted us to phone her immediately. Bill dhashed over to
te&ephone, but the news was not so bad about Harold: It wa^
simply a question of the altitude of Brastagi being bad for his
heart, so he is trying the hospital in Medan instead. What he
wanted was to know if we would take home the gibbons which his
associate, Carpenter, had collected in Slam.

We bought another python today, - not a remarkable one,
except for the way it was delivered. It came in an open, round
shallow basket, on the back of a bicycle. Its body was neatly
coiled round and rund inside, and its head, tied with a piece of
string to the edge of the basket, looked out over the edge. It
seemed perfectly calm and contented with this method of trensporta
tion. One came in the other day tied with a dozen strands of
rattan to a bamboo pole. Jennier started to untie it, to be sure
it was a good specimen before he bought it, and of course assumed
that the courageous captor of the reptile would give him a hand.
Instead, the moment the snake was free, evervone ran a mile away
leaving Jennier with a ten-foot python, holding the hech in his

'

hand so he would not be bitten, but trying to keep the python
from coiling around him. As he said, "We just rolled around the
grass together until I got it into a bag. Sk*K it had such bad
sores on it that I didn't buy it after ell."

July 11 - Sunday

A message came early this morning that a big tiger had been
caught in a trap near Dolok Merangir, and would we come and get it.
The last time Jennier and Davis went after a tiger it was one that
had been caught in a steel trap, and its leg was broken. So Bill
went dashing over to the Hotel to telephone. Unfortunately this
one ?/as also in a steel trap, so we turned it down. Someone will buy
it for the skin. Later another message came, this time direct from
Dolok Merangir, that there was a tiger - did we want it? We still
did not. In the late afternoon, while the Ingles of Dolok Merangir
were here, came a third message. This time it was a small tiger
caught in a grogol. Upon investigation, a grogol seemed to be a
box trap, end as we were sure that the big tiger had already been
shot, we thought it better to send Jennier and Davis to look at this
one. Armed with a. small cage, a gunny sack, and a couple of flash-
lights, they started out shortly before dusk. At eight-thirty they
were back, having driven fifty kms, and walked about five, only to
find that they were chasing the same old tiger. Rumors spread
as fast in this country as anywhere else, only this was an unusual
way to vary the tale, with the tiger growing smeller instead of
bigger ev ery time the tale was told.
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We had a nice visit with the Ingles, He is doing his best
to persuade the Silverash to go into Baltimore first, end the
Goodyear people are offering extra freight as an inducement

.

Indeed, from his description of it, I can imagine tigers and pythons
being well-cusioned on the homeward journey, with tons of rubber
to soften any bumps in the ocean.

The usual Sunday afternoon crowd came, asking permission to
see the animals. One Dutch crowd that we unwittingly let in had
had a few too many drinks, and had us very nervous. . One man
picked up a djeruk bali that Barbara had proudly bought in the
market this morning, and bowled it between the baby bears, and
finally fed it to the American bear, holding it in his hand
while he did so. Another one in the party thought it was funny
to tease Harry while he was having his dinner. When I asked him
to leave the tiger alone, he said T,But he didn f t bite me" . I
didn 1 t care about that - but Harry has had tummy troubles again
and I didn ? t want the tiger disturbed • A woman with them let
the Himalayan bear cubs lick her face - both cubs bite any of us
on no provocation. We were glad when our merry friends got out
of our kampong whole.

July 12 -

We were having breakfast when a big truck drew up in front
of the camp with a load of animals from Fort de Kock. Mr.
Nutzman, the manager, had come with them, and it was like undoing
Christmas presents to see the crates and boxes he had brought

.

A female tapir, &two kinds of porcupines were the only animals,
but he brought the mo st gorgeous birds, including fairy bluebirds,
silver-eared throstles, barbets and bulbuls, argus pheasants,
hornbills and frigate birds.

We had a good day, on the whole, adding one bamboo rat,
one entellus monkey and three more hornbills to our men agerie.
A squirrel escaped, but was caught again - our boys are pretty
good when they can outrun a squirrel

I

We had plenty of callers - first Nutzman, who had lunch
with us and spent the day; Helen Coolidge, who also lunched with
us, and had an Italian Consul in tow; DeJong, from Dolok Ilir
came to say good-bye, and brought me a lovely old Meningkabau
silver bracelet; also the Coenraad-S were both here in the evening.

The Dutchman who had us so worried yesterday by feeding the
animals embara ssed us further by sending me a bunch of flowers and
a djeruk bali to replace the one he fed to the bear

.

Bill feels better, and has been assured that he will be able
to take giraffe out of Port Sudan and still comply with the quaran-
tine regulations. Jennier cheered us all up at dinner when the
talk turned to "Where is our Pispis collector?" by remarking
languidly "The little town they loved so much they named it
twice."

July 12 -

Spent most of the day listing our animals for the customs



officials. We have 82 mammals, 157 reptiles, and 1557 birds -

8 total of 1790, of which 790 are not rice birds.

Another cable from Washington says that we will be able to

take gaur out of Bombay after a 6-week s quarantine, inasmuch as

they have been in the Mysore Zoo before being shipped to Bombay.

July 15 -

Packing up after living in a place for nearly five months
is a strenuous business, especially when the place is as lively and
full of interest as our camp. We had a farewell luncheon with
the Coenraads, nasi goreng for probably the last time, and we were
allowed in the kitchen to see how it was prepared. We want to
make it after we go home, and the secret seems to be that it is
stirred in a cast-iron, round-bottomed pan.

Ifi the evening we drove over to Dolok Merangir for dinner
math the Ingles, who have certainly been nice to us out here.
They have a charming house, with just enough touches of teak and
brass and batik to give an effect of richness without cluttering
the rooms. For dinner we had chocolate ice cream, and as I
suppose we will never eat ice cream again without remembering how
fond Davis and Jennier are of it, we said something of the sort
aloud. Whereupon Mr. Ingle insisted that we take some home to
them, and when we got in the car to go home, there was a big
freezer, packed in ice. The boys had gone to bed, but not to
sleep, and they sat up in bed, and simply demolished about a
quart and a half.

July 16 -

It was hard to leave camp and the bo3^s, but we hated
saying good-bye to Siantar, and to Mr. Goud at the Hotel, too.
Good old Goud 1 s eyes filled with tears as we drove off.

Bill had invited Mr. Klein, the traffic manager of the
railroad, to lunch witn us at the DeBoer , and when Klein told us
what the railroad was prepared to do for us, we could hardly
believe in our good fortune. We can have their assistance in
loading, have a special train at night if necessary, and the
railroad and the shipping people are going to work together so
that the animals can be spared as much handling and as many delays
as possible.

We had an amusing conference with the Consul in the
afternoon, going over all the formalities that have to be complied
with in shipping animals - some of the regulations being compiled
by the Dutch government and some by our own. The question of
Consular invoices was a staggering one; our list varies so from
day to day, the boys are busy enough feeding and cleaning stock
without spending all their time on paper work, and Bill admitted
that he had never had to invoice animals before. T!What are the
invoices for? 11 we asked. f,For the Customs in the United States.

"

tfBut, n we chorused, ?,We don f t have to pay any m^&^y2 xxStag duty.
These animals are government property. T? Then followed a
search through the rules and regulations to find out what
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exactly is exempt from consul? r invoices. ''Merchandise consigned
to the United States Government" is one thing, and we decided - may
the powers that be sustain us - that tapirs and gibbons and dicky
birds are "merchandise".

In the evening we met Dr Picard, the government veterinarian
who has to give us certificates that our hoofed stock is free
from rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, surrah and foot-and-
mouth disease, and that our apes, cats and- dogs are free from
rabies.

Mr. Ven den Weerd, the shipping agent, had dinner with us.

It seems now fairly definite that the Silverash will not go to

Baltimore for us, and the conversation during dinner was pretty
acrimonious. Just what Bill thought of the Kerr Company for
refusing to let us charter the boat and steer it where we please
was pretty lurid.

July 17 -

We had a busy morning, seeing the bank, the Straits
Steamship Co., and various wholesale merchants who are to supply
food for our stock on the homeward run. We ordered more than a

ton of bananas, one hundred dozen eggs, papaya, salt, grass,
chicken mash, and other things.

Back in the hotel, we were handed a letter from Carpenter,
who had taken offense at Bill's unwillingness to assume responsibility
for Carpenter's gibbons. I was simply foaming I was so indignant
at anyone's writing to Bill in that tone of voice, and just then
Helen Coolidge turned up saying sweetly, "See who's here" and it

was Carpenter. It was really fortunate, because he and Bill
started kidding each other about the letter, and no ill feelings
will follow.

We had a large lunch party - Helen, Carpenter, Mrs.
Carpenter and her sister, V?n den Weerd, Williams and the two of

us, and the lunch was reistafel - a darn good one, too.

After lunch we went out to the Zoo, and Bill picked
out some of the animals he would like to have to take home with
us, adding principally two half-grown orang utans to our collec-
tion.

In the evening we had Berthold and £udretsch at the hotel
for dinner, and the talk was all of animals.

July 18 -

We had cholera inoculations this morning, on accoiint of
the very recent epidemic in Siam. Then Epperlein's for sausage
and joghurt, then to call on Harold Coolidge, who is not as well
this morning. The poor boy is certainly having a terrible time
trying to build up strength for the homeward journey.

We sailed from Belawan on the Kedah at five o'clock.
Carpenter went down with us, and we stopped for a few min tes to

see his gibbons, which were aboard the City of Singapore. He has
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nine of them, varying in color from black to blonde, all in
nice large cages with perches and bars £&rxfehKmxfc& overhead* They
were parked outside the Captain 1 s cabin, and the Captain seemed
to be fond of there already* One little pale golden one was
very tame, and romped over the Captain 1 s bed and into his tea
without being reprimanded*

The Kedah is a fine small boat, trim and white and speedy*
The Brownes were on board, and we all had dinner together - and
a very good dinner, too, with button quail on toast.

July 19 -

It was pouring rain when we pulled into Penang, early in
the morning * We went ashore and walked as far as the railroad
station, stopping at the post office to send some letters and
cables. Penang is said to be a beautiful island, but we saw
nothing of it, except the arcaded front s of the office buildings
near the wharf, the narrow passageways where we tried to walk
to avoid the rain, and where we had to step over old men and
women sitting on the sidewalk and spitting betel nut juice. It
was easier to walk in the puddles of rain in the street.
The railroad station is famous for having no trains in it. You
buy your ticket at the office, and then go across the street and
take the ferry over to Prai, on the mainland.

The train left at 9.40 - a European- style train with
compartments known as "cabins* and a good dining car, with Siamese
stewards. We sat most of the day in the diner so that we could
see the country on both sides of us. For an hour and a half
we went through solid rubb er plantations - not a break except for
an occasional small railroad station. There were four hours of
Malaya - the districts of Kedah and Perils. After the rubb er
come open plains and rice pswafas. Lunch was our first Siamese
curry, which has an entirely different flavor from the curry we
are accustomed to, perhaps due to the fact that the powder is
mixed with coconut milk to make the sauce.

Pa dang Besar is the border station, and polite customs
officials came aboard the train. ?fHave you anything to declare? ?f

?,No ?f said we, and he bowed and started away. "What is dutiable?*
Bill asked, and learned that only fire-arms are forbidden, and
only merchandise for sale is dutiable. The Customs man was
followed by the Immigration officer, and Bill made him look at
our unnecessary Siamese visa . A traveler can only stay in Siam
thirty days without putting up bond, but as we have only a week
there was no trouble on that score. He did want to know "How
old your Missis?"

All afternoon we watched the moving picture outside our
car windows . A few plantations of young rubber showed that
Siam has aspirations to compete with Malaya. Most cultivation
was devoted to the inevitable rice. Buddhi st priests in gold-
colored robes wandered through the rain, sometimes holding
paper umbrellas over their heads. From time to time curious
rocks jutted straight up out of the flat country, high cliffs
against the gray sky, and toward evening we came into real
mountain country, where a thi ck jungle spread on both sides of
us, and the train needed an extra engine to push it up the
steep slopes of the hills. Men and women on the station platforms
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look much alike, as the Siamese country woman close-cropped

hair, and her sarong is tucked up between her legs to give an

effect of baggy trousers.

July 20 -

While we were having breakfast we had a glimpse of the

sea, and learned that we were at Hua. Hin, a famous seaside

resort. Later in the morning we stopped for some minutes at

Petchaburi, long enough to see the temples high on the hills

sbove the town, and to notice the curious bicycle-rickshaws

that furnished transportation.

The Siamese countryside is a land of spires - the rocky

hills, the temples, even the huge termite nests have a. similar-

ity to each afchwcx to the other.

And always and always there are rice fields, where

men and women toil under huge hats that look like inverted

wastepaper baskets. Egrets, marabou storks, and brilliant

fairy blue birds fly over the flooded sawahs.

It was just noon when we pulled into Bangkok. From

pictures, I had imagined the whole city to be one of spires,

and from the railroad Bangkok is a disappointment, for ?fje

sees nothing but one-story wooden shacks, some of them thatched,

but many with the inevitable corrugated iron roofs. ihe

American charge d'affaires met us at the station, as did a

half dozen newspaper photographers. How funny to have one's

picture in a Siamese peper, with that curious language Making

square-cut decorations above and beneath it that are illegible

to usl

We drove to the Oriental Hotel, which has the most

unprepossessing approach of any hotel I have ever seen. One

turns off New Road, which for the Mam Street of Bangkok is

sing larly unattractive, down a narrow gravel road called a

lane, and stops at the hotel door before one can eyen see the

hotel, so hemmed in by luxber yards and silver smiths is it.

The hotel itself is large, airy, and opening onto a green l.wn

that runs to the river's edge. Upsta.ris a^ verandah runs

completely around the building, and the big, high-ceilinged rooms

open off this - a cool and pleasant arrangement.

Lunch at the Legation took a long time, and was very

nice. The Chapaans are most hospitable, and offered to do

anything they could for us. After we had left them we called

at the shop bf P. Siah, a taxidermist, who has a few animals

in his back yard, one monkey, a few birds, and quite a number of

snrkes, including two huge pythons, a king cobra, and an albino

cobra.

Mr Minnigerode, the Consul, came in to call about

six o'clock*, and took us out to the Sports Club for dinks -

a big, old fashioned building, with a. beautiful swimming pool

and I cool lawn where we lay back in rattan chain and drank gin

slings and wondered how people ever settled down to life at home

after being spoiled to depth in the East.
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Mr. Minnegerode had dinner with us at the hotel* Later
we went to a Siamese theatre, where the high-pitched, almost

chanted dialoague was unintelligible and hence uninteresting
to us, but the costumes and music worth the evening. The
orchestra sat in a niche to one side of the stage, and consisted
of two xyllophone-like instruments, a drum and a pair of cym-
bals* Both men and women actors wore the curious high, pagoda-
like head dresses, gilded, heavy silk costumes xki* plastered
with artificial jewels. The audience was as good as the play,
surprisingly juvenile however. There were some adults, but
the vast majority were children, and some of them sat on the
stage during the performance*

After the theatre we went to How Thin Lau, a Chinese
restaurant with a roof garden on the fourth floor, an danced
to quite good jazz music until 12.SO. Bill enjoyed dancing
with some of the little Siamese and Chinese^hostesses 1' of the
establishment.

June 21 -

We called at the Legation in the morning, and went with
Mr. Chapman to call on Phya Jolamark, the head of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. He was a little dubious about finding
gibbons in Bangkok, a little disappointed that our time here
is so short and he cannot take us to the jungle. He was I

think, all prepared to lead our expedition to some grand country,
and it is too bad we cannot follow him.

He did take us to some Chinese bird stores, and in
one of them we found three gibbons, one of them a baby one.
One is gray, one yellow-white, and one black, and we bought
them ell. When we came back to the hotel, and asked where we
could keep them, the hotel manager had no suggestions whatever,
so in spite of his pained protests we took them to our room.
After lunch I took the baby out of the cage to play with her.
She loves to hang around on f es neck, and is really the most
appealing little animal I have seen for a long time. When I

put her down on the floor or on the bed, she sticks out her
tonge, spread her long arms, and runs to me as fast as she
can. But when she has to go back in her cage, she cries like
a human baby, and I wonder how long our neighbors in the hotel
will enjoy her.

Mr. Minnigerode took us for a drive around the city
in the afternoon, taking us through the ?foriginal city", where
are the Royal Palace and the many government buildings, and
ending up at the Polo Club, where we met Dr. Jones, a vet, who
offered to house our gibbons for us temporarily.
July 22 -

Up at quarter to six, and after a hasty cup of coffee
in the room we went downstairs, met Mr. Minnigerode, and went
with him for a motor boat ride through the klongs, or canals,
of Bangkok. For many years there was no way of getting about
the city except by canal, and the whole place is a web of them

.

We started down the Menam River, and turned off into a canal
that took us way out to the outskirts of the city. Here was
river life at its most industrious. Shops and houses make a
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solid wall along the waterfront. There was no curt? in of privacy
between us and the Siamese and Chinese going about their daily
concerns - cooking, washing, eating, on the raised platforms of their
little wooden houses. Steps led down to the river from each house,
and sampans of all sizes were moored in front of each dwelling.
Men, women and children were bathing, brushing their teeth, doing
their laundry, washing dishes, cleaning vegetables in the brown
fluid that we would be afraid to touch. Williams dipped his hand
over the §dge of the boat to see how dirty the water really was, and
Minnegerode exclaimed in horror: ?t Heavens, man, don f t do that: Think
of the cholera germs! " A little later a passing motor boat splashed
both me and Minnegerode, so if there were cholera germs, it was a
bit difficult to avoid them. We were glad that we had had anti-
cholera serum before we left Medan.

One of the klongs led through the ?ffloating market% one of
the most amazing sights in the world. The canal was packed solid
with little boats, so that I wondered how we would ever get through.
For a couple of miles sampans clogged the vmtew canal like so many
water hyacinths, a solid mass of them, but they parted to let us
through, much as water weed does for a canoe. All sorts of fruits
and vegetables were for sale, and although it seemed as though
everybody was selling and nobody was buying, there must have been
a real and organized market idea in back of it. u §fu

#v i
£
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On our way back, we stopped at the Wat Arun,
A
and climbed from

the boat up the rather rickety and very steep steps to the temple
grounds. A central tower, or phra prang, rises to a height of
150 feet, and is surrounded by four smaller towers. Stone steps
lead up the front of the tower, and there is a walk or terrace
around it, from which one can see the niches, and the statues in
them, that decorate the four smaller towers. High above one ! s
head are other statues, some of the Moon God riding on a white
horse, others of Indra, King of the Gods, on a three-headed
elephant . The buildings are constructed of brick covered with
plaster, and the whole thing is decorated with pieces of porcelain.
When the temple was being built - it took twenty years - there was
not enough money for the decoration, and the faithful were called
on to give their porcelain ware for this purpose. Set into the
plaster, therefore, are thousands of plates, saucers, little bowls
of the kind used for tea, and fragments of larger porcelain pieces.
Some of the blue china known as willow ware is there, and pieces
of rose and yellow and green. Close up, the effect is merely
curious, but from even a little distance, so * artistically was
the placing planned, the effect is flower-like and lovely. From
considerable distance the whole place looks as though it might have
been built of cloisonne. In the 150 years since the temple was
built, pieces have been broken and others taken away by curio
hunters, but this method of decoration has survived time and the
elements remarkably well.

Later in the day we went to the Pasteur Institute, where
serum is made for the treatment of snake bite. Three large pits
contain king cobras, ordinary cobras, and kraits and Rus sells vipers.
fimtsxririK* Two attendants, dressed in white, but wearing no gloves
or high boots or any sort of protection, put a ladder down from
the wall, and climbed into the first pit, that of the king cobras.
They lifted the dome-like shelters off the ground, and the horrible
long reptiles came wiggling out. The men showed absolutely no
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concern as they walked about among them* Picking up a big snake
by the back of the neck, one man held the reptiles, while the other
put a glass slide into its mouth. Its teeth and fangs crunched
down on the glass, and a teaspoonxarffull of thi ck yellow poison
trickled out. The attendant carelessly tossed the snake into
the narrow moat of water that surrounds the 4dge f the pit, and
they both came out, and proceed to the next pit. Here were the
ordinary cobras - dozens of there. Many of the little shelters
were lifted, so that the place was simply swarming with the

menace of death. The Siamese stood in front of one cobra, made a

gesture toward it, and it rose and spread its hood* Still facing it,
he bent over, grasped it six inches below the head, moved his
hand steadily upward, closing the hood as he did so, until he had
the cobra by the neck. Then it, too, was milked. It was the most
incredible, and nonchalant, handling of poisonous snakes that we
had ever seen. Only with the Russell 1 s viper was any particular
caution shown. These reptiles were handled with long metal tongs.

We had lunch at the Legation, then took our gibbons over to
Dr. Jones. Later in the afternoon we had tea with Phya Jolamark,
head of the Department of Agriculture, and there we met Bill f s

old friend, Nai Aab, now Phya Salwidhan. They met for the first
time in 23 years, and it seemed to be e happy reunion. Kungying
Jolamark was very chprming end hospitable, let us watch the Siamese
pancakes which she served us being prepared - on charcoal braziers
the batter was spread very thin, cooked to a crispness that crackled,
spread with shrimp, coconut and seasoning, and folded over - a
rick but delicious dish.

July 2Z -

Phya Selwidhan took us, in the morning, to the Wat Phra Keo,
the Temple of the Emerald Buddha - an amazing fairy land of golden
pagodas, glittering temple roofs, gless-studded walls that glitter
in the light, surrounded by a wall and corridor, the inside of which
is frescoed the entire length with scenes from the Ramayana - small
figures, detailed landscapes, lots of gold paint, an infinite
amount of work* The temple itself is a beautiful building, with
doors inlaid with mother-of-pearl on lacquered teak, and with
hundreds of little bells tinkling overhead. A great golden
altar inside has a high reliquary in which is the famous Emerald
Buddha, a figure 60 cms. high, cut out of a solid piece of green
jasper. It is clad in vestments of gold and jewels, and is so
high that in the dim light one cannot get a very good view of it

.

Around the temple grounds are many grotesque guardian figures, with
grimacing masks and high pointed head-dresses; bronze elephants;
statues of the bird God (Kinarm ?), demons, and all the complicated
mythological figures of the Buddhist tradition. Hindu and Chinese
figures have also been brought in, and carved stone statues of
indubitable antiquity mingle with the more modern representations
of the gods. One of the sights of the Wat Phra Keo is the model
of Angkor Wat, a reminder of the beautiful ruins that Siam lost
to the French.

Phya Salwidhan then took us to the stebles where the royal
white elephants were kept. He wanned us in advance that they were
white in name rather than in appearance. One of them h?d a blotched
and pinkish appearance; one very tall one had a pink trunk and
pink mottlings on his ears. We fed them both sugar cane, and
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their attendants ma le them bow their thanks to us.

We drove out to Phya T s house, and met his wife. Then we all went
down town to the Chinese restaurmt How Thin Lao, where we had shark f s

fin soup, some delicious fish, and a dish of Siamese curry prepared by
Madame S. in her own house. She also brought a big bowl of peeled
rambutans. This fruit has a pleasant, slightly acidic flavor, but is
so difficult to eat that I had never cared much fir it. When it is
peeled and seeded - a difficult process and one requiring a special
kind of knife, sharp and narrow - one can really get enough to taste
the juicy, delicate meat, and it is very good indeed.

Mr. Minnigerode had invited us to dinner, and we found ourselves
again that same evening at How Thin Lao ! s . We had a Chinese dinner,
with duck skin, pounded prawns, mushrooms, and other delicacies. After
dinner we went upstairs an

1 danced until twelve-thirty, Bill getting
a great kick out of dancing with the little Siamese and Chinese girls
again.

July 24 -

It rained steadily all raon ing, and we were glad of an excuse
to sleep laite, and rest up after all our activities. Just before lunch
we walked down to the nearby market, admiring the great variety of
fruit and green things that Siam raises and eats. Near the market
was a Chinese medicine shop, and among the remedies on display were
dried sea horses, and tiny seed pearls.

After lunch we went with Phya S. to see Wat Po, one of the
oldest and most beautiful temples here. Peace and serenity seemed
to hang in the golden haze of late afternoon. Golden-robed bonzes
wandered about, presumably meditating . A couple of men were spreading
corn on the stone walks to dry, and sweeping it up again with bamboo
brooms, ixttim Groups of small statues stood in a veritable rock
garden, which was sheltered by a green tree. Once inside the temple
gate we found ourselves in a corridor where there were many statues of
Buddha, gilded, all alike, making a row long enough to have real per-
spective, grading the statues from the highest one near us to the one
that seemed small because it was so far away. The big temple here
contains the famous reclining Buddha, 150 feet long, rather shapeless,
with most of the gilt worn off, impressive only for its size. One
golden curl which had fallen off stood on a nearby table, and it alone
was as big as a man 1 s head. In another temple was a rather lovely
gilded bronze statue of Buddha, high on a carved altar, and faced by
eight of his disciples. Jjfarfffraxhtm At the foot of the altar were
two big beeswax spheres, elaborately molded and colored a rather giddy
pink - a gift from the King to the temple of wax to be used in the
temple candles throughout the forthcoming year. The outside of the
temple has curbed and pointed gables which are covered with bronze
colored glass, shimmering in the sunlight like gold and most effective.
The temple gates are guarded by many of the same figures we have seen
in the other Wats, and also by a curious tall stone figure of a
Chinese admiral, in top hat, buttoned coat, flowing tie, floppy
trousers and high boots.

This is the beginning of the Buddhist Lent, and the temples are
all full of worshippers, who bring with them flowers and gifts of
candles and spheres of wax. The air is heavy with the odor of the
flowers and of the fragrant beeswax.
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In the evening we went with the Salwidhans to Saranrom Park,
where a Buddhist fair was being held. In small booths various
articles were for sale, and refreshments were being cooked over
rosy braziers. In a small theatre a troop of dancers were performing,
and although the place was peeked to the doors and we could only-

get glimpses of the dance by standing on tiptoe and looking in through
the windows, the effect of the dancers, wearing masks, the conventional
heed-dresses, and sparkling gero-stiadded silk costumes, was very
beautiful, and I would have enjoyed a closer and more adequate view
of the posturing that constiti:tes a Siamese dance. We were more
fortunate in hearing a Siamese orchestra, for we were invited right
into their pavilion, seated beside the drums, and given a most
interesting concert. Here again we heard the ; yllophone-like
instrument, and also gongs, fifteen or twenty of them, arranged in

a semi-circle, mounted on a wooden base, constituting a single
instrument played by one m?n. Two xyllophones, two sets of gongs,
one flute, and' four drums, made up the orchestra. They were
eecompanied by a chorus of five yong girls, chanting the story of

Buddha's life. It was interesting to see, even if the music meant
little to Occidental-trained ears.

July 25 -

Up early, and out to the Polo Club at eight o'clock, to

watch the jumping competition between the Bangkok Polo Club and
the Siamese cavalry officers. They had beautiful, spirited horses,
but the track was slippery and treacherous. Time and again the
horses refused the jumps; there were many spills, one of them a

bad one when a Siamese broke his shoulder. The riding over, we
had an elaborate breakfast, and then went on to the. Shorts Club
for a swim. The pool here is a beauty, and the 1

' place U^tr-~s<rci*l

m&o^^g, for Bangkok society on Sunday mornings. We met the
Cullings, and others whom we knew, and sipped cold drinks and ate
curry puffs between swims.

In the afternoon we went with the Salwidhans to the National
Museum, where in a fine old palace are housed the artistic and
historic treasures of Si am. There were many cases of Buddhas of

all ages and of all materials - gold, bronze, stone, plaster, etc.

A carved ivory howdah that once belonged to the Royal Family took
my eve, as did the display of richly colored, handwoven silks.

Here' was a case of old Siamese money, and I was surprised to learn
that the type that is now used only by souvenir hunters for buttns
once existed in pieces as big as your fist and worth eighty ticals.
A print of Buddha's foot, in bronze, with each toe as big as an

ordinary man's foot is one of the exhibits, as is also a model of

the tooth, a replica of the original in Kandy. The tooth itself

is something over an inch in length. Many bells, gongs and drums

tempted Bill to test them for tone, but when he struck one of them

Phys looked startled, and explained that the accompanying Siamese
text said that if you wanted a child to strike this bell. Whereupon
Bill struck it five times more. Old manuscripts are housed in
lovely cases of inlaid wood. There are beautiful exhibits of

armor and of ceramics - in fact all the arts, industries, and customs

of ancient Siam are here shown at their best.

A ride thr ugh "silver street", where dozens of open- fronted
shops display a dazzling amount of silver work, finished the afternoon.
We bought a jade ring and a pair of cuff links, and called it a day.
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All the Americans in Bangkok were invited to the house-warming

party of the Scholtzes, and we were taken along. We left about

nine, and brought Minneg erode back to the Hotel to dinner with us.

July 26 -

We buzzed around town trying to find out some information

about trains and boats, in order to get away from Bangkok, much as

we like it. Bill was taken to call on the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, and we both went down to the Traffic Manager of the

Siam Railways, who unfortunately did not speak English. Having

two interpreters rather bungled things up, and when Bill brought

up the question of getting rates, one of them said vaguely I think

we must charge you double."

We had lunch at Minnegerode' s place, and dinner at the

Legation - the -nly formal dinner we have been to since leaving

Singapore last March. Had to brush hunks of mildew off our

evening clothes.

July 27 -

In the afternoon we saw the Royal Palace, by special permit,

which stipulated that men must wear neckties and coats, and ladies

must wear stockings. TtexbTaiM±HgxtteKtyisxg:Et"SEiiyylaBi-K^xi±irK!*

»pyt«« Mat»afM * km x. klm xprtl lg**Juilh«*B«a«*fc iA*t« % t kBBa UMw^a^
KifchxikxxgHEgBOTarPByHi The Royal Palace itself, an impressive

structure in Italian Renaissance style with a Siamese roof, is

temporarily closed. We saw, however, the throne hall, which is

a building by itself. The throne is of mother-of-pearl inlay,

as are the steps leading to it. Over it is the white, nine-

tiered umbrella. tax* Behind the throne is a golden shrine

for the image of Buddha, but it was empty when we were there.

The walls of the great room look as though they were covered with

wall-paper, but on close inspection it develops that they are

painted with small water color scenes on plaster, in a regular

all-over pattern. On our way to the audience hall we passed

a slightly raised platform, and were told that this was the

elephant mounting block. The audience hall was tremendous,

much mother-of-pearl inlay, fine painting on the walls, curtains

heavy with gold leaf, and at the end, another shrine and another

throne.

Later in the afternoon we went to Bangkok Christian College

for tea, and met many American missionaries, and many Siamese

Christians. In the evening we went to the Culling s
'
for

dinner.

July 28 -

We learned that the S. S. Mslini, of the Siam Steam

Navigation Line, would sail this afternoon at three, so we had a

busy morning packing, and getting our specimens together. Five

nice gibbons arrived this morning by train from Chieng Mai, and

the Pasteur Institue is giving us two king cobras, and five each

of Sismese cobras, kraits, and Russell's vipers. .All our

belongings had to be taken out by launch to the steamer, which

was tied up in the Menam. We found the ship a nice little one,

1200 tons, with Danish officers, Chinese boys, and a Siamese
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crew. Our menggerie was stowed on the promenade deck, and we made
efforts to feed and water the stock before dark.

July 29 - At Sea §W| '

We were up early, and cleaned cages and fed gibbons. Most of
the cages are totally unsuited to the animals they contain, and we
asked if the ship T s carpenter had any spare time on his hands in
which to do a bit of remodeling. There is no ship ! s carpenter,
but one of the sailors is said to be handy with tools, and will
help us out tomorrow.

an
All morning we were anchored off Koh si Chang, jfckn island

where we took on a load of rice. We went ashore for an hour or
so, bought some fresh vegetables for our beasts, and found a man
who had twelve white squirrels to sell.

July ZO - At Sea

We were tossed about a good deal all night, and woke to
find rain and waves sweeping across the decks. Our gibbons
were pretty well protected by tarpaulin, but we worried a good
deal about their catching cold. Two of them had colds to start with,
and this should not help matters any. I held Stengah, the baby,
on my lap most of the afternoon - in fact until Stengah got
seasick, when she was firmly put back in her cage, and promptly
began eating bananas.

Toward evening the weather moderated, and animal keeping
was a little simpler. The carpenter has fixed the cages so that
it is possible to feed and clean without letting all the inmates
loose.

July 51 - At Sea

Two casualties: the white squirrels gnawed through their
wooden cage, and two escap ed. One was caught again, but one
jumped overboard. Also a Russell f s viper died. I hated to
see Bill open the big box that was full of these creatures, but
none of them moved, and he was able to remove the corpse with
no trouble at all, and throw it overboard, where it floated,
belly-up, looking more poisonous than ever.

We went ashore at Tumpat, in Kelant an, one of the Unfederated
Malay States. We found that Kelant an was famous for batik work,
and bought four more sarongs. Mso some feeding pans, and some
more fruit for our pets. The little town was decorated with
flags and lanterns, and patriotic slogans in honor of the recent
birthday of the Sultan. A great deal of the morning was spent
at the Club, where we were taken with true British hospitality,
and teated to gin tonics and beers. News reached the captain
that there was a cargo waiting for us a few miles back up the coast,
so we turned around and went back to Siam to get it. This little
jaunt from Bangkok to Singapore, which looks so short on the map,
is going to take longer than an Atlantic crossing on a big boat.



August 1- , y -, -° named Juul

Yesterday we sent a cable to c Danish planter/at Trenganu
asking if there were any animals in the vicinity of his plantation.

Today we anchored off shore, blew our whistle, and out came a launch

in which rode an enormous Dane. He climbed up the ship*s ladder

with a wicker basket under his arm, and in the basket was a pea-

cock. With many apologies he explained that the cable had reached

him just as our ship rounded the bend, and he had had no time to

make any incmiries. However, he did have a peacock in his back-
yard which he was happy to present to the Geographic Expedition.
The Malini runs as casually as a private yacht. The Captain and

the other officers were so happy to see Mr. Juul again, that long
after his 150 phbjks bags of rice were unloaded, and the ship

could have got under way again, they all sat in the little dining
saloon, drinking Swedish punch (in the morning), and swapping
yarns.

August 2 -

In spite of delays, we got into Singapore almost on
schedule. It was lunch time when we sailed into the harbor, and
I watched eagerly for a glimpse of the Silverash, the ship that is

to take us home. One Silver boat was anchored a little distance
away from us. She was between two enormous freighters, and looked
so little that I began to have decided qualms about crossing the
Atlantic in a ship of that size. On closer examination she turned
out to be the Silverwillow, and I could still hope that our ship

was to be a sizeable one.

Coming ashore, we learned to our dismay that this is a.

Bank Holiday - the first Monday in August - and all offices were
closed. We sent a message back to the Malini asking them to

feed and water our stock, and take care of it over night.
Registering at the hotel, we were delighted to find that Dr.

Schultz of Johns Hopkins, who has been in Borneo with the Coolidge
crowd, had also just arrived, and we had quite a reunion.

Late in the afternoon we went down to the Silverash,
which was tied up at the Empire Dock. It seemed an enormous
freighter when one stood on the deck, and the laugh was on me
when we learned that it was a little smaller than the Silverwillow.
Captain Rowe has had a lot of teasing about his animal shipment,

and we had to do a lot of reassuring, saying that the animals
would be no trouble at all - to anybody except us.

August 7 -

We called first on the Consul, and picked up a bunch of

mail. Then over to Harrisons and Barker, the agents for the Kerr

Line. The first thing to do was to get our gibbons off the Malini
before she sailed, and the agents promised to take care of that.

After calling on various government departments in regard to

permits, we dropped in at the office of DeSouza, and found that

Floyd Smith of Shanghai had been in there looking for us. He was
passing through Singapore on the Andre LeBon, on his way to

Europe, and we promptly got in touch with hire and asked him to
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lunch with us. Poor Floyd started out from Shanghai with a

giant panda, and it died at sea. If anything could be more heart
breaking than that I can 1 t think of it. He has on board at
present 48 rare pheasants, and three Chinese alligators. Bill
begged one of the alligators from him, and we all went down to the
Andre LeBon, a big Messageries Maritime boat, took off one alliga-
tor, and carried it by taxi to the Silverash. This is the way
animal collections are built up I

We went out to the DeSouzs 1 s in the evening. He is busy
working with a movie outfit, a picture that seems to be called
^BoolaT and is laid in Singapore. DeS. is supplying the animals,
and has little that he wants to sell to anyone else. He has taken
good care of our blue sheep, and kept them alive in spite of the
trying Singapore climate* The weather is very bad, just no?/.

There has been no rain for a week, and days are hot and nights
stifling. We sleep under an electric fan - always a bad idea,
and I have caught a cold*

Capt . Rowe, and the Captain of the Silverwillow were dining
at the hotel, and we had them join us.

August 4-

We started out in the morning to visit some of the Chinese
bird shops, but inasmuch as a storjr appeared in today 1 s paper
about "three big animal men r (Bill, Smith and Schultz) being in
town , prices were silly. One man had a bear cub which he
valued at $5 last time we were in town, but this morning he
asks 25 for it. A baby tiger, just about Harry f s size, was
priced at $280. The Chinese who owned the matter took us out to
The New World, where he hps a smpll animal show, and showed us
a huge Himalayan be?r, a rickety leopard, a small wild cat, and
a few other things, none of which we bought . As we left him at
his store again, I noticed a sign over the door which said that
he was also the agent for ?fleprosy pills. 11

We went out to Basapa ? s Zoo in the afternoon, and arranged
for quite a number of things, including a young Borneo orang utan.

In the evening we had. dinner with the McEnellys, and ha

d

a very pleasant evening* Mr. McE. had two telegrams for us, one
giving us permit for our extra birds, and the other giving us
the cubic contents of our Siantar shipment - 2500 feet . We had
been worrying for fear it might be much more than that.

August 5 -

We spent the men, i rig with Basapa at the hotel, and then
went out to Johore to have lunch with the Tungku Makota. It was
nice to see our mountain lions and bear and raccoons looking well
and plump The Tungku had our shipping cages for us, and two
black panthers and a no-wattled cassowary to put in them. We
watched his men shifting the panthers from their Zoo cages to the
shipping crates, and it was quite an exciting performance, with
much shouting in Malay before the crates ' ere finally hoisted to
a big red and gold truck and driven down to the ship.

The Tungku is a great Zoo enthusiast, and he and Bill
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t allied animals excitedly all through lunch.

In the evening we had dinner with Mr. Chasen of the Raffles
Museum* Dr. Schultz was also there, end it was a happy evening.

August 6 -

While Bill ran around from agent to ship to government vet
to Colonial Secretary, I used the morning to do a bit of shopping,
and got some lovely things from Tang, the Chinese dealer. A
mandarin coat for Malcolm Davis 1 wife that is a beauty, and some
nightgowns for me in exouisite hand-embroidery. I lunched at the
hotel with Williams, Schultz, and Audrey Sellers, and then we
went down to the Rilverash and joined Bill there. All our animals
were put aboard this morning, and we were supposed to sail at
four o * clock. However, there was some difficulty about an oil
tank, and it was eleven before we finally left. The ship is
really veru comfortable. We have our own deck, a big bedroom,
and a sitting room. Dinner was simple, but well cooked. I
think I shall like the Silvers. sh.

August 7 -

We were up early, and fed some of our stock before breakfast.
Poor little Stengah has a cold now, but inasmuch as the other two
gibbons who were so sick seem to be getting better I hope &e will
pull through too. She is such a friendly baby, and loves to hang
on anybody 1 s neck. Williams has nicknamed her ?f sticking plaster. Tf

After breakfast we started to write some letters, when a
sailor came with the news that one of our lizards was out. We
have several small lizards from Siam in one big cage, and Bill
started off with a butterfly net to capture the stray. When he
came back, an hour or so later, he said it was one of the Komodo
dragons that had broken out of its box, and he had been unable to
catpure it. It is fortunately down in the hold, and the only
other animals there are the other Komodo dragon and a small
collection of birds from the Batavia Zoo. Bill moved the birds
up on deck, and left the lizard loose, preferring to wait until
he has expert help, which will be tomorrow. It gives one a queer
feeling to know that one of those monsters is walking about
below decks, even if he is well shut in.

A sudden squall shortly before noon sent everybody
running with tarpaulin to cover the animals. Rain blew in from
all directions at once. It is hard to take care of animals on
board properly, and the first few days are always a mess. We
ordered a lot of food in Singapore, but it is at the moment inacessi-
ble in the storage room, and we ourselves forego our morning
fruit in order to give it to the gibbons. Cleaning cages without
proper instruments, and trying to give the animals water out of a
bucket is also difficult. It will be good to have the boys aboard
to-morrow and have all our own Zoo equipment.

We stopped at Port Swettenham late in the afternoon, and
Bill asked the agent to get us some bananas, chickens and pigeons,
which he did. The birds are food for our big cats. The two big
panthers from the Tungku. the clouded leopard from Basapa, and our
little Siamese wild cat all need meat.
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August 8 -

We were supposed to reach Belawan at deylight , but we are being

late all along the line on account of the delay in sailing from Sings

nore and it was actually noon when we arrived. Captain Kowe

pnnomced at about ten o'clock that he could see Sumatra on theS fb couldn't find Belawan. I would not advise a nervous

rJ"ttpneer to sail with him. He said, leaving Singapore, that on

Account of the tide he would have to'take an^ccustomed way out of

the ££ce, and hoped he wouldn't get lost He is lost one ship -

it foundered after a collision in New York Harbor and had another

one burn up in the Philippines. 1^suppose these things happen to

all captains in time, but most of them don't tell the passengers

about them.

However, he did find Belawan, and we found Davis, Jennier

and Gaddi on the dock, where they had been since nine o'clock in the

blistering sun. All our animals were on freight cars drpwn up right

alongside the ship. The railroad people courtesy .8 J
q+-<rT> 1 im

>

} h->d eiven us a special night tram, charging us omy ioi uie

W^eSlS (abou^thirty dollars) anj had made ar-ngement

s

beforehand with the customs people so th^n^e^^e
n°^^^^g °V6r

of specimens, and no delay in loading. About two the menagerie

Started to eSxoe aboard, and it took all afternoon, and until about

Sght that night. Bill, Davis and Jennier shouted themselves •

hoarce. but nothing could make those coolies realize that they were

hanSng livestock! and not crates of rubber or bags 0fJ^ #

lnt5^
the cages were kxkx swung on board m big nets, and lowered into

the Not 6 hatch. A few of the big crates were left on deck, those

containing tigers, tapirs, bears, .sheep, and so^J^JX^Sblt
p-pp on the boat deck, and we are trying to protect a&

~ \ A
y

?rom sea breeze and at the same time give them enough fresh air and

sunshine to keep them healthy.

We were supposed to sail this evening but^n there is

delay in loading palm oil, and we stay in Belawan over night, ihe

American Consul (Mr. Walker is acting in charge)
i^ll™

01*** ™*
t

Medan Zoo, and Vanden Weerd, the agent of the Kerr Line, all spent

some time on board with us. The Coenraads were both here and had

lunch on the ship ^-Congressman
"n°d FKd^ltftS*.,

out hpre to be with us, ana arrived aixei n±±± emu. ± nc ^
^

eTso turned up. He spent four days with the boys in Siantar and

got a great kick out of it.

August 9 -

We left Belawan in the morning, and all day the boys worked

like mad to get their stock in some sort of order. Cages had been

stacked in such a way that it was impossible to get at some of the

animals at all. Casualties due to the delay on the dock, .-no to tne

roueh handling by the stevedores, were sickening. One clouded

Jeopardfa Slang, two prehensile-tailed procupines, and five hundred

birds are dead.

We got into Penang in the evening. Jennier and Davis,

weary as they were, went ashore about ten o'clock and stayed for an

hour. Bill and I went early to bed.
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August 10 -

Bill and I went ashore with tfes our old horse-trainer friend,

Connie O'Neal, and he took us to various markets and tinsmiths where

we got the food and feeding pans that we wanted for our animals.

A crate of ran rembutans, a couple of pecks of greens, a sack ol

flour a big bag of carrots, and a tin of dried worms were among

the day's supplies. Gibbons are wild about rambutans, and even those

that are extremely fussy about their food and seem to have no

appetite at all, will cram as many of these fruits into their mouths

as possible. I cannot see how there can be much nourishment in

them, but it is pleasant to see an animal enjoy his food. lne rat,

sillv orang we got from Basapa has also an encouraging appetite, and

sits, Buddha-like, all day, placidly stuffing himself with any aii

fruit or vegetable at all.

The little Siamese wild cat escaped, and was located under a

lizard cage. Jennier caught it again in a burlap bag.

We took Harry up on the boat deck and chained him to a post

but he did not like it stix at all. Poor old Harry has been so used

to being the boss of the camp, and f* has played outdoors all his

life, that he complains bitterly about being in a cage, yet is

frightened by all the strange noises and smells of the snip when

we take him out.

Stengah still has a cold, and is so droopy at different times

of the day that we think we are going to lose her, but then she

peps up and seems quite bright again. /II she wants is a nurse who

has nothing to do but hold her all day long - then she is quite

happy.

We were a little late in sailing from Penang, because the

captain was doing a little side work, trying to see whether or not

he could get a job as pilot in Penang, if he gave up the sea-captain

business. I have never known as casual a soul as he is.

August 11 -

We were up early, and had the gibbons, orang, squirrels, wild

cat and some of the birds fed before breakfast. We spent all

morning passing the northern coast of Sumatra, which is wild and

mountainous and beautiful. Clouds drifted across the blue mountain

side*, and veiled some of the peaks, as we said our farewells to

Sumatra. .After all, in spite of a lot of disappointments and haru

work, we did have a good time there, and it is a gorgeous country.

A stiff breeze is blowing, and the Captain thinks we may be

getting into the southwest monsoon already, and that will make

things a little difficult aboard. We want all our cages safely

guyed and anchored before we get any heavy seas.
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Ps the afternoon wore on, the nearness of the Southwest Monsoon

became increasingly evident. A stiff wind, sudden gusts of rain,

and a wallowing sea, made animal keeping anything but a pleasure.

Three tiroes we got completely soaked to the skin ourselves, because

we dashed up to the boat deck to cover up gibbons when we saw a

cloud on tie horizon, and the rain came whitening the sea, and

blowing horizontally on us before we could get back to our own

quarters. The big Mawas kuda from Atjeh sits and skakes his cage

alarmingly, and it has all been reinforced with steel wire and

guved to stanchions so that he cannot shake it completely to

pieces. He is the roost dangerous animal aboard, not excepting the

Sumatran tiger, and certainly the roost fearsome to look at.

Davis and Jennier are discouraged almost to the point of te^rs.

Davis confessed at dinner time that there was one bird cage he had

not yet been able to reach - the roulrouls have now been three days

without food or water. The Captain promptly ordered two sailors to

go below with Davis and sort out cages so that this last lot could

be reached, and saved - if indeed they were still alive. Only two

of the twentv were dead. As Davis said "Boy, they sure can take it.

August 12 -

The day is still a little stormy, but not as bad as yesterday,

The Cpptain turned all hands out to help the boys place their cages

where they want them, and make of Nu mber Six hatch sometning approa

ing a tidy Zoo. With help, it was done, and Jennier and Davis are

cheerier." The female blue sheep, one of our rarest animals, is

not feeling so well, and everyone is hoping that she is merely

seasick, and not suffering from an overdose of sun the day we were

in port. The blue sheep are mountain animals, and the noonday sun

is hard for them. ^||

Gaddi is at work agpin. The first day we were out I watched

him, and he spent the whole day running his legs off up and down the

deck, always with a couple of buckets of sweet potatoes, or water,

trying to get all the stock fed and watered before the day was over.

He never had a moment to draw breath, and when I asked him, well,

Gaddi, what do you think of life at sea?" he answered, "It is very

good " Yesterday he wps seasick. After many valiant efforts at

conouering the qualms, he finally had to give up. He is such a

plucky little soul that it must have been hard for him to admit

defeat. Today he is smiling and busy once more.

The Captain showed us his movies in the evening, pictures he

has taken on his round-the-world trips, and he had some very good

shots, especially of porpoise, albatross, and the Medan Zoo.

August 1

I have been promoted. I fed the gibbons before breakfast,

and then spent two hours down in the hptch cutting up apples and

banenas for the birds and ani als. Bananas are required cut in

three different ways, and a bucket of each kind, so it was quite a

job. I had Stengah out for a while, and gave the poor mite a

bsth, which she seemed to like. The Captain's dog tried to make

friend *with her, but the tiny bunch of fur did her best to bite him.
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The old Southwest Monsoon, that hes been held out as a sort

of bogey to us, has not been so bad. Sudden gusts of wind and rain

come up from time to time, and we ell scurry to see if our particu-
lar animal line is well covered with tarp. But the sea has been
pleasant, and no rough weather since the Second day out. It is

just as well; how I would survive slicing bananas and apples down
in the smelly, noisy hatch, where the pigs squeal, the cockatoos
shriek, the siemangs howl , and all the little birds twitter, I

don * t know unless the floor under me was fairly steady.

We had a swift current - three knots an hour - against us

all the way along the coast of Ceylon, and instead of getting into
Colombo in mid-afternoon, it was seven at night when we came into
the harbor, and nearly nine before we got ashore. The harbor is

pretty at night, with the big hotels lighted up, a light house
blinking just outside of town, and a big sign gsriH that spells

over and Over again "Ceylon: For Good Tea". The harbor was full

of ships, and they added their lights to the general festive
effect.

Mr. Buell, the American Consul, came down to the ship to

meet us, and also Dr. Hill of the Medical School. When we finally
got ashore we went to the Hotel to pick up Mrs. Hill and their small

daughter Dorothy, and then went around to see Mrs. John Hagenbeck,

to find out if she had any animals for sale. All she had, that we

could use, was one squirrel, so we asked her to deliver it aboard

in the morr.ing.

Then we went out to the Hill's house, and saw his private

collection of birds and animals, which included some rare things.

Here were flying sauirrels and flying phalangers, in cages that

actually gave them room to fly; two kinds of purple-faced mcniEkxy

monkeys; a pangolin busily eating mashed banan a and milk; slender

loris, with its big eyes and queer thin legs; slow loris; red

langurs (one of them stole a big black wooden button off my

dress); and many birds, including a pair of Queen of Bavaria parrots.

August 15 -

The Hills came on board early to see our menagerie.

He brought us one slender loris in a cage, and I do hope it lives

till we get home; it is a weird little beast. Our rock squirrel was

also delivered, and we sailed at nine o'clock. All along the

lovely, mountainous, hazy-blue coast we busily peeled bananas, seeing

nothing of the land, and when we came up on deck again we were well

out o§ sight of land, and rolling along across the Indian Ocean.

A stiff breeze blew up in the evening, and we were afraid
of another storm, but the Silverash rides steadily, being heavily
loaded, and all went well through the night.

August 17 -

There is plenty to worry about, even though the weather
stays fine. The big Mawas kuda from Atjeh refuses to eat, having
been fed exclusively on durian before being turned over to us, and

durian being absent from the bill of fare we carry for our monks.
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Good-natured as Captain Rowe is, I think he would draw the line

at a large consignment of durian aboard - he complains already that

the animal cages smell a bit strong. Three of the Siamese gibbons

have colds and no appetite at all. We tempt them with boiled sweet

potatoes, onions, oranges, apples, rice, bread and honey, milk

and oatmeal, greens, and bananas. One old lady, known as Grandma,

eats like a pig, but most of the others are choosy, and Stengah,

Mr. Black, and Skinny, won't eat anything. I can't see what they

live on.

The most serious loss to date is that our of male serow.

That really is a blow. These goat antelopes have never been

seen alive in the States, and we Jhocexx had a fine pair from Fort

de Kock that we were hoping to get safely back to the Zoo.

The young orang from Borneo is sneezing.

P tiny finch escaped from its cage this morning while Davis

was cleaning, and flew into the big orang 's cage. The great villain

bent over, sniffed at the tiny bird, but didn't touch it, whereupon

it flew out, was captured by Davis, and put safely back into its

cage, probably never realizing what a narrow escape it had had.

Harry is still unreconciled to his cage, and is getting

himself a bad set of menagerie marks. It is a problem what to do

with him, for he is frightened when he is out on deck, and is

rubbing great sores on his nose when he is in the cage.

August 18 - 28 Bombay

I wonder if envone ever came to Bombay for few days ana

saw as little of it as" we did. We hurried from the Consulate

to the Zoo to the bank to the ship and back again. Fvery moment

we spent ashore we were worrying about our charges on board, and

yet there was a lot of business to attend to in town.

Our first call war of course on the Consul, where we

picked up some mail. Then out to the Zoo, where we met .^ Super-

intendent of Parks, Mr. Ahmedi, the head of the Zoo, ?nd the chief

veterinary officer. Our two gaur, sent here by the Mysore Zoologi

cal Gardens some six weeks ago, are fine young animals, tame, cow-

eyed, and sleek. Not very imposing yet - they just look like

unusually fine calves - but if they live they will be handsome

bison.

The 7oo is in Victoria Gardens, and is more a botanical

garden than a zoological one. They have some fine specimens,

however, including a group of sloth bears, a riding camel, huge

Bengal tigers (one of them tame), a group of langur monkeys,

a mother leopard with two cubs.

We arranged to take the cubs, and Phmedi secured a full-

grown male for us in addition - a tall, light colored Persian

leopard. He also gave us the langurs, but we were unable to

get a permit to take them out. There is a government law that

monkevs may not be shipped during the Southwest Monsoon.
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We spent one morning in the market, which is one of the
finest I have ever seen. The fruit stalls had grapes from Quetta

,

pears from Kashmir, melons from Afghanistan* The flower stalls
were fragrant and colorful. There was a bird market, but it

ran mostly to doves and budgerigars, although we picked up a

dozen brown and yello^ weavers and ten ring-necked parrots.

We found a couple of private collectors, one of them
St. John Cowper, who is an enthusiastic aviculturist . He had
sun birds and roulrouls, jays, and many American and South American
species, some of which he was raising,

A Par see took us out to see his collection, which included
a number of amazingly tame animals. Birds and squirrels perched
on his fingers as he petted them. He wanted to sell us a y ung
tiger, but Bill was inclined to believe the animal had a touch
of rickets, and was afraid to buy it.

Bombay is an amazing city - huge buildings in Mid-Victorian
style, with a swarming, colorful population. When we were in
Sumatra I had thought of making a study of native head-dresses.
Anyone who took up that hobby here would have a lifetime job.
Robes and headdresses are of all colors of the rainbow, and all
different, from the spotted oilcloth hats of the Par sees to the
little yellow tarns of the police.

Traffic is dense, and I should think it would be nerve-
racking to drive in. In additions to the automobiles, bicycles,
and pedestrians (who never under any circumstances look where
they are going) there are plenty of gharries - old-fashioned
vietoria s pulled by rather ancient horses.

We spent two evenings at Greene T s Hotel, where there is
dancing with meals. One evening we went with the mate and two
of the engineers; the second evening with the captain and a

Miss Edna Flower. The music was good, and we enjoyed dancing.
We had one lunch in the air-conditioned dining room of the Taj
Mahal Hotel, a big structure fronting the bay, with domes and
arcades that make it look like an Indian palace. I believe it

was built by a Maharajah as a personal hobby. Anyway, we had
good curry and rice.

August 21 -

When we woke in the morning, we were just pulling
the harbor. Bill and I went back to our banana -peeling
promptly after breakfast. Some of our cages have been
into^ Number 5 hatch, which gives us more room. All the
siamangs, and Javanese lang-rs are in a line there, and
have sixteen monks instead of nine to care for.

We are having difficulties with the Chinese crew, who have
shown a disposition all along to annoy some of our more nervous
animals. Now things are beginning to disappear - a giant
salamander, which could not possibly have got out of its box by
itself, is gone, and knowing how fond the Chinese are of eating
them, we have our suspicions. Gaddi preserved the skull and
skin of the serow that died, but while the skull was drying on
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Street scenes in Bombay include 8 pious Brahmin leading a sacred

cow, and holding a bunch of green grass- If you buy the grass

to feed the cow, you acquire merit.

People sleep wherever and whenever they please. fit no hour of the

day can you walk along the street and not have to step over

prostrate natives.

Even the mongoose and the cobra feud is still carried on,

although we did not see any very spirited version of it. One

night on fesxrstxjskip on the wharf alongside the gilverash

a native brought a cobra out of a basket, and a mongoose out

of a sack, and tried to get them interested in each other.

The fight never came off, although we were told later that

the o ner of the animals had to be assured of a. fair-sized collec-

tion before he would risk a fight to the death. In other words,

if the audience would put up the price of a new cobra - or

mongoose - he was willing to have a fight to the finish,

It was from this native that Bill secured his cobras. He insisted

on having specimens that had not had the fangs removed, and

was assured that the eight or ten he bought were perfect specimens.

They cost eight rupees each - probably an awful gyp.
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deek in the sun, someone took one of the horns - good Chinese obat.

We were pleased to see that our animals appreciated the
marketing we did for them in Bombay. The blue sheep like the new
hey, the mawas kuda likes grapes, as do most of the gibbons (even
little Stengah who is so ill sat up and ate a few grapes), and all
the monkeys like siri leaves ,xsnp

August 22 -

I fed. my gibbon line this morning, chopped up a bucket of
apples, and then spent the rest of the morning nursing Stengah,
who died in the early afternoon, apparently of pneumonia

.

In the If te afternoon the captain called all hands on deck
to cover our cages and lash them all securely* as he had had
warnings of bad werther ahead* The sea had been grey and swollen
all day, with a damp wind blowing, but about four o f clock the Captain
said the barometer had dropped suddenly, and he expected trouble.
Everything was made as tight as possible, but nothing happened.
The Silverash rides steadily in a moderate sea. In the evening
the moon came out, and made the Arabian Gulf ripple with light.

But for a few moments in the afternoon, with the wind whistling
through the superstructure, and men struggling to hold the billowing
tarpaulin in place while it was lashed over and around our animals,
it was a bit exciting. At last the Sou T west Monsoon seemed about
to catch up with us*

Karachi, according to the Captain, is a difficult port to make.
He was planning to arrive about midnight, and anchor outside the
harbor until he could get a pilot in the morning to take us in.
He wirelessed ahead, in the face of the storm warnings, and received
an answer that cur ship would be tat en in whenever it arrived.
Anchoring outside in weather, even such as this, is impossible.

Traveling on a cargo boat is entirely different, and in many
ways much more interesting, than traveling on a passenger bo?t

.

One becomes vitally interested in the cargo that comes aboard, and
the amazing variety of it, and the intricate way in which it has to
be stowed* The Captain does not know ahead of time exactly how
much cargo he will take on in a certain port, or what its destination
will be, but when he unloads, the Halifax cargo has to be on the
top, and the New Orleans cargo on the bottom, no matter where he
has taken it aboard. It is all plotted out in sections, and
allowance made ahead for various things. Coffee and bonemeal n'
cannot be stowed in the same hatch, or oil and rubber, or gmpiil le fU^uyu^
and eotton. In Bombay we took on te^eme^L, rjo^

)

sj^J)
{ Pv^ot

August 2? -

When we woke, we were alongs de the wharf in Karachi, and
bales of cotton, skins, sesame seed, Japanese pots and pans, and
an amazing variety of cargo were already being loaded. Ps soon as
cmstoms and immigration formailities were over, we went ashore.
We had been met by Mr. A . Khan and by Nazirmohaned, a rascally-»look-~
ing animal dealer. The letter accompanied us, and we went first to
the Consulate, where we had rather a bewildering reception due to
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the feet that Bill absent-mindedly sent in Captain Rove » s card instead
of his own. When the very new Vice-Consul (whom Bill had assumed to

be the Consul with whom he had had correspondence) finally put an
end to the Comedy of Errors, we got on very well, and met the Consul,

Mr. Clarence Macy, and had a discussion of the camel situation which
led nowhere*

We may have been disappointed at finding that elephants
did not roam the streets of Bangkok. Karachi made up for it by
the number of camels that stalk, high-headedly through the streets.
Here, unlike any other place in the world, camels are used as
draft animals, and pull rubber-wheeled carts through the town.
We saw one caravan, of a dozen camels lorded with sacks, and
many camels with enormous loads of hay on their backs, but the
common method of transportation is these wooden carts, with
automobile tires on the wheels, drawn by a camel. The beasts
are unusually tall, and would make stunning Zoo animals, but
there is so much surrah in the district that the veterinarian
could not give us a certificate to take one outi Bands of bells
around their knees add to the Oriental atmosphere of Karachi.

Bombay is a. mid-Victorian city. Karachi is like
picture-book India, with low, flat-roofed houses, some of them
built of adobe. The city is completely isolated. Desert hems
in three sides of it, and even encroaches on the town, as we
went through sections that were nothing bit sand and a scrubby
mesquite-like growth. The sea makes the fourth boundary, and it

is 700 miles to the next city.

We went out to the Zoo, but there was little there that
we wanted. A pair of Indian badgers appealed to Bill, but the
director, who is a horticulturist, wanted Rupees 500 for the pair,

which was simply silly, and we will have to live without Indian
badgers.

We had dinner on the ship. The agent came aboard, and Bill
appealed to him for police protection for our animals. Natives cornea"

aboard in droves to look at our floating Zoo, end while they are not

malicious, they insist on poking their faces up against the bars,

which is frightening to the animals, and dangerous for the natives.
When Bill made the rounds after dinner, he was delighted to find

two crimson-be-turbaned Afghans with gleaming badges keeping all

sight-seers at a safe distance. When Jennier and Davis came aboard

about eleven, they had some difficulty persuading the guard that

it was quite all right for them to look over the stock.

August 24 -

Nazirmohamed met us again, bright and early, and insisted

on acting as guide for us, although he bores me to death. He talks

too much, showing his betel stained teeth, spreads a continual

grin over his pock-marked face, and constantly protests his superb

honesty, and begs us to recommend him to animal dealers in the

States. He brought us three pythons, two cobras - at 12 ruppees

each, and accompanied by the statement that they were "fixed", that

all available cobras indeed had thejr fangs drawn; some rock parre-

keets, a hundred avadavits (small, strawberry-like finches), and

three of the common Karachi crows, handsome, glossy black animals

with grey necks.
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sPend^g the income fromner book on a trip to the Vale of Kashmir*.

August 25 -

~ „
We ordered most of the supplies we need for the voyage

5
6 Ship S chpndler

> but made the rounds of the market andpicked up more cire leaves, some Kabul melons in the hopls that
the big orang would eat them. We had to buy 400 dozen more bananas
12 dozen more eggs, greens, apples, tomatoes, peas and beans, pears
cnickens and pigeons. Our menagerie has a husky appetite, taken
as a whole, although some of the individuals are picky, to say the
least.

We were supposed to sail at noon, but loading was delayed
by the Captain's discovery that five wet bales of cotton had been
stowed in Number 2. It took four hours to unload and put cotton
back again properly. We did not sail until evening.

Dr. Morton is down with dysentery, and although she wanted
to go on to Kashmir, the Macys persuaded her to stay with them for
a day or two, telling her that Kashmir was full of cholera and
dysentery, and no place for an invalid. She complained bitterlv
that for forty years she had been dreaming of going to the Vale
of Kashmir j now that she is on the edge of it, she is delaved by
illness, and besides is told that it is a horrible and dangerous*
place, and not even a Valley, but some thousands of feet high.
She actually felt so sorry for herself that she wept, and was
terribly embarassed about doing so.

Karachi is the first place where we have been that the
women as well as the men wore sun helmets. The glare from the
desert sun is really terrific, and topi and sun glasses are
essential for comfort. Evenings are marvelous, however, with a
breeze that is almost cold.

August 26 -

Now we are really heading into the long-dreaded Monsoon,
but it is not as bad as we had been led to believe. There is a
stiff wind blowing from straight ahead of us, and quite a pitch
to the ship. It is enough to lay Gaddi low again, but none of the
rest of us xe mind it, and it is not too much motion down in
Number 6. We have a canvas sidewall as well as an awning, to
keep the breeze off our deck stock.

The gibbons are a trial. One dav they all like milk with
vio sterol, and the next day they won't touch it. I give them
milk with honey, and that goes fine for a day. Then thev refuse
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anything but tea* One day they like grapes and sweet potatoes.
The next day they turn up their noses at anything except bananas.
The big brown boy from Siantar refuses to drink anything, but
seizes his drinking pan the moment it is put in the cage and angrily
turns it upside down* The black and white ones that live together,
the two who were so ill in Si am, are doing well now. The big
white one was drinking milk this afternoon, delicately dipping
the back of its wrist into the drinking pan, and licking milk off
its fur. Little black boy, too lazy to come down off his shelf and
get his own supply, would grab the other gibbons hand and try to
lick the milk off that. Roemah Sakit, our camp pet, has a cold
and is off his feed entirely.

August 27 - 28

We lost a crate of pythons, fourteen medioum sized ones, -

all dead and thrown overboard. The little mouse deer are drop-
ping off, too, which is a rerl blow. One of our Chieng Mai
gibbons died today of pneumonia.

I brought a small black gibbon up to our room, with the
hopes of cheering it up enough to induce it to eat. It seems
not to be ill, but for days has refused all food* By rubbing
a little milk on its hand I got a few drops of liquid into it

.

It ate one mouthful of banana, and then went on a hunger strike
again. In the afternoon I offered it tea , which it ate with
relish, but it can't live on such a diet. It is a sweet
little monkey, affectionate, interested in its new surroundings,
and very tame. I put it in a basket, and put the basket on the
floor. It kept climbing out, and trying to roost on top of
the mirror, or perched on a chair back. After I set the basket
on a chair, it cuddled down quite peacefully and went to sleep.

*KgBtx Some of the officers, and half the crew, are down with a

form of dysentery, which the captain blames on Karachi water.
After so many cases developed, he ordered the water to be boiled.
So far, none of us have any trouble.

The Komodo dragons, which have been doing well up to now,
today refused to eat. Jennier asked kind of hopelessly, vHow long
have they been in the dark?* The answer was, ''Since July 25* -

so what can you expect? This traveling menagerie, without proper
accomodations, is simply hellish. The Company sh uld never have
agreed to take us on a ship so little fitted to the purpose for
which we are using it.

The weather calmed down in the afternoon, and the night was
beautiful - mild and serene. All the stars were out, and the
water had thousands of little phosphorent marine animals, that
looked like reflections in the black water of the stars in the
sky, or like some sort of marine fire-fly.

August 29 -

The little black gibbon is still alive, but still refuses
to eat. While I was working down in Number 5, pert of the
hatch was opened up, and I rejoiced in the sunlight and air, that
so seldom get into that part of the ship. When I came up on
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deck, however, I found poor Jennler in despair, because opening up
number 5, on which his deck cargo is stored, left him no place to
clean and water the cages, and he was walking across the steel
beams, doing a reg lar tight rope act, in order to reach Harry,
the cassowary, the kangaroos, and several others in that row.

The day is warn] and bright, and we are all warned to wear
helmets on deck. One of the junior engineers is in bed with
sunstroke which he got on board ship. There is a nice little
breeze, but the Gulf of Men, which we are now in, is calm and
sparklingly blue.

About nine o 1 clock at night we passed Aden - a row of
lights between two light-houses, with the outline of mountains
against the starry sky. As we were watching the distant town,
a gorgeous meteor cut across the sky, leaving a path of fire
that lasted for seconds* Someone on shore seemed to be trying to
send us a signal, but n body aboard got it. Just one of those
things to pique one ! s curiosity - flashes in some code which
nobody could read. Well, if it were anything really impor-
tant I dare say we would have been wirelessed.

August ZO -

The big orang is ill, as is also Roemah Sakit. One of the
Medan gibbons is dead. The baby I have taken up to our room
is still living on air. The very thought of food makes him
scornful, and forcing milk down him is a doubtful remedy.

We are really in the Red Sea now, and it is even hotter
than I had been led to believe. Down in Number 6, peeling
bananas and chopping apples, the temperature was simply vile.
Sweat poured into my eyes, dripped of my elbows, and ran down
my knees.

The sea is beautiful, blue and calm, with porpoises to be
seen accasionally, and many schools of fish breaking the water
and disclosing their presence to the flocks of gulls who
swoop down upon them.

We passed Mocha this morning - the nearest, says Bill, that
we have been to r good cup of coffee for months.

It definitely is dysentery^ and probably amoebic, that
has seized the ship. Seven of the officers have it now. And
we are forty-eight hours from a doctor.



September 1 -

I have never known, or imagined, anything like the heat
of to-day. Number 6 is a veritable Hades, and all the animals are
suffering badly. One of Coolidge T s bears had a heft stroke, and
Jennier rushed him up on the boat deck, where there was no coolness
but a bit of breeze, and dashed cold water over him in an effort to
bring him to. To everybody f s great amazement, the little bear
recovered. A little later, when I was down feeding the gibbons,
the big black siamang had a similar seiziare. Jennier took him out

of his cage, and stretched him out on a shady part of the deck. He

was unconscious and twitching all over.

All of us were soaked with perspiration all day, whether
we were working or simply sitting still.

Bill and I slept out on deck at night, to avoid another
sleepless night like last night. A little breeze came up, and it
was not too bad.

September 2 -

We pulled into Port Sudan at six in the morning, and a

few minutes later the stevedores were on deck, and starting to unload
the cargo we had for this port. Many of them were Fuzzies, and I

was much entranced with their great mops of curly, woolly hair. Some
of them have it all standing on end, some of them comb part of it
down to form corkscrew ringlets around their neck. They all sing ,

and chant and laugh a great deal as they work.

I went below early, to get the morning f s T 'Tork done so that
we could go ashore. Davis, Jennier and Gaddi were all prowling
around with flashlights, looking behind cages and under bales of hay
in a most mysterious way. Davis was nearly in tears. The pythons
we bought in Karachi had escaped from their cage in the night, and
had killed seven birds, including five jungle fowl, a peacock (the
one we got at Trenganu) , and an owl from Sumatra. Jennier asked me
how many pythons I thought there had been in the box. I said we had
ordered fwtrr , but Bill thought there were only three.. t?Well, we
got ttea?-eje,

v he said, ,f so I suppose that is the lot. ft

The sim a rig that h- d hept stroke yesterday is still alive,
but he looks pretty miserable and headachy. He ate part of a banana
and then vomited it. All the small mammals are hanging listlessly
on their shelves, interested only in copious drinks of water.

We had ordered four giraffe and two buffalo and two shoe-
bills from the Sudan Government, and they were waiting for us on
flat cars right on the wharf. It was a gret sight to see four
giraffe heads sticking out of crates, and busily eating breakfast
as they waited their turn to come aboard.

Jennier got clawed by the black leopard this morning as
he was feeding it. Fortimately he instinctively jerked in the right
direction, so he pulled the claw right out before it had a chance to
rip him badly.

Bill went ashore to see the giraffe, and then had a session
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with the ship's chandler, ordering ten more crates of bananas, to

get us to Port Said. Then he came tipstaris, and when I found him

he wfs stretched out on the bed, sa: ing that the heat had got him

down. I felt him, and he was burning up. His temperatiire was 101

and he sr.id all the strength had suddenly gone out of him. Fortunate

ly there was a doctor aboard, summoned to examine the men who have

dysentery, and he looked Bill over and pronounced it heat stroke.
we had to keep Bill under two electric fans, with cold towels and an

ice bag on him, all day, and he was very restless and miserable.

Our new animals were put over the side by a crane, and they

look wonderful - all of them tame, and in good cages, well padded

to keep out the weather that we shall have later on.

To-day is not onite as unbearable as yesterday. The e is a

little breeze, and while it is hot, it is not quite so humid. One

can work without running rivers of perspiration all the time. The
doctor told us, however, that the temperature ashore was 117, and

that here there are few cases of sun stroke, but many of heat stroke.

Towards evening the gibbon that was so ill, died.

We had one more excitement before the weary day ended. Just

as we were waiting for the pilot to come aboard so that we could sail

the boy told the captain tome men xvanted to see him on deck. The
captain went out, to find two of his Chinese crew in an ugly frame
of mind. They said that the sailors on the nearby German ship had
had the day off - it was true, for they had all been over to see

our animals and had made a general nuisance of themselves all day.

Jennier said he was sick of the Chinese, you couldn't tell them
anything; if he said, "Stand back from the tiger cage'' they just

laughed. ''That's why the Japs have to shoot 'em," he said philo-
sophicaxlv. However", when our own crew got impertinent, the Captain
threw them off the bridge, and then there was a row! Two of them
got their baggage and said they were going ashore. Others refused
to do any work. ffeKX&xpj^dha One of them kicked the captain in

the shins, and another tried to hit him with a bottle, and he had

to do a little ju jitsu on them to get them back to the forecastle
head where they belong. Then they all started fighting among

themselves, throwing soy bean bottles and screaming at the top of

their lungs. Mutiny on top of everything else we have had today
seemed like a little too much.

September Z -

A stiff breeze today makes the ship a much more comfortable
place to be. Bill still has a temperature, and is very weak. The

capta-n hps decided to jail two of the mutineers in Port Said.

Otherwise the day is uneventful - the big news being that the

shoebills ate three fish apiece. Usually they are a bit picky
about food, and there is always a chance that they will mope when

upset by anything like a sea voyrge. The big mawas kuda died, from

a combination of general unhappimess, refusal to eat proper food,

fipsfeHrinXX&x- and violent diarrhoea. I did not have the courage
to tell Bill for some hours, in fact not until evening, when his
temperature was nearly normal. Gaddi skinned him, and it was

pathetic to see how little remained of the tremendous beast - just

a small basketful of red hair.
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Septmebr 4 -

We both had a good sleep last night for the first time in

many nights, the temperature being a little bit more like what a

human being can stand.
,

*

.Another catastrophe below however: there y7ere &mr pythons

in that Karachi box, and one of them, last night, killed one of our

Banksian cockatoos - a $6 snake, and a $100 bird (native prices)

.

Davis says, ''If Jennier doesn't keep his snakes in better boxes I

don't know what I'm ging to do." And somebody relayed the fcory to

the Captain, and he is furious, too. It's too bad the python didn't

get one of the troublesome Chinese instead of our rarest bird.

Bill spent the day in bed, still running a slight tempera-
ture, and feeling very weak. I have some sort of rheumatism, that
sets up an aching in all my joints, and gives me a slight temperature

September 5 -

We awoke on the edge of the fuez C^nal. Suez
quite a town, with small-size skyscrapers, and parks,
of DeLesseps just where the canal begins.

Bill began the day by setting his heart on a shore excursion
the excuse being that I had never seen the pyramids. I protested
that he was not well enough, and the Captain backed me up, but Bill
was determined, and about eight-thirty we left the ship, taking a

big Buick car and a. guide named i^bdul Abdallah. We stopped in a

cafe in Suez for a cup of thick Egyptian coffee, and then headed out
of town and into the desert.

The Sahara is one place that lives up to ex] ectations. Sand
and sand dunes stretch to the horizon, broken only by the black ribbon
of asphrlt road, and the occasional scrubby bushes that furnish
most unappetising camel fodder. We saw a camel patrol, which Abdallah
says is one of many that h^ve made the desert safe traveling now,
and cuite different from the days when Bill was here before, and
Arabs took pot shots at one simply for the fun of it, I also some
something that I have nevrr quite believed in - a mirage. Through
the sand dimes, and bordered by the brownish green scrub, were
several miles of beautiful blue lakes, that wound in and out in
lagoon-like patterns, cool and deceptive.

Towards noon we reached Cairo, and went at once to the
Museum. Our time was so short that we trisAxtsxx^K did not attempt
to see more than the galleries devoted to Tutankhamen. Even here
there was so much material that one could have spent a week. Models
of shijxs, all sorts of household furnishings, alabaster lamps,
jewels - gold, turquoise, enamel - pottery, the gold-encrusted mauso-
leum, the coffins themselves - it was an overwhelming exhibition.

From the Museum we went out to the Zoo, which is a very
fine one. Bill had received this morning a letter from the American
Consul, who enclosed a list of animals that the Zoo was willing to

let us have. Armed with t is list, we went into the Director's
office, but found that he was away, and his assistant knew notning

itself is
and a statue
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whatever of his plans* He was very unwilling to let us have any
specimens, and what we finally pried loose from him were ten jerboas,
two hedgehogs, and two lizards (Dabs). The jerboas are cunning little
mice, with long legs and pleasant yellow fur. We put the entire
collection in the back of the car, pnd went on to the Mens House,
fifteen minutes 1 drive from the Zoo, and on the edge of the Pyramids.

I must say that Egypt * s famous monuments are more impressive
seen from a distant. Looming up out of the desert sands, they are
softened into romantic outlines ~ romantic, probably, because they
are exactly like all the pictures one has ever seen of them, familiar

• from childhood, and yet new when one sets eyes on them for the first
time. When one ifi close to them, they are* huge and rather crumbly
piles, great blocks of stone, and one is so forcibly reminded of the
human sweat and agony that went into the making of them, that there
seems little beauty in them. Our guide wanted me to ride a camel
across the sand to see the Fphinx, but our time was so limited, and
we were both feeling so feeble - Bill with his heat stroke and me
with my rheumatics - that we weakly said T?No, the Sphinx must wait-,
for our next visit. v Distant view of pyramid's at Saichara very lovely.

?lhen Bill was here before, he had had with him for six months
in the desert an Bedouin hunter named Abdul. For more than ten years
I have been hearing tales of Abdul, and have always pictured him as
a sort of rascally Arab guide. When Bill began making inquiries about
him today, I thought it would be amusing to see him in the flesh. He
used to live in a little village right at the foot of the pyramids.
Bill asked en old guide at the Mena House if he knew him, and to his
great delight found that Abdul Was now working for the Department of
Agriculture, and we hastened to the Department to look for .Abdul.

Alas, he had gone home for the day, but as his home was not far away
we went there, and dr ve down a narrow, dusty street into a little
village of flat-roofed, mud houses. Our guide went to look for
Abdul, and presently a tall, finely built Egyptian, with erect and
graceful bearing, came towards us down the little street. Bill was
out of the car in a flash, and g ing over to the man gave him the /rab
greeting that he had learned from his a quarter of a century ago. It
was interesting to watch the two men f s faces - the Egyptian, dignified
but puzzled, Bill eager, proud and happy. Then Bill said f,Don f t you
remember Jebel-el-Sheik? T' Pnd the da rk , aquiline face melted suddenly
into the most winning of smiles. He put both arms aroun Bill, kissed
him, and both of them were nearer tears than smiles for a moment. Even
I choked up over the sentimentality of the reunion. Twenty-three years

ago they had been practically blood brothers, had lived and fought and
hunted together, and a three' minutes T visit was all they could have.
Even then, Abdul had to tell me some of the tings that they had gone
through together. He wanted us to come to his house for coffee, which
I would have loved to have done, but our time was too short, and with
affectionate farewells, we drove on. /bdul is a swell guy, and I

would like to go on a shikari with him mj.%w±tx and Bill myself.

Leaving Cairo, we went through the outskirts of the town,
and through the ancient Heliopolis. Here is the obelisk, marking the
center of the town, that Napoleon once took to Paris for the Place de
la Concorde, and which the Egyptians now have back again. Farther on
is the Virgin 1 s Tree, where Mary rested when she took the Child into
Egypt. Reminders of Biblical days are on all sides of one. The
native dress, the little villages of flat-roofed houses, the sheep
and the camels and the donkeys, all fill out vividly one f s memory of



pictures in UStories From the Bible'' that one reed so long ago. We
drove until long past twilight through these familiar and ancient
scenes* Then, at dark, cut across the desert again, and after two
hours of exceedingly rough road, with sand in one 1 s eyes, but the
desert stars overhead, came to Ismailiah, on the Canal, where we stopped
for a bit of refreshment

.

The road from Ismailiah on is good, an asphalt drive beside the
Canal, where we saw the big steamers coming through, each one with
a blinding headlight, that illumines not only the Canal but a hundred
yards of desert each side. At nine o f clock we passed Ka.nts.re., where
the night train for Jerusalem stood, lighted, and ready for fcix its
rim. Shortly afterward we passed the Silverash. We blew our horn,
turned on the lights in the car, and waved, but hardly expected that
anyone on board would notice us. The Crptain misses little however,
and gave us one short toot of recognition.

Into Port Said about ten, and a first stop at Simon #rtz,
which has grown from the little Oriental store that Bill remembered, in
to a big, modern Department store. We each wanted a felt hat to
land in, and made our selections quickly. Then Ph&rl /bdallah took
us to a not very choice Greek restaurant, where we had food and drinks
to kill the time until we could get aboard the Silverash.

About one 1 clock we actually came up the steep and tilted
gangway # The Captain 1 s room was full of police, and the two ring-
leaders of the ''mutiny." There has been trouble among the crew
ever since Port Sudan. The Captain put one of the men in shackles,
whereupon the whole crew refused to work. He was determined to get

rid of two of them to-night, but the police said they had no authority
to take sailors off the ship. So they were put in the ship's brig,

and will be attended to to-morrow.

September 6 -

We went ashore about eight o'clock, called on the Consul,
found a. small bird store where we bought six lizards, and rambled
about the streets, being amused by the fortune-teller s, shoe-shiners,
coffee-purveyors, sellers of pearls, and the general air of the toym.

We smoked Amabr cigarettes and bought lotus perfume in one little
shop, end Bill fell for a Rolex watch at Simon Pvtz, principally
I think because a running watch was kept in an aquarium of goldfish.

When we came back to the office to see about getting f lsunch
for the Silverash, Captain Rowe was there, End simply furious becpuse
he hed been able to do so little about his mutineers. The British
Consul had told hire he should be more discreet, and that his (the

Consul's) job was to protect Chinese working under the British flpg
rather thpn jail them. The Captain finally went to the police himself
end said he wanted them b go out and get the two s?ilors and put them
in jail - which wps eventually done.

Bill end I had a set-to with the ship's chandler, who charged

us too much for exchange, after putting ?n awful price on food anyway,

and sold us rotten bananas, dead quail when we had ordered live ones,

and left us with tears, insisting we had gypped him sfter all the
hrrd work he had done on our behrlf

.
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Our first day in the Mediterranean * bright, sunny, a fresh
breeze, everything fine except for the ominous lowering of life
boats, and the conspicuous British flags flying, to remind us that
we pre now going through a war zone. All boats are swung out on
davits, and a big British ensign is printed on the canvas awning
of the boat deck. Several British merchantmen have been sunk this
week off the coast of Spain, the theory being that the Italians
have mistaken them for Russian ships carrying supplies to the
Loyalists*

The giraffe we got in Port Sudan are doing well, except that
the littlest one refuses to drink tinned milk . I suggested today
using Lactol, and to our great delight he drank he Lactol. TT

e

have enough for about four more feedings, and perhaps by that time
he will have forgotten the taste of fresh milk and be willing to
drink one of the several brands of canned milk that we have aboard.

The shoebills are doing well on alternate days, which is
about as well as could be expected. One day one of them eats four
fish, the other one; next day the one that wouldn f t eat yesterday
eats four fish, and the well-fed one has merely one. They are fine
big spedifflfens.

'
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September 8 -

The little gibbon that has lived on air for so long, finally
died. I don T t know how he survived this long. He always seemed
so interested in everyt ing that went on, was always ready to play,
and was so affectionate. But at the mere sight of food he would
turn away in revulsion, and for weeks now has had nothing more
substantial than a fe# drops of Lactol, or a sip of tea.

September 9 -

As we approach Malta, the Captain radios to the Admiralty
for instructions, as per his orders from N$w York. Nothing happens,
and we plow along through cool and slightly rolling seas.

September 10 -

The Captain got an answer to his wireless, which was ?tNo
special instructions. Keep ten miles off the Spanish Coast, and
look out for floating mines. v Later in the morning he got a
radio message from a French ship that a mine had been sighted by
them, and the Silverash altered its course accordingly.

Conversation at meal times is all of war, and what America
and Britain ought to do, and what they would have done in Nelson 1 s

day, and so forth. Everyone hangs over the radio news in the
evening. And I want to know what mines and torpedoes and. submarines
really look like, and how big is a bomb, and what effect all these
war-like implements have when dropped on a merchant ship in peace-
time. None of the answers are at all encouraging. But the coast
of Tunis, which is close this afternoon, looks peaceful, and except
for a few sailing vessels, we have seen no one - friend or enemy.

r
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I forget all these worries when I am below with my gibbons.

They ?re the most entrancing animals I have ever known.
_
The black

and white pair that live together sing me 8 duet every time I go

near. Thev have an amusing way of sharing their food, and especially

their drink*. When I give them a dish of milk, or of tea, the wmte
one. with the longest arm, dips his wrist into it, and then just as

he gets a lick off his fur, the little black fellow takes his wrist

away and licks it himself. Often, when one has a fist full ot

grates or banana, the other will eat out of the other fellow's hand

instead of taking some for himself.

We separated the pair of Sumatran orangs today. The female is

a glutton, and a bully, and has her poor mate so hen-pecked that he

is afraid to take a morsel of food for hi self. She will grab as

manv as seven bananas - sometimes putting three in her mouth at once -

to keep him from having any. One of them no- has the cage that the

big Mawas Kuda had before he died.

We are having banana troubles - either great bunches of them

turn rotten overnight, or there are none ripe at all. Today all

bananas aboard are green, and we are hard put to it to find substi-

tutes. Davis has some birds that will eat nothing else, such as

hornbills and fruit pigeons, though he is gradual_y breaking them

in to melons and grapes. So he gets the few that can be found, and

the rest of us have to feed pumpkins and sweet potatoes, which nobody

likes auite as well. The Borneo orang is a joy. He eats anything

at all, plavs with straw and chews on it if there is nothing else

available, and waltzes with joy every time he sees me coming down

the lii e with a tray of food.

September 12 - ™,
-

;
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The Mediterranean, as a winter cruise, roust be something of

a disappointment if these few days of September weather have been a

fair sa pple. Days have been cold, rainy, and windy; the sea gray

with white-caps. * Today was a bit better, in fact I stretched out on

Number S hatch for a sunbath this afternoon, ^nd enjoyed a game of

deck tennis in the xffcex evening. We have built a regular tar-

paulin tent around the giraffe to keep out the breeze, and they seem

happy so far. Even the little one is now drinking canned milk, and

they all eat well.

The female blue sheep kicked her way out of her cage yester-

dav, and danced all over the ship before anybody noticed her. When
I went below to give the gibbons tea, she was tied on top of Number

5, feeling ver- friskv, and waiting for Gaddi and Jennier to nail

her cage together again for her. It's a good thing it wasn't the

male who got out, as he is rather a mean devil. If y u put your hand

in his cage to pet him, he always tried to smash you with his horns.

But the female is a regular pet.

The birds in Number 6 continue to thrive, and we need have

no temperature worries about them. The palm oil stored below our

animals has to be heated, and is now at a temperature of 100, so that

the fiaBryKR deck under our cages is warm t the touch, and the

temperature of the hatch is that of midsummer.
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Davls has worked out all new formulas for his birds, based on
the current shortage of bananas* Melons and pumpkins ere chopped
up and so disguied that even the fruit pigeons pre taking them readi-
ly # One big West Coast hornbill has a raucous call that sounds
exactly like "Davisl Davis I

T ' and keeps it up ell morning until he
is fed. Our old friend Jacob, from Piroe, is in a cage with several
yellow-crested cockatoos, and they have all learned to say his name
now* I went over to the cag e and called Jacob yesterday, and
one of the sulphur-crested birds came right to the front and said
fTJacob Tf to me* ?f Shame on you/' I said, "you f re not Jacob at all, ft

and had little difficulty in picking out our pet, as he is the largest
and handsomest of all our cockatoos.

All the gibbons (there are only six now, and we started with
thirteen) know me, and begin to sing the moment they see me coming
down the line with food. If I sit on the floor in front of the
cage and start saying "Whoo - whoo - whoo ?t to them, they mimic me
exactly* I call them my choir. One of them will sit and hold
hands with me for hours at a time. The black and white boys from
Bangkok decided today that they didn f t care for oranges or bananas
any longer - rather a strrin on one* s dietetic planning.

/bout eight-thirty we passed Gibraltar. It was too dark
to see more than a cloud-like outline of the famous rock. Our
si gan for Bails and Jennier now is ?,Join the Zoo and see the
world - by flashlight." We signalled ashore in Morse to let
them know" that the Silverash was passing Gibraltar, and the word
could be passed on to Lloyd's that we were safely out of the war zone.
We thought we had been pretty lucky to get by with nothing more than
a warning of a floating mine, especially as ™e had seen one ship
being towed into Morocco, under escort by a battleship; and fcfeg

KEftoJCK had seen a grim reminder of a British oil tanker's fate when
we sailed through a long stretch where the surface of the sea was
rainbow-hued with floating oil. We were all in the little lounge,
known as the ??day-room r

, about ten o f clock, when we noticed powerful
lights on deck, and went out to see what was up. A ship, with
terrifically powerful search lights, was swiftly approaching us
aft. When it was so close I thought it would hit us in a second
more, it swerved, came along the port side, still very close, and
playing that glaring head light all over our ship. The young
red-headed apprentice ran like mad to the stern to fly our ensign,
and from the bridge we heard the signal to the engine room ?? Stand
By. Our strange visitor turned, swiftly and noiselessly, passed
in back of us again, came up the starboard side, then wheeled and
vanished into the night. It was an uncanny performance. Nobody
could make out who she was, except that it was a cruiser, and
the concensus of opinion was that she was a Spanish Insurgent
battleship, for no srfckEr ship of any other country would be so

curious and so mysterious about it. P British battleship, check-
ing up on passing ships, would have wirelessed or signalled in

Morse.

September 12 -

Today we are well out in the Atlantic, and although it is
cool, the weather is fine, and so far not too chilly for our animals
on deck. We are taking the southern curse on account of our
perishable cargo, and will be south of the Azores, in fact wouth of
the Gulf Stream all the way, until we cut north to make Halifax.



September 18 -

All has gone well for days, except for losing the larger of
the Koraodo dragons. The se? has been smooth and blue, and the air
perfect. Working around the animals has been fun, just enough to
keep us busy, and the gibbons have been holding up pretty well -
not s loss since the little bl?ck boy.

Today, however, the werther changed, and the ship was rolling
considerably at lunch time. As the afternoon wore on, the storm
increased with farming suddenness. Bill wouldn't let me go below
to feed the gibbons at three o'clock, as the decks were awash, and
the footing very treacherous, due to the decks having been painted
with oil yesterday, ?nd being slippery even when they ™ere not
wet and rolling. In spite of being lashed together, many of the
bird cages started to slide, and had all to be re-arranged" and
made doubly secure. Gaddi, of course, was sea-sick, which threw
extra work on everybody.

All afternoon there was the sound of crashing and banging,
as kitchen crockery, glasses and bottles, chatts and tables over-
turned and rolled about. Waves were breaking over the boat-deck
by dinner time, and plenty of seas were coming regularly aboard.
We had racks on the table for the first time on all the seas we have
sailed since leaving home.

After dinner we sat, uncomfortably, in the little day-room,
the settee there being built in, and about as secure a thing to hang
on to as there is on board. I had just said, about eight-thirty,
?, I think I'll have one drink and go to bed, T? when I heard the tele-
graph from the bridge to the engine room, and the Captin dashed through
our room, on his way to the bridge, putting on his coat ?s he went.
Then of course we had to wait up until he came back, to get his
report on wha t had happened. Secretly we hoped that the Endeavor
had been sighted, for how we would love to have the opportunity of
rescuing the famous yacht. However, when the Captain came back,
he said that the engine was racing, due t the propeller being out
of water, and we had slackened speed. That seemed to be all right,
and we went out on deck for a while, to watch the moon sail crazily
back and forth behind the big blue and white funnel, and to see the
huge seas, their foaming crests made luminous by moonlight, come
racing up to us. As we stood there, men were busily running about
on the wet decks, all of them in oilskins, and with high rubber
boots. The Captain said, f,They are all going pft; I'll just take
a look and see what is wrong. ff This time he came back to report that
the wind had taken away most of the tarpaulin over the giraffe cages,
and that in spite of the way in which these big crates (eleven feet
high) had been lashed, they had slipped four inches. ?T

I fve given
orders to tighten them up, ??he said. |fNow I must go on the bridge. v

He went up the ladder two steps at a time* ?nd we heard the telegraph
to the engine room ring again - this time it was ?? Dead slow ??

. That
means about two knots an hour, and at this speed the Captain turned the
ship about, so that we had the sea dead ahead instead of on our beam,
and we hove to for three and a half hours, while our live cargo
was all made safe, and lashed and braced with ropes and lumber. It
was amazing how easily the ship rode, once the engines slowed down
and we headed south instead of northwest.
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It w.- s two in the morning when we finally got to bed. Curious
to think that all this is caused by a depression in Bermuda

.

September 19 -

The ser is calmer this morning, arid although we ?re still
rolling considerably, there are no waves coming aboard, and I was
able to get down and take care of my stock, and to help out with the
animals that Gsddi usually feeds. It was not too pleasant, however;
the smells of animals and food left me no appetite for lunch, and
it took courage to go back and finish the job in the afternoon.

Our banana problem has been most perplexing ever since we
left Port Said* The ones that were ripe then were too ripe, and
many of them spoiled before we could use them* The ones that were
green are still green, or ripening so slowly that everybody fights
over the few that are edible from day to day. Davis has to have
bananas for some of his birds, but my gibbons prefer bananas to
everything else, and besodes that is the easiest and quickest food
to prepare, and seems to suit everybody. Every day we count up,
and say f,0nly five more days - only four more days - only three
more days - until we can buy more bananas. ?'

September 20 - g ,

A fine morning, with the sea getting rougher toward evening.
One more thing to worry about - to-morrow we leave the Gulf Stream
and there will be a drop in temperature. We are trying to get
wireless reports on the temperature in Halifax - so far with no
success. Boston is 60, and that is all right, but anything lower
than that may mean disaster to our big stock that has to stay on
deck, with only hay and tarpaulin between it and the cold world.

September SlSKar *
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P cold breeze was blowing in the morning, and got steadily
colder all day. We left the Gulf Stream at 6 o'clock, and the
temperature then was 58. All afternoon the Captain and the electri-
cian worked on pitting 500-watt bulbs in the giraffe cages. Over
each animal's head the big lamp was Irng, first being screened
to keep the animals from licking the he- ted bubls. The giraffes are
sensible animals apparently, and soon became used to the bright light
overhead. Everything was tucked in at night with plenty of hay,
and tarpaulin made as tight around the cages rs possible.

This ^as the night of the Captain's dinner, and we were all
pleased to come down to the dining room and see that the British
American and N„G.S. flags constituted the decorations. I have
sat through many and many a captain's dinner, but never one that
was quite so friendly or so much fun as this one. We had Captain
Rowe 1 s special cocktails first, and wine with dinner. We had
some of the Egyptian quail - the ones that Bill ordered as live
specimens and they came aboard all dressed for the table - and
then sat talking until midnight, getting occasional reports on the
weather. The sea was calm, and the wind subsided, so that although
the temperature was in the liw fifties we hoped everything would
be all riglwi^

'
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September 22 -

/ll the animals seem to hpve survived the chilly night,
in fret they pre unusurlly peppy and hungry. The big bulbs in the
giraffe crates raied the temperature about ten degrees for these
delicate and beautiful creatures . Hprry is full of fight, pnd
although the small tapir got turned ar und in his cpge and couldn ? t
turn back again, Baking feeding extremely difficult, everything
is apparently doing ps well p s possible. Do^n in Number five
we decided to move the birds pnd gibbons into Number Six, which is
herted by the palffl oil tanks underneath. The two lutpngs foisr&m

seem to be feeling the cold, pnd refuse to ept, for the first time
since we hpve hpd them.

We sighted the Novp Pcotipn cop st about one-thirty, pnd
it wps p real Lhrill to see land again, to know thpt we would soon
be ashore, and that we would again, pfter so many months, have our
feet on American soil. P flicker flew aboard to welcome us, pnd it
looked so depr pnd fprailipr, pfter the tropicpl parrots and cockatoo

We pre out of bananas - the ones thpt we bought in
Port Said having been a ppin in the neck the whole wry p cross . We
ordered some ripe ones, some half ripe, pnd some green. Trhen they
cp me aboard the ripe ones were ready to deliquiesce, pnd hpd to be
thrown overboard before they could be erten. Others pre not yet
ripe, and we hpve pieced out the animals food with pumpkin, melon,
and whrtever we had. :ast night we were wondering how long it
would be kg from the time we landed until we could buy bananas,
and Pt lepst give the pnimpls p good pfternoon mepl, even if the
morning feed was pretty sketchy. The Captain sent p code message
to the company psking them to send out 600 bpnpnp s by the pilot
bopt if possible, if not to have them on the dock ps soon ps we
prrived.

The pilot cpme out, pbout two o ! clock, rowed out in his
little boat from the big pilot ship, and ps there were no bpnpnp

s

the Cpptpin gpve the signal to pull up the ladder pnd get under way.
Just ps we began to move forward, pnother boat, a lpunoh with
severpl men in it, came close, pnd the men held up a big bunch of
bpnpnp s. The Cpptpin stopped the bopt again, pnd the men pnd the
bpnpnp s were tpken pboprd. To our grept surprise, Shippen of the
Star, Gross of the Post, Kerbey of the Geographic, pnd Commander
Jeffrey of the Halifax Chronicle, were all on the deck with us,
ps well ps the 6C0 bananas. It gpve us time to feed pll the stock
with their fpvorite food before we ever docked at Halifax,- which
was prett3r grsnd. Ilare

When we docked, Mrs. Davis was there to greet Malcolm,
and ps soon ps the birds had hpd their fill of bananas, the two went
happily pshore. Roberts of the Geogrpphic was also there to meet
us, and to take moving pictures of the Silverash, proudly flying the
Geogrpphic flag, coming into hrrbor . Mrs. TVvis, Roberts, Shippen
and Gross all want to ,ride down to New York on the ship with us,
pnd the Cpptpin doesn t know what to do. He has accomodations for
only five passengers, "ordinarily. Kerbey had secured p passage,
making six, but one is Gaddi, who lives with the crew, and hence
doesn 1 1 count. The rules are made partly on account of life bopt
pecomodation, but the wording of the Cpptpin 1 s certificate is not
quite clear, as he is allowed to tpke 55 persons altogether, and
on account of hpving to put two of the crew off in Port Said, he
could take all these people and still not exceed his life boat



capacity. So after puzzling for a while, and listening to all
the entreaties of his would-be passengers, he agreed to telegraph
New York and see what they said about it.

The American ConsM and Mrs* Kurd, the Vice Consul and
Mrs. Esslinger came aboard to welcome us. Mrs. H. is German,

We went ashore for dinner, to the Nova Scotian Hotel,
and had a good meal of sea food. Later we came back to the
ship, - All the newspaper people, plus a newspaper gal who was
waiting for us. Bill kept them entertained with sfcfcrfeesof this
and other trips till nearly midnight.

September 23 - [
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The five new passengers hung around the boat ail morning,
waiting for the verdict. It did not come until nearly noon, and
was unfavorable. Kerbey is the nly one who is to be allowed
passage down with us. Mrs. Davis wept, but the others cheered
themselves up by admiring the Lrdy Drake, anchored near us, and
decided to go down to Boston, on her.

Because of water in the palm oil tanks, we were delayed
in spiling, and did not get away until about 4.?0. The sun has
been warm all day, but the wind is cold, and the temperature
dropped at night to 48. We moved everything out of Number 6
into Number 6, where it is uch warmer, and the little lutangs
stopped shivering, and with warmth, and artificial light, began
to ept again, and even to groom themselves, which goodness knows
they need - their long tails have become very dirty from being
cooped up in a cage for so long.

September 24 ~

It is a spring-like day, with smooth seas and a gor.^geous
sun. All the animals had to moved off Number 5 hatch today, to
make way for unloading of cargo in Boston, and as the cages were
lined up along the deck, with the noonday sun pouring into each
cage, you could see the animals visibly relaxing and braking in
the warmth. Gloucester fishing boats, and porpoises playing in
the water, added to the idyllic Quality of the day.

We got a wireless message at breakfast from the N. B. C.
in Boston, who want to stage a broadcast from the ship in Boston*
Bill cabled that it would be all right, but at lunch time we were
convulsed to get the following reply: ftThanks for your wire - ?i 1

1

meet you when you dock best available information I have states
you will dock at Pier 2 East Boston inasmuch as necessary broad-
casting facilities must be ordered now I am ordering satte for Pier
2 please request your skipper to cooperate to extent of docking at
that location if you dock at different pier it will upset every-
thing many thanks please ^ire me collect if origin? 1 plan as
to time and place of doc! ing is changed^.

Knowing that the Captain does not always know, until the
pilot comes aboard, at which pier he is to dock, and that that is
about the only matter on which he is not complete Czar, amused us
immensely. And the Captain said: ?fWire him 'Only fishing boats
have skippers 1 ff

•
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And Sparks had typed a neat little agenda: T,With reference to
collect messages, there is no such facility in the tireless
Service. r

We reached quarantine too late for the doctor, and spent
the night peacefully anchored in the Harbour.

September 25 -

We awoke in the errly morning to find ourselves enveloped
in a thick wool of fog. Foghorns >*rere blowing, to right and
left of us,- and the doctor, who was supposed to come aboard at
six, didn T t show up until 8.?0. By that time the weather had
cleared, and about ten we were actually alongside Albany Pier 2.
Alice, Mildred and Austin Brues had (JOgjp ,*tq meet us; also Helen,
Coolidge, Mrs. Christophe SchultaV" ''R&gfe*

r
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and of course Roberts, Gross and Shippen. The one person Bill
wanted to see was the American Railway Express Agent, and the two
of them went into a huddle in regard to New York arrangements
for unloading us to-morrow.

The N. B . C. men were there, and had managed to get the
boeadcast postponed till 11.45, giving them an extra half hour
to get ready. wires were strung over Number 5 hatch, where
cargo was actually being discharged, an the broadcast came off
during the greatest confusion, and under the greatest difficul-
ties. With winches squeaking, and a texxx stevedores shouting
and everybody giving helpful advice, Bill was interviewed on
the highlights of the trip . He introduced Gaddi, who said a

few precise, well-chosen words in Dyak. The announcer in
describing Gaddi, said he was about 4 feet high (No, sir, 5, says
Gaddi) with very black hair, wearing tortoise-shell glasses, and
his native Dyak costume (this consisted of a blue beret, an
imitation mackina^, WBA a pair of dirty pants, a knife in his
belt, and tennis shoes). The big tiger roared nicely for the
microphone, but it was lost; the otter, who has squealed since
the day he came abaord, w?s stricken with sudden shyness, and the
only good performer was the black leopard, - but then he would
always roar. Incidentally he nicked one man in the leg, and the
man s^ore, and the mike had to be suddenly moved out of reach of
the "unpremeditated profanity.

All day long we had guests. About five o T clock we went
ashore to have an oyster feed. We were late in sailing, as a
great deal of the Boston cargo was roptional ff

, and after being
unloaded, was put back in the hold again. It was 10. ?0 when we
finally moved stern-first away from the pier.
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September 26 -

The wind, this morning is brisk and cool, but the sun shone as

we came down the coast , Storm warnings were flying at every light-
house, end the Captain told us that $ Japanese liner in Boston had
stayed there rather than follow us along the threatening coast into
New" York. It gave us an uneasy feeling, and we had the cages in
Number 6 tied together again. Many of them were loosely stacked
since being moved out of Number 5, but the carpenter, for the last
time, brought out planks and nailed the cages together in sections,
so that one would hold the other upright.

At eight o T clock we passed Ambrose Light, and hung over the
rail for the last time watching the pilot come aboard. Ps in a

small town, where the natives go down to the depot to see the train
come in, so we hsra gather at the rail to watch the pilot come ahoard-
any event that breaks the monotony of days at see is interesting.
Besides, in a swell, such as we have tonight, one has to admire the
agility of the man who steps from a bouncing rowboat to the rope
ladder and brings himself up on to the main deck.

P few moments later Captain Rowe came into the day room,
%jm3 smiling, hat cocked rakishly over one eye, and reported ?, I fve
found your last port for you. Pftev this you'll have to find your
own ports. Tt

We were, of course, too late to land. WmxidsMwKsmm It never-

seemed odd to sleep in the harbor of Singapore* Belawan, or Bombay,
but somehow going to bed in full sight of the Ftatue of Liberty
with a huge Wrigley sign flashing colored lights into our cabin,
seemed strange. &^ym-ew r t®^fo®m®? rrndyyei

September P7 -

I wps up at five o'clock, and as soon ?s it was light enough
clambered dora into Number 6 to clean and feed my charges for the
last time. Davis and Jennier had been up most of the night, and
had all the cages nailed fast, and everything ready to move. There
w?s delay, of course, in landing, but by ten o'clock the big cages
began to* go over the side, where they were loaded into trucks waiting
on the pier.

The New York office had been pretty strict about allowing
visitors to the Silverash, and Bernice Siebold, who sails to-morrow
for Liberia, was our only unofficial guest. Of course the Quaran-
tine inspectors, customs men, express agents, etc. , were all over
the place, and kept Bill busy. Just after lunch Frahk Buck showed
up for a brief visit. |v| ^^MJM&M^^^'

We had lunch on board - our last curry - and shortly there-
after went ashore ourselves. I hated to leave the ship that had
been our home for fifty days, and co-Id only keep myself cheered
up by mal ing the Captain reiterate his promise that he would let

us know when she came into Baltimore, and we could see him and it

again there.

There was considerable difficulty in getting the giraffes
off the pier. The Sudan government had shipped them to as in
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11-foot crates, and they could not get through the doors from the
wharf out to the street. /II that could be done was to saw them
down, then and there, rnd the giraffes rode through the streets of
Ptrten Island, New York, and over to /thenia with no topr to their
cr-ges at all - and it is p chilly dry. Later ^Te learned t hp t

when they got to the quarantine station, the crrtes would not go
into the barns there. Jennier, in desperation, said, ™"ell, I

think the giraffes pre pretty tacse. Let T s lead them in." Pnd that
was what thev had to do.

Bill pnd Kerby, Mrs. Davis rnd I crme down on the 4.4?
trrin. Gaddi pnd Davis rode p later express with the animals.
Arriving in -ashington four hours later, we were met again by
newspaper reporters and photographers, as well as by Dr. and Mrs.
Grosvenor, the LaGorces, McKnews, and Mrs. Kerby. For what we
ho^ed would be the last time, we beamed for the flashlights, pnd
shook hands all round*

It is the end of a long voyage, and we are tired pnd
glad to be once more at home.
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LXSf OF ANXPAL3 BROUGHT BACK BX MATIOfcU, 0 fttO-iStftHaoittA*

INSTITUTION FAST I»ni3S EXPKDITIOH, 1937-

Solantlflo name

Taplrua indletia Aalatio tapir t

Vrma thibetanus
Pong© Aba111 ... .....
Pongo pygraaeua

Himalayan bear

gg^oSSUft*
2

I

Presbytia pyrrhua Javan langur or
lotong

Hylobatea lar white-handed gibbon 3

ftylobates agille Agile gibbon 1

M&oaoa nam©atrlna Pig-tailed aonkey 10

Moor monkey 3

itaoaea raerdax Javan macaque /3

aynopltheoua tonsua BlacX aaoaquo l

Nyotioebua oouoang Slow lorle 5

Heofelia nabuloaa Clouded leopard 1

pantaera pardua Indian leopard

Panthara pardua Blank leopard

FfiUs tigrie aondaleuta i

Fella tigris aondaioue Sssaatran tiger i

Profelia tewdnoki Bay or goldan eat

Aoanthlon bmehyurya Malay poroupin® 3

Theemrua euiaatra© Brush-tailed
Porcupine 1
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mMtWf omm &-

I&eraenyx Iqptonyx .

' Saall-olaired otter 1

Apotogal-idia ftiaea JnwJJL • too titwl yalm -ir

civet

Arotlotie blnturong Blnturong 5

Deadrolagua lnuatue free kangaroo 2

Charronla flavlgula henrloll Asiatic tiarten 1

Jaoulus Jacuius Sgyptlaa Jerboa lo

Tunala slaoa Tree afarew 1

tiesoeleptee swaatwmsls '-iamboo rat 1

Arotonyx ©ollarle Hog badger 2

Cuon Javanloue suraatrenala Sumatran wild dog 1

Ratufa «p. 7n.a. fi/LWAJ: H©A ®qulrr®i'' 1

Aatufa bloolor Javan giant squirrel 1

Cal£oselurus melanopa Sunatran tri-colored J
squirrel

dolurus flnlayaonl Lassor ehite aquirrel 7

Tomeutee notatus Jaran brown squirrel 2

Callooolurua ploeue Beautiful equlrrel 1

Giraffe eaoelopardall a Nubian 31raffe h

Biles gaurua Gaur 2

Synoeroe oaffer African buffalo 2

Tragulus Javanloue Javan Mouse Oeer 1

fragulus napu Mouse Deer 1

\
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Huntiaoua rauntjaX

Ano& depreeaicomla

Feeudoia nahura

Babiruaaa alfurus

mm unioolor

Oaau&Jrlus bennettl

Caeuariua ep.

Qtkmmrlm ap.

Ay^giisi&ntis argua

Cleaa ohineneie

Pellopogon pyrolophua

AehX«g*XlA wileoni

P&radieea rubra

Paradise* minor

Beleuoidee niger

Cioinnurua ragltia

Centropua sinensis

Muni* oryslvora

iSunia punotulatu8

Common Hm»

3arfcing deer

JAnoa

.aiaraX or Bin® 3aeep

Babirunoa 1

SaAbar deer 1

Bennett * a oaoeowary 1

easaowayy

oaeeowary
(in mumx)

Argun paeaaant 3

Chinese oleea

Ifaried barbet 2

tilcttt't bird of
paradise

1

Bed bird of paradise 11

i<eeeer oxret or pexetcii.;

;
ee

Wired blrc! of
paradiae

m \

King bird of
paradiae

X

* • *: * * * * bird of
pmradls®

Sumatra ocs*oal

Paddy bird

ItLoe bird

20
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soltntiflo laae Comavon Nas«

Mtifttia iiliiii Blaol&-mroated mnlft 73

Wm&& naja vmita-headad raunla 50

Soya wwr@r 11

Oriolas ohlnanala Susatraa oriola

®r&oula Javana

Lalage nigra Pled euoto© ahrika 1

yyononatu8 analia Yellow-vented bul-bul 2

Corvua inaolana Indian ©row |

Lopbura rubra Malaga flra-baok
pheasant

1

Caloanaa nloobarloa Nioobar pigeon 5

S^^Lrbet'*p*^*wap Us

Sotumix cotumix Migratory quail

Oallua gallua Jungle fowl 2

Aleotorla graaoa Ohukar partridga 2

« vlotoria

Goura as*, sc later

u

Slaiiueo&la atra

Ptilinopua ragina
fti l£\ nojou s burner* I is

Masia argantaurls

* *: * *•# * • * * 1 • '

Xrana pualla

Brytarura praaiaa

Traehyooraua gaylonloua

Victoria crownad pigeon

.Selector's ©rownad pigaon

Blaok raanuooda

Rad^tbroated bul~bul

Purpla-eappad fruit dora

Silvar-earad aaaia

bul-bul

Fairy blua bird

Long-tallad raunla

3trawbarry flnoh

Xall©w*orowaed bul-bul

7

1

5
1

3

75
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Pyononotus bindontatus

Bueula paullna
a, s

Kxcalfaotoria ohinenoia

Oracuploa siolanoptora

h m #.S # <P« * * * » * * < * * • #

ftnthraoooeroti corona trus

Jioaros rhino®eroe

Hhytloeros plioatus

Htgapodius froyoinotl

treptopolia oriontalia

Obaloophaps indlea

Balatnloeps rax

Fr»gat& axial

Ibis oinareus

A J

Katupa fcotupu

Spllornls nipal«nal«

Halaaatur Indus

Aplonia ohalybea

Duoula aanaa

Kyristlolirora bloolor

orang®-apottod bul-bul

Celebian inparlal pigeon

Susiatran fruit pigeon

Bluo-braaated button quail

Gray starling

Jrio/uco.a pitta

Malayan wr#ath®d hombill

Pied hombill

S®l®blan hombill

Rhinoceros hombill

Plioated hombill

Pink-headed fruit pigeon

Moluooa aogapod®

Aalatio oollared dov®

Kuiorald dov®

3ho®»bill or whal@-h®ad

Laa«®r frlgat® bird

.Malay stork

dov®

* m * » #. * gallinul®

Malay fish"owl

Brahralny kite

Olossy aplonls

9r@®n iriporial pigoon

Pied i^p®rial pigoon

Pin o n 0 / i-

3

1

4

2

.15

33

i

2

2

12

3

1

e en

2

1

7



Aproamiotua oyanopysiua

Lorlua garrulus

So* oyanoganaa

Triahogloaaus saoluoeanua

Triohogloaaua haanatod

Lorlua lory

Paeudaoa fuaaata
p/u c c e 1. s i s

Kakatoa

KaJsatoa alba

i galartta

aulphuraa

Paittriohaa fulgldua

Oalyptorhyriohui raagnlfieua

Paittaoula aupatria

Salaetua

Aproamijfaui aiaboinaiisia

Chaloopsltta atra

Paittinua eyanurua

Lorlua domloella

Triohogloaaua nigrogularia

Lorieulua gmlgulua

Palttaoula Somaari

~7a *y ]>-n>*-i-h us rnue //e r 1

ling paroquat

Red lory

.lu®-«&,r«d lory

Meluooa lory

uarasi lory

Blua-crownod 1017

Dusky lory
"

* oookatoo

12

1

10

2

S

Whit® oookatoo

XArga aulphxtr-oraatad
oookatoo

i6«

i

Lataer aulphur-ortatad 11
cockatoo

Vulturino parrot

Bankslan oookatoo

Red-ohoulderad paro-
quat

Belactus parrot

Aabolna lory

Slaok lory

!alay parrotlet

Bajah lory

raua-frontad lory •

Had-throated parrotlet

Xraraar • a paroquat

Young lmsatur# lory

3

5

2

1

1

2

i

r

1

/



Scientific Harte

Naja hann&h

ltaja tripudiane

V

Boiga cynodon

Boiga den&rophila

Yipera runsell!

Trimereaurue gramma

«

waglerl

Python aaethystlnue

.11 •

"

ft

Python curtue

King ©©bra

Oustatran black hooded

Sanded kmlt
"

0at-§y®d tree snake

Mangrore snake

rfcueeell * 0 viper

©roan palm viper

Brown tree viper

Brow* oala viper

fagltr*s viper

Amethystine python

Ibrown phase)

Blood python

Ho

I!

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

python moluru* Indian rook python 5

• reticulatue Regal or rati onlated
python

Siaphe ©jeyoephala Green lacquered tree
snake

i

Trionyx oertilaglneus Asiatic eoft-shelled
turtle

i

Cyoleteys ambolnensle Xura kura box turtle

Batagur baska Baeka turtle i

Seoayda eplnoea Spiny hill tortoite l

Testudo eagre land tortoise 5



Oaoolsaare eubtrljuga

Alligator oimmsis

Megalobatmohua Japonlous

Toolstood 8ohlegeli

Aoanthosaura araata

Varanue taaio<to®nsl§

Physignathue oocinoinua

Urooa«tlx 0p.

Varanui aalvadorli

$®mtn Mm,
Siaraoaa field turtle

Chlnoao alligator

Slant aalasian&er

Malayan ga-rial

Ars®& traa lizard

Kosodo dragon

Bianese water dragon

Spiny-tailea ltzar€

s Monitor



Freighter Burns at Brooklyn Pier
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BROOKLYN—British freight-

er Silverash lists at 20 degrees

as she blazes at her East River

pier. Fire started, it is be-

lieved, when a fuel line broke,

spilling oil, which was ignited

by an engine room spark.

—News-Acme.
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